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! The Concert Hall of Ihe Palis Consenratoite 
By ISIDOR PHILIPP 
A reform that has been demanded by some and 
awaited with fear by others is, we are assured, just 
on the verge of accomplishment. In future and 
dating front July last, as announced in an official 
notice, the public competitions of the Conservatoire 
(at Paris) will take place in the theatre of Op*ra 
Comique. 
Yet the little hall of the Conservatoire has so 
many interesting memories that one cannot but regret 
its abandonment. It had been in use for a little 
less than a hundred years. M. Constant Pierre, in 
his valuable collection of documents concerning the 
school of the Faubourg Pois>.onni*re, lias published 
the order of Napoleon giving to the Conservatoire 
the ground necessary to the construction of a theatre. 
This decree is dated July 17, 1808, and runs thus: 
“All that premises known under the term ‘Menus 
Plaisirs’ will be given to the Ministry of the Interim. 
It will serve as a place for the arrangements neces¬ 
sary to the carrying out of public festivals. The 
Ministry will give to the Conservatoire in addition 
to the ground which it already occupies in the ‘Menus 
Plaisirs’ ground which will be necessary for the con¬ 
struction of a theatre and the erection of other build¬ 
ings which will be considered useful to the establish¬ 
ment.” 
The hall was inaugurated in 1811 by a concert of 
which the journals of the day gave an account, men¬ 
tioning particularly the new building. The opinions 
differ. “The vestibule or entrance hall,” says the 
Courrier de VEurope of July 9th, “receives the ap¬ 
probation of all, because it is simple, ornamented 
with statues of the Muses and inclines to the antique, 
although the ceiling is a trifle low. In connection 
with this first hall is a beautiful staircase for the 
first tier of boxes. The side staircases that lead to 
the other boxes are straight. The gallery which is 
back of the front of the first tier is too contracted. 
The building has ruled the architect. There are co 
limns everywhere. The orchestra is in the *urt’J®T 
end, as if‘ there were actors in the theatre. The 
parquet is the largest space, but it lias only one en 
trance, so that once seated, spectators are not able 
to get out. As to the amphitheatre, which is at the 
top. we can say that the spectators who are con¬ 
demned to see nothing, without doubt because m a 
concert it is not neeessarv to do anything but hear, 
are at the top of the heat and the mephitic atmos- 
phere. There is no circulation of air; this amp i 
theatre resembles an oven, almost like the paiqtte 
with its opening. As to the light which passes 
through a partition of roughened glass and re e 
upon the white, greenish and violet decorations, it 
renders the faees of the spectators pale and yellow’, 
which doubtless greatly flatters the ladies.” 
We note in the “Tablettes de Polymnie”: "The 
lan of the hall is a parallelogram which is. generally, 
he least favorable arrangement for concert halls; 
t has always been recognized that those of a cir- 
ular form 'have much the greater advantages for 
icoustic effects. The light columns support an arch 
emanated by a skylight, through which pass the 
■ays of light that illuminate the hall. The daylight 
■eflection thus provided is often of a brilliancy that 
fluids the spectators and often very sombre, from 
yhich the orchestra is the greatest sufferer. The 
•olumns support a row of the first and *econd tiers 
if taxes, of which the hangings are green and the 
>ottom of the decorations is of light gray •}« UP°" 
which the ornaments stand out in dead white, i be 
ladies complain most strongly of the ^advanti^. 
under which their charms of face and toilette are dis¬ 
saved in these taxes. A too brilliant day reveals 
to the eves of the spectators the mysteries which 
have added freshness to their attractions; a burning 
sun darts his rays perpendicular!) on them, the 
warmth is extremely disagreeable, and 
*Vor8 
“Stint bordering upon yellow, certainly not an em- 
hel 1 ishnient 6At the top of the hall is practically a 
<**<* i. «.»*■ "> “» 
which the premises offer. > f of the best 
planned and the pnnapal entrance^. ^ ^ ^ 
arrangements of the > ^ it wa8 because of 
for a large audience ’ In reaMy ^ ^ 
these passages so highly 1 * a failure, and 
that the hall of the t'onsenntcre^ ^ ^ ^ 
the criticisms mcrMWj ^ Members of the Conser- 
bombastic praise wb h^tta^ ^ they presented 
vatoire offered to the^ **1 and friendly 
a medal Jo V h^u.en rPOognized by the 
aCt,VSy’f f the Conservatoire. Regretting our lack 
members of the l ress the sentiments which, 
of sufficient means to -1 nservatoire, Vou have in- 
5rind:r-of US. we ask you to accept the 
only testimony we are able to offer. Will you accept, 
with the feelings that should unite the sons of 
Apollo, the homage of our medal which we have the 
honor of presenting to you in behalf of our school! " 
Signed: Doumech, (lossec. Sarrette, Plantade, Bail- 
lot, Cherubini, M*hul, (Jrusset. 
Neither the prose of the Journal du Paris nor the 
grotesque French of the address to the architect were 
able to improve the room so contracted and with¬ 
out passages upon the street level of the Menus 
Plaisirs. And yet this hall, so justly criticised from 
the time of its inauguration, had to serve, for a cen¬ 
tury, as a frame for the most brilliant exercises of 
pupils. What celebrated masters have passed judg¬ 
ment in this place upon pupils who in their turn were 
to become illustrious. There were crowned, from 
1812-11)00, with the Roman Prize for musical com¬ 
position such men as H*rold, Panseron. HaUvy, Bnr- 
bercau. Berlioz, Ambroise Thomas. Gounod, Bazin, 
Maillart, G. Mathias, Victor Mass*, Bizet. Samuel 
David, Guiraud, Paladilhe, Theodore Dubois, Bour- 
gault-Ducoudrav. Massenet, Lenepveu, Pessard, Oil. 
Lefebvre. Bruneau. Salvayre, Puget. I.ucien and 1 aul 
Hillmacher. Wormser. Verongo de la Nux. Marty, 
Paul Vidal, Debussv, Xavier Leroux, Savard, Char- 
pentier, Krlanger, Dukas, Silver, Rabaud, Mouquet, 
Schmitt, Malherbe, etc. 
As to the public competitions, we mention in the 
instrumental classes, since 1808. when Zimmerman 
was distinguished in piano: Kalbrenner. Henry Herz, 
l>e Couppey, MarmonUd, Ravina, Ch. V. Alkan, 
Lef4bure-Wily, C*sar Franck, Joseph Wiemaxiskj, 
Pasdeloup, Francis Plant*. Jules Cohen. Thurner, 
Bizet, Alphonse Duvernoy, Fissot, Dimmer, Emile 
Paladilhe. Ernest Guiraud, Massenet, Lavignac, I sick, 
Pugno, Francis Thom*, Henry Ketten, Remlano, 
Trago. Che vil lard, Alphonse Tlnbaud. BeUaigue, 
Piern*, 1. Philipp, Malats. Risler, tama.re, Galeott. 
Reitlinger, Stojowski, Zadora, Delafossc, Berthe 
Marx, Clotilde Kleetarg. Roger-Miclos, etc. 
In the violin, Habeneck (1814), Mazas, Sauzay, 
Art/it, Danclu. Sainton, Maurin, Henry Wieninwsky, 
Sarasate, Colonne, Garcin, Lamourcux, Marsick. Diaz- 
Albertini. Hivarde. Ondricek, R*my, T*r*sa Aun, 
Harkness, Jacques Thibaud. Kreisler, Henri Marteau, 
Capet, Flesch. etc. In the organ, we may mention: 
Saiiit-Satas, C*sar Franck. Dutais, Chauvet, Emile 
- Bernard, Dallier, etc. ; in the violoncello: Norbliu, 
Franchomme, (iw.rges Hainl. Isiys, Jacquard. Tol- 
liectiue, Gillet, l-oeb, Debart, Hekking. Abhiate Has- 
selmans, etc. In wind instruments: Dorns, Taffane . 
Donjon. Jacquet Hennebains (flutists). Isilliet, Gillet 
lxmgy, Bas (otaists), Gnsez, Turban. Mimart. Ltf 
ebvre (clarinetists). Jancourt, Espaignet, Bounieau. 
DeteUier (bassoons). Dauprat, Collin, Garrigue. 
Reine (horns), Arhan (trumpets). 
The classes in opera of the Op*ra Comique and in 
singing show a great list of illustrious singers, men 
and women: Carat. Nourrit, tavasseur. 
pout, Obin. Bataille, Bonnch*e Pochard. 
Gailhard, Maurel, Nicot, Bouhy. Dubulle, Talaeac, 
Sellier Due, FournetH, KscalaTs, Del mas. Beyle, Aft re. 
Sallza Vaguet., Mesdamea Falcon. Werthember, (’leo. 
Miolan-Carvalho. Adkle Isaac. Marie Roze. Rosme 
Bloch, Bilbaut-Vauchelet. Rose Caron, Brunet-Laf- 
jeur RenCe Richard, Lucienne Br*val, Grandjean. 
Guiraudon, AIno Ackt*, llatto. etc. 
Upon the same immortal Ublets dramatic doclama- 
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tion offers quite a few notable names: in tragedy: 
Maillard, Menjaud, Beauvallet, Maubant, Ponchard, 
Laroche, Joumard, Dupont-Vernon, Worms, Guitry, 
iSilvain, Le Bargy, Duflos, Candid, Plan, Mesdames 
Tordeus, Sarah-Bernhardt, Devoyod, Caristie-Martel, 
Weber, Moreno, Rosa Bruek, Delvair. In comedy: 
Suzanne Brohan, Augustine Brohan, Larochelle, 
Thiron, Madeleine Brohan, Joussain, M. Worms, Con¬ 
stant Coquelin, Laroche, Porel, Coquelin the younger, 
Mounet-Sully, Dupont-Vernon, Le Bargy, de Feraudy, 
Galipaux, Duflos, Berr, Guitry, Signoret, Tarride, 
Lugnf-Poe, Cande; du cote feminin: Reichenberg, 
Groizette, Tholer, Legault, Muller, Barretta, Jeanne 
Samary, Rejane, Kalb, Sisos, Amel, Marsy, Brandfes, 
Ludwig, Wanda de Boncza, Lara, etc. 
Among the professors we can mention: Ch. M. 
Widor, Gabriel FaurS, Lenepveu, Guilmant, Bour- 
gault-Ducoudray, E. M. Delaborde, Louis Dimmer, I. 
Philipp, Lefort, R^my, Loeb, X. Leroux, Hasselmans, 
P. Vidal, Taffanel, Gillet, Turban, Duvernoy, Du- 
bulle, Lherie, Mounet, Beer, Leloir, Le Bargy, etc. 
Just as I am finishing this article I have learned 
of the appointment of M. Gabriel Fhur6 to the posi¬ 
tion of director of the Conservatoire, in succession to 
M. Theodore Dubois. This appointment has been 
received with the greatest pleasure by artists. Mons. 
Faurf is one of the most original masters of French 
musical art. 
In a later article I will write of some of the plans 
which the new director has in hand for the strengthen¬ 
ing of our great national school. 
THE YOUNG MAN AND HIS ART. 
BY TTI AI.EON BLAKE. 
If one man of genius is impelled toward art as a 
vocation, oy an irresistible impulse, ten thousand men 
choose that vocation for some other reason; chiefly, 
as a means of making a livelihood. Bread and butter, 
a roof over the head, clothes—these are the magic 
talismans which fill the ranks of the learned pro¬ 
fessions. Not a very poetical declaration, no; but 
truth ever has a seamy side, shocking to over-refined 
sensibilities. It is with the latter young men. this 
little writing has to do. And it is presumed that 
these new recruits are teachers. We wash our hands 
of composers; great men are self-helpers, and learn ’ 
by making mistakes, by experience. 
Many a preaclunent has been written, endeavoring 
to convince young men that all will go well' with 
them if they are sufficiently in earnest; go well with 
them in business, morals, and life itself. The triflers, 
those who profess to be musicians and teachers, but 
have no grit to master the drudgery of the work, are 
doomed to inglorious failure. This is certainly con¬ 
soling to the teacher terribly in earnest, that time 
alone is all that is required to deplete the formidable 
array of rivals. Those not in earnest soon seek other 
employment. 
Besides being in earnest, a young man knows that 
several things should receive his attention. First, 
his education. Is it sufficient for him to do his 
daily labors with? If so, he can improve it; if not, 
he must improve it. To be trained—ah, that is the 
thing! The success which came to the great masters 
of music, painting, or literature, becomes credible 
only when one learns of the enormous drudgery 
which these men of genius bestowed upon the least 
details of their work. Shall mere men of talent 
escape the penalties, and succeed without study, 
practice—all that makes training? Bulwer says: 
“He that fancies himself enlightened because he sees 
the deficiencies of others, may be very ignorant, 
because he has not studied his own.” 
To teach, merely for the “fun of it,” is sad work; 
nay, difficult work, unprofitable and disastrous; to 
teach for “love of it” is entirely different. Among 
the East side tenement-dwellers of New York, a young 
woman has done splendid work toward education, for 
love of the work only, as she devoted time and in¬ 
terests, without compensation other than that best 
compensation which comes from consciousness. In¬ 
deed, an earnest young man will surely make of him¬ 
self a good teacher, for he will infallibly become 
interested in teaching. This thought Longfellow has 
crystallized: “The talent of success is nothing more 
than doing what you can do well, and doing well 
whatever yon do, without a thought of fame.” 
A story is told of Beethoven which, true or not 
true, is illustrative of this profound truth. The 
great master was walking late one evening in a 
quarter of Vienna inhabited by artisans. It was 
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very dark, and quiet. Suddenly around a corner 
came the strains of one of the composer’s sonatas, 
played with much skill and feeling. The strolling 
master paused and listened. The touch on the in¬ 
strument seemed to be that of a child making a 
sincere effort to conquer the difficulties of the music. 
Seized by one of those strange vagaries which seem 
to lie in wait for genius, Beethoven raised the latch 
of the humble home and entered, and beheld a family 
group, to whom a young girl was playing. Without 
saying a word, the intruder walked to the performer, 
and began to show how certain intricate passages 
should lie fingered. 
The little girl was unabashed, and thanked the 
stranger sweetly, and gave up the chair, that, the 
kind gentleman might reach the keyboard with ease. 
And so Beethoven found himself playing marvelous 
impromptus to a delighted little audience, led thereto 
solely by a desire to aid an unknown student. 
This is the spirit which animates the born teacher; 
which inspires him continually to seek opportunities 
to be helpful. A man who so loves his work that it 
is part of him, and receives the best thought of his 
best moments, is in no danger of failure, and is apt 
to be an artist, even if his work is properly that 
of an artisan. 
Thoroughness is born of devotion to one’s duty, 
and is acquired at no less expense. If. then, the 
young man is in earnest, interested in his work, 
thorough, he has but to add honesty and good habits 
to reach the height possible to talent and opportunity. 
“Where shall I begin?” the young man asks him¬ 
self. That is a question none can answer but the 
young man. Be sure of this, however: if a young 
man of talent and resolution begins where he can, 
he may end where he will. 
Industry and perseverance are everlastingly talked 
into young men, but honor and integrity count for 
as much in the beginning, and for vastly more at the 
close of a career. Shakespeare has it, that if we 
but be true to ourselves, we shall be true to all. 
which, indeed, is sound philosophy. Many good 
young men think that it is puerile to talk upon topics 
properly belonging to the domain of ethics, that, as 
for themselves, it is nonsensical to refer to “honor,” 
“integrity,” as if they were wanting in either. Surely, 
one is very inexperienced in worldly matters who. 
though moral himself, sees not the high esteem in 
which morality is held by the mass of mankind. 
It is a fad to speak of men as scoundrels, to de¬ 
clare that everyone has his price; it is fallacious 
to consider men as mostly unscrupulous in actions 
and thoughts; but it is absolutely fatal to believe 
that only sharp practices succeed, or that an artful 
schemer is wiser than a straightforward, open, above¬ 
board, man. As Coleridge has said: “Human ex¬ 
perience, like the stem lights of a ship at sea, illu¬ 
mines only the path which we have passed over; ” 
but this saying only applies to one’s individual ex¬ 
perience. By the historical past, one may be cogni¬ 
zant of the historical future. History teaches young 
men no lesson more insistently than this, that no man 
finds use for the best that is in him unless he directs 
his energies and talents toward noble ends. 
The teacher will always be judged by his pupils: 
the man by his works; the character by the habits. 
Good habits are the foundation of success, and the 
young man who would set no boundary to the field of 
his usefulness, should guard his habits. 
Bohemianism is one pitfall gaping open for the 
musician. Late hours, an extra glass, lead easily 
from joviality and good-fellowship to dissipation. It 
is worthy of mention here, that the evils surround¬ 
ing art-students are sufficiently grave to have the 
concern of many eminent professors. It should be 
remembered, by young men especially, that “Bohemia” 
is a myth and a snare. True Bohemia is not what 
the tyro imagines it to be, and the thing the tyro 
accepts as its substitute is a most wretched imita¬ 
tion. But the young man with good habits is-in 
no immediate likelihood of getting himself in¬ 
capacitated for work by “Bohemia’s” debilitating 
seductions. The teaching profession is no better 
than all make it; no greater than its members’ rank 
and file; no more ideal than the ideality of the teach¬ 
ers themselves. 
The Greeks said: “It is important to know;” to 
which we add: “It is more important to l>e able to 
tell what is known”—that is. from the teacher’s 
point of view, as, without expression, knowledge is 
dead, and the mind becomes top-heavy with over¬ 
loading. Therefore, teachers must learn to teach, 
chiefly by teaching; also, by hearkening to others. 
THE BRIGHT SIDE OF THE OUTLOOK 
BY OERTRUDE GILLETTE LURKS. 
There was once a wise French woman who, durin» 
a crisis in State affairs, called in the participants in 
the struggle in order to give them an object lesson 
She had erected in the centre of her salon a pi|lar 
the different panels of which were painted in dif 
ferent colors. Seating each guest so that but one 
side of the pillar was visible to him, she inquired the 
color of the whole. Upon receiving the various 
answers of the guests, she changed their positions 
saying: 
“You see, gentlemen, everything depends upon your 
point of view.” 
We, members of the music profession, should re¬ 
member that with our boasted “artistic tempera¬ 
ment” goes a peculiar sensitiveness and susceptibility 
to influences, favorable or unfavorable, and that our 
views are apt to be colored by our present outlook 
and surroundings. Perhaps that is the reason why 
today we hear much that is discouraging concern¬ 
ing the prospect for the musician, especially in the 
capacity of teacher. 
Some of our colleagues complain bitterly that the 
profession is overcrowded, that competition is too 
severe, and that the difficulty in obtaining positions, 
both for solo work and teaching, is ever increasing. 
This condition gives rise to another, for which we 
have cause for thankfulness. As the number of 
musicians increases, the standard grows higher and 
inability and superficiality are crowded to the wall. 
Moreover, this constantly-increasing number of mu¬ 
sicians have for the most part been educated in this 
country. They have filled our conservatories and 
given employment to our teachers. ’Tis true that 
among them we find incompetency and that some of 
it appears to thrive and flourish. It would seem that 
in no department of learning is the public so easily 
deceived as in the matter of its musical education. 
We hear pupils playing Chopin, Rubinstein and Grieg 
who are unable to analyze the composition either as 
to key or form, who are utterly undeveloped as to 
musical feeling. The uninitiated and long-suffering 
patron says of the bungling performance: “It sounds 
very bad to me, but 1 suppose it’s because it’s classic." 
To those of us anxious for the best, this is discourag¬ 
ing. However, steps are being taken all over the 
country toward the improvement of the general mu¬ 
sical taste and intelligence. The day is not far 
distant when sufficient theoretical knowledge of music 
to insure the critical listener will be considered in 
this country, as it is in Germany, an essential of 
the common school education. 
The Woman’s Club of today is an important factor 
in the work along this line. It is a most hopeful sign 
of the times that these clubs are laying out and 
carrying through, under the direction of competent 
guides, weekly and monthly programs, in which thej 
analyze and listen to the best class of music. Many 
fortunate children in our cities are being trained to 
understand and to enjoy music through the childrens 
analytical concerts which are being given. Me sha 
not long have to complain of the lack of apprecia¬ 
tion of our efforts toward the best, even in pla«* 
remote from great musical centres. If many of the 
students of today who are not justified in devoting 
their entire time to the cultivation of the sma 
latent spark of musical feeling which may exist 
would satisfy themselves by becoming intelligent an 
appreciative listeners, the profession would have an¬ 
other cause for hopefulness. 
The gratitude of the earnest pupil and his e ' 
thusiasm over his work are not among the leas 
the rewards of the teacher. Our efforts towards 
betterment of our pupils are two fold in their res 
—they react upon ourselves. Fresh beauties are 
stantly opening upon our gaze as we conduc 
pupils along some well-known path. The ev®''v ,n 
charm of a Beethoven symphony loses nothing: 
enjoyment when we are presenting it for 'e 
time to a sympathetic mind. , 
Turning, then, from the thought of the har ^ 
which are common to every path, let us be gr 
for our musical training, which enables us ^ 
so much pleasure, for the legacy left us J 
masters, for the ever-living joy of seeing » ® * 
pupil improve, and for the beauty we can g|]aii 
things which are sealed to outsiders. Then » 
not regret that we chose music for our vocation. 
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MAKING OF TONE COLOR EFFECTS 
ON THE PIANO. 
BY LOUISA MAY HOPKINS. 
Development of the Tone Color Idea. 
Of the piano virtuosos that have fired the public 
. the past we can judge only through the ears of 
!heir contemporaries. Clementi could probably have 
thundered through a Liszt rhapsody as loud and as 
fast as many of our moderns. His double notes lm- 
essed even Mozart, who called him “a mere mech- 
Lcian without a pennyworth of taste or feeling ” 
We can somewhat imagine Mozarts playing; the 
l*auty of its singing tone, the finish and grace of its 
Erasing, its “breathing on the keys,” its spontaneity 
and sanity of expression. Then Cramer, Czerny, 
Moscheles Kalkbrenner, Herz, Thalberg!—nimble- 
fingered shades, who left only a pebble or two of 
technic for Liszt to turn. But their ravished auditors 
seem not to have detected in their playing any variety 
of tone quality, or as we say, a range of tone color, 
which is the essence of pianism. Many famous pian¬ 
ists today have little or none, and there are few 
listeners sufficiently discriminating to know that a 
comprehension of the very fabric of the pianist’s art 
is entirely absent from what may be not only a daz¬ 
zling technical array, and mastery of dynamics, but 
thoughtful and expressively grouped interpretation. 
Probably the Vienna piano of Mozart’s day held 
few differences in tone quality. We find no apprecia¬ 
tion of such distinctions in observations by Mozart on 
piano playing, as there was none in the precepts of 
J S. and Emanuel Baeh. A beautiful singing tone 
was indeed the thing to be sought above all others, 
but there seemed to be no attempt to vary its timbre. 
Beethoven, with less technical finish, longed for a 
larger field in his deeper-toned instrument. He heard, 
as we must hear, all the orchestral instruments in 
his sonatas, and his playing seems to have given 
somewhat that complex tone impression. Schumann’s 
piano works sing with all the choirs of the wind 
and strings. We must guess that Chopin could lure 
a thousand voices from the keys, gray spirits and 
white, though not so often our familiar orchestral 
ones. Of Tausig’s and Rubinstein’s coloring one hears 
uncanny tales. Of Liszt’s one must be certain, for 
his piano compositions and arrangements are crowded 
with almost melodramatic occasions for its use. 
Paderewski and Pachmann are masters of color. 
Orchestral Music a Factor. 
The absence or presence of this peculiar pianistic 
quality is now more obvious than ever before. This 
is due primarily, of course, to the increased tone 
capacity of the modern grand piano, but quite as 
much to the development and enlargement of the or¬ 
chestra. Composers are embodying their orchestral 
ideas in forms continually more full and compli¬ 
cated, and in their piano compositions are constantly 
devising new means by which the piano tone may be 
enriched and enlarged so as to approach more nearly 
to orchestral effects. By the aid of the damper pedal, 
the whole range of harmonic tones is pressed at once 
into service, not only through the iridescent network 
of overtones spreading upward and outward from 
the individual strings, but directly, either through 
arpeggio playing, or by means of the same chord re¬ 
peated the length of the keyboard. Whereas in o 
times, scale playing was of paramount importance, 
and chords were meagre, or else sufficiently isolated 
to be easy to play, the modern pianist must devote 
equal attention to learning to play difficult chord 
positions with accuracy, rapidity and freedom, and, 
as chords exhibit tone quality much more rcaduy 
than single notes, with a depth and variety of effect 
not in the least limited by dynamic shading, but only 
by the number of different ways in which the keys 
may be approached, by the number of muscles in the 
band and arm, by their power of combination, re¬ 
laxation and contraction, by the functions of the coil 
netting nerves, by the imagination and emotional 
intensity of the temperament propelling and con¬ 
trolling all. Some of this variety of touch cun be 
applied to single notes, but it is the manner of chord 
playing and the complicated and continual use of 
'he damper pedal that are the strongest factors in 
color effects. 
Single Tones, Chords and Groups, 
Single tones must be approached in a gentler spirit. 
First, a single note does not offer the grip that is 
necessary for many chord effects. But also because a 
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single note, particularly if in the higher register, 
is not of a passionate nature. An impassioned voice 
is not a single line of sour-U bu. a compound of 
several sounds, more correctly represented by a chord, 
and in moments of great excitement by a harsh chord. 
So that, while it is perfectly fitting that chords 
should sometimes be played with force, or even ap¬ 
parent roughness, according to the dramatic char¬ 
acter of the passage, a single note should rarely lose 
its sweet singing tone, though it may be impregnated 
with pathetic feeling, if desired, particularly in the 
bass, where the more powerful harmonies add to the 
emotional value of the notes. Dramatic airs or 
groups of notes may be declaimed, however, even in 
the treble, with a powerful tone (the effect of an 
opera singer throwing his voice into a large audi¬ 
torium), by dropping the high, rounded aim, the 
elbow high, slightly inward upon the key. The arm 
and hand must positively be divested of bones, and 
the pedal instantly fasten on the tone and project 
it still further. Such reoitativo passages generally 
introduce concerto cadenzas, but they occur in all 
piano music of a dramatic character. In the first 
movement of the Beethoven Sonata, Op. 31, No. 2, 
the repeated trumpet-like calls in the bass must be 
played in this way, as well as portions of the solo 
recitatives, though the recitatives in this instance 
require the addition of the soft pedal also. 
The Use of the Pedal. 
But as the highest function of music is an appeal 
to the heart through an expressive melody, the 
foundation of the pianist’s art must still be. as in 
former times, a fitting voice to sing that song. Mo¬ 
zart’s own airs exact the most perfect singing tone 
of the piano, as they do of the human voice, and 
his dictum that a melody should flow like oil is best 
followed by a finger-tip of gluelike adhesiveness and 
an arm and hand like a rubber hose, through which 
the weight seems to run into the key as water is 
turned on by a faucet. The tone cannot be prevented 
by the finger from fading, but here the damper pedal 
comes to our aid and increases the tone by its appli 
cation immediately after the key is pressed, giving a 
swell of sounds, as well as carrying the tone *»<* 
pianist must hoard tone as a miser hoards gold, and 
it is with the pedal that he rakes in his gams. Urst 
get, and then hold, is his motto; produce, nil the 
tone possible from the key; the moment it is fairly 
out, clutch it with the pedal. There is a tendency 
among teachers to treat the pedal as a separate am 
later division of study, but it is as much a part of 
the tone as is the tone production, and should be 
taught at the first as indispensable to it. 
A necessary preface to any further use of the 
pedal in the building of color effects is a knowledge 
of the properties of string vibrations. The ability 
of strong concordant vibrations to atop thei sounding 
of unsympathetic ones, and . . * 
—■ ‘“T.1™ 2K SM3*«: ss* 
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lifting of the arm and foot. 
Pose and Movement of the arms. 
„ „ nf the strongest factors in the production of 
° is the nose and movement of the arms 
tone color l l . rattlpr an unformulated 
above the keyboar. - n(j do|lbt have lieen guided 
science. Many pi-. -matter but have learned. 
by no conscious rules in t^ rafu7'ftwkwftrd tone. «,, 
perhaps after cntirely self-eon- 
• 'et in Z spirit of the music, the 
SC,OUSZnle,eh l« dramatic or languid, or peaceful 
more completely musically realized, an 
or passionate th5s atmosphere portrayed 
mo* th<! T„d hand movements which, because they 
in the arm and hand ular elTort< nrP grace- 
perfectly economic and taxation. This 
f„l in each stage * ^d lM,cU,vard by the student. 
proposition *J°U iate motions arc understood. 
The sooner the ap) r * ^ ach ,mrt of his 
£ 3a. “*te)'' “ “1”n 
the manner of its preparation and release. Nothing 
is more difficult to teach self-conscious adults than 
this free-arm use. They “feel so foolish! ” in any 
attempt to carry the arm high or conspicuously, and 
at every rest of any length, hands invariably seek a 
dark refuge beneath the piano. During rests the arm 
should be held high, and the hand should be relaxed, 
unless it is necessarily preparing for a concentrated 
attack. Each movement across the keyboard should 
lie an easy curve, and no timid, uncertain motions 
allowed to offend tlie eye or detract from the spon¬ 
taneity of the following tone. Each phrase should 
be released by a lift of the arm whether the end of 
the phrase is'unaecented, and the arm pulls the hand 
upward and away with elastic crispness or drags 
reluctant fingers from a tone that melts imperceptibly 
into thin air; or whether the ann-lift is preceded 
by a sudden forward movement of the wrist, which 
throws the hand backward off the key in an accent 
which may be made as strong as desired without 
effort. This sudden release by the pushing forward 
of the wrist is one of the commonest and most charm¬ 
ing of chord effects. By varying the intensity of the 
finger clutch, a great variety of tone may be made, 
the lightest almost like the throwing of flowers. In 
leggiero playing, where the fingers are simply held 
firmly in the required shape, and the tone is made 
by a rotary motion of the hand, the arm must, of 
course, do all the guiding, nnd in an arpeggio or 
scale will move on considerably beyond the finish of 
the notes. Any running passage (all the more so. 
if played with force) should carry the arm farther 
in the same direction, and often, in order to clear the 
keys, fling it high in air, a motion that, far from 
being affected, is the only natural one, as the stop¬ 
ping of the arm so suddenly would require a fatiguing 
effort. The more violently a passage is played, the 
higher will be the release of the arms. 
Paderewski. 
A striking instance is Paderewski’s playing of the 
nrpeggiated fortissimo, repeated chords which pre¬ 
cede the left-hand octaves in the Chopin A-flat 
Polonaise. An emotional climax of tremendous force, 
they are swept up with a ferocity of attack that 
throws his arms high uliove his head. 
It is doubtful if there has ever been a more com¬ 
prehensive demonstration of the astonishing color 
range, of the multitudinous voices, latent in the 
modern grand piano than in Paderewski’s playing this 
year Mr. \V. J. Henderson speaks even more 
strongly. He says: “Mr. Paderewski is the complete 
master of the piano. It has no secrets from him. 
There is no winning accent in its wonderful voice 
that he cannot coax forth.” 
This may be so. But one is inclined to believe 
that every temperament, reaching out through the 
medium of its peculiar physical organism, has a fresh 
potentiality in the realm of piano tone, and that 
each personal solution of the problem of piano color 
must slightly differ from ever}- other, not only in 
the subtler and indescribable nuanemgs. but in the 
more pronounced types which can be caught on the 
wing of the great players’ most inspired flight* and 
reduced to terms of earth. 
LIFE’S SYMPHONY. 
Life is a divine symphony. Its introductory theme 
is its motive. A strain of personality, at first rudi¬ 
mentary almost to crudeness, it has yet infinite depth 
of possibility. The development of its powers, the 
embellishment of harmony, the strengthening of parts, 
the unifying of idea, comprises the first movement 
“voulh.” 
A sweet romance introduces a companion theme 
of melodic nnd feminine purity and beauty. 
A glorious fugue, the main movement of the com 
position ensues, wherein the new theme combines, as 
its fugnl "answer.” with the first subject. With 
living interest, husband and wife pursue their way. 
now energetic in eager stretti, then resting in sequen 
tial episodes, but ever progressing with one com¬ 
mon object and ambition. 
The offspring of this marriage, inheriting much of 
the beauty of ita parenta. givea ua a delicious canzone 
enlivened with the scherznntc of childhood. 
The fifth movement is a grand finale, resonant with 
the honor of a life well spent. “Their children arise 
and call them blessed.” 
The composer? The Almighty, lie who inspired the 
“music of the spheres,” to whom he glory for eTer 
nnd ever.—S. T. O. 
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LISZT AS A PIANOFORTE WRITER. 
BT FREDERIC NEECKS. 
Inventive Rather than Creative. 
Nothing is easier than to estimate Liszt the 
pianist, nothing more difficult than to estimate Liszt 
the composer. As to Liszt the pianist, old and 
young, conservatives and progressives, not excepting 
the keyboard specialists, are perfectly agreed that he 
was unique, unsurpassed and unsurpassable. As to 
Liszt the composer, on the other hand, opinions differ 
widely and multifariously—from the attribution of 
superlative genius to the denial of the least talent. 
This diversity arises from partisanship, individuality 
of taste, and the various conceptions formed of the 
nature of creative power. Those, however, who call 
Liszt a composer without talent, confess themselves 
either ignorant of his achievements, or incapable of 
distinguishing good from bad and of duly appor¬ 
tioning praise and blame. Those, on the other hand, 
who call Liszt a creative genius, should not omit 
to observe and state that his genius was qualitatively 
unlike the genius of Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven, Men¬ 
delssohn, and Schumann. With him the creative im¬ 
pulse was, in the main, and, as a rule, of intellectual 
impulse. With the great masters mentioned the 
impulse was of a general origin, all the faculties co¬ 
operating. While with them composition was always 
spontaneous, being, however great the travail, a birth, 
not a making; with Liszt it was often reflective, 
the solution of a problem, an experiment, a caprice, 
a defiance of conventional respectability, or a device 
for the dumfounding and electrification of the gaping 
multitude. In short, Liszt was to a larger extent 
inventive than creative. The foregoing remarks do 
not pretend to lie more than a suggestive attempt at 
explaining the inexplicable differences of creative 
power. That Liszt could be spontaneous and in the 
best sense creative, he has proved by whole composi¬ 
tions, and more frequently by parts of compositions. 
That has to be noted; as well as that his love of ex¬ 
perimenting and scorn for the familiar, not to men¬ 
tion the commonplace, led him often to turn his back 
on the beautiful and to embrace the ugly. 
An Original Pianoforte Style. 
As a composer of pianoforte music, Liszt’s merits 
are more generally acknowledged than as a composer 
of any other kind. Here indeed his position is a 
commanding one. We should be obliged to regard 
him with respect, admiration, amf gratitude, even 
if his compositions were esthetically altogether a 
failure. For they incorporate an original pianoforte 
style, a style that won new resources from the in¬ 
strument, and opened new possibilities to the com¬ 
poser for it, and the player on it. The French Revo¬ 
lution of 1830 aroused Liszt from a state of lethargy. 
A year after this political revolution, there occurred 
an event that brought about in him an artistic revo¬ 
lution. This event was the appearance of Paganini 
in Paris. The wonderful performances of the unique 
violin virtuoso revealed to him new ideas. He now 
began to form that pianoforte style which com¬ 
bined, as it were, the excellences of all the other in¬ 
struments. individually and collectively. Liszt him¬ 
self called the process “the orchestration of the piano¬ 
forte.” But before the transformation could be con¬ 
summated, other influences had to be brought to bear 
on the architect. The influence of Chopin, who ap¬ 
peared in Paris soon after Paganini, must have been 
great, but was too subtle and partial to be easily 
gauged. It is different with Berlioz, whose influence 
on Liszt was palpable and general, affecting every 
branch of his art-practice. Thalbcrg lias at least the 
merit of liaving by his enormous success in 1830 
stimulated Liszt to put forth his whole strength. 
Transcriptions. 
The vast mass of Liszt's pianoforte compositions is 
divisible first into two classes—the entirely original 
compositions, and the compositions based to a more 
or less extent on foreign matter. The latter class 
consist of transcriptions of songs (Schubert, Bee¬ 
thoven. Mendelssohn. Franz, etc.), symphonies and 
overtures (Berlioz, Beethoven. Rossini, Wagner, etc.), 
and operatic themes (from Rossini and Bellini to 
Wagner and Verdi), and of fifteen Hungarian rhap¬ 
sodies; the former consists of studies, brilliant vir- 
tuosic pieces, musical poems, secular and sacred, pic¬ 
turesque, lyrical, etc. (such as Annfies de Pdlerinage, 
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Harmonies, po6tiques et religieuses, Consolations, the 
legends “St. Francois d’Assise: La Predication aux 
oiseaux,” and “St. Francois de Paule marchant sur 
let flots,” etc.), and one work in sonata form, but not 
the conventional sonata form. Although not unfre- 
quently leaving something to be desired in the mat¬ 
ter of discretion, his transcriptions of songs are 
justly famous masterpieces. Marvellous in the re¬ 
production of orchestral effects are the transcriptions 
of symphonies and overtures. The operatic transcrip¬ 
tions (Illustrations, Fantasies), into which the geist- 
reiche Liszt put a great deal of his own, do not now 
enjoy the popularity they once enjoyed; the present 
age has lost some of its love for musical fireworks 
and the tricking-out and transmogrification by an 
artist of other artists’ ideas. The Hungarian Rhap¬ 
sodies, on the other hand, which are still more fan¬ 
tasias on the adopted matter than the operatic 
transcriptions, continue to be favorites of the virtuosi 
and the public. 
Original Compositions. 
As to the original compositions, they are very un¬ 
equal in artistic value. Many of them, however, are 
undoubtedly of the greatest beauty, and stand what¬ 
ever test may be applied to them. No one would 
think of numbering with these exquisite perfect things 
the imposing sonata. It cannot be placed by the side 
of the sonatas of Beethoven, whose ideal and forma¬ 
tive power Liszt lacked. Nevertheless it is impossible 
for the unprejudiced not to recognize in it a noble 
effort of a highly-gifted and ardently-striving mind. 
Technically, instead of three or four self-contained 
separate movements, we have there a long uninter¬ 
rupted series of continuous movements, in which, 
however, we can distinguish three complexes corre¬ 
sponding to the three movements of the orthodox 
sonata. The Andante Sostenuto and Quasi Adagio 
form the simpler middle complex. Although some of 
the features of the orthodox sonata structure are 
discernible in Liszt’s works, most of them are absent 
from it or irrecognizably veiled. The most novel and 
characteristic features are the unity and the evolu¬ 
tion by metamorphosis of the thematic material— 
that is to say, the motives of the first complex re¬ 
appear in the following ones, and are metamorphosed 
not only in the later hut also in the first. Nothing 
could characterize the inequality of Liszt’s composi¬ 
tions better than the fact that it is possible to draw 
up a program of them wholly irreproachable, admir¬ 
able and delightful, and equally possible to draw up 
one wholly objectionable, abhorrent, and distressful. 
All in all, Liszt is a most remarkable and interesting 
and, at the same time, an epoch-making personality, 
one that will remain for long yet a living force in 
music, and for ever a striking figure in the history 
of the art.—Monthly Journal of the International 
Musical Society. 
TWO SUGGESTIVE COMMENTS ON MAT¬ 
TERS MUSICAL. 
BY MARIE BENEDICT. 
“I suppose that must be classical; but it doesn’t 
seem so, there is so much music in it.” This remark 
is pregnant with suggestion to the alert observer of 
the attitude assumed toward true music by a large 
portion of the public of our small cities and towns. 
It expressed the thought of a young lady, who has 
marked natural fondness for music, but who has not 
been fortunate in opportunities to listen to genuine 
music, sympathetically interpreted, on hearing Hen- 
selt’s piano etude, “Si Oiseau J’Etais” (“If I Were a 
Bird”) for the first time. Side by side with this 
comment on things musical, we might place that of 
the young* student who, when attending her first 
artists’ piano recital, between the movements of the 
Chopin B-flat minor sonata, said to her companion: 
“Oh! if that’s what they call classical.music, I like 
it! ” This student, it may be added, had sought the 
recital hall more from a sense of duty impressed 
upon her by the urgent adviee of her teacher, than 
from any other reason, expecting, as patiently as she 
might, to sit through what would be to her a dry. 
uninteresting program. 
Now why is it that to so many persons the thought 
of classical music suggests nothing but dulness and 
dryness, a thing which is, no doubt, very good, but 
which is of all things uninteresting, to l>e avoided 
when possible, to be endured when fate or custom so 
ordains? The persons above quoted are not solitary 
instances of a mental attitude; they express the 
position of legions of Americans. Why, of the hun 
dreds who are "taking music lessons” and supposedly 
studying music, in every good-sized town the counts 
over, is it usually possible to find but so compar¬ 
atively few in the audience. 
It seems to me that at least a partial answer to 
these questions may be found in the fact that the 
so-called study of music is so often a thing so merely 
external, so entirely superficial, that it is considered 
and. as a consequence, really forms no serious part 
of the individual’s educational work. 1 know that 
this is no new idea, but so long as the condition ex¬ 
ists, the truth will cry out for expression. How can 
we develop in our pupils that genuine love for the 
beautiful in music, which will seek, and which will 
find every opportunity for its hearing and for its 
expression? How can we train them so to interpret 
what they play, that it shall not fail to convey to 
others a definite impression of beauty? 
If we wish to eradicate from the minds of pupils 
and the public the idea that classical music is a 
thing to be endured when necessary, to be avoided 
when possible, we must create in them the opposite 
point of view by leading them, through experience 
to associate with that much-abused term classical, 
that which, through its inherent attractiveness of 
rhythm and melody, irresistibly appeals to their mu¬ 
sical sense. And of such music, need it be said, 
there are abundant illustrations in the field of 
which we are speaking; illustrations, many of which 
are within the grasp of the student of average degree 
of advancement. We must create in them the habit 
of making use of every opportunity to hear a fine 
musical program, by use, in their daily studies, of 
material which will keep their interest growing in 
the works of masters, new and old, and by im¬ 
pressing upon them, from the earliest stages of their 
study, the truth that, in the musical education, it is 
quite as necessary to listen to genuine interpreta¬ 
tions of the best music, as it is to study with a 
teacher. That attendance at concerts and recitals is 
not (as some seem to consider it) an unnecessary 
luxury, or (as some others seem to consider it), a 
thing which must be gone through with because it 
chances to be the vogue of the hour, but that it is an 
absolute essential to any broad musical growth, with¬ 
out which the musical life will be stunted and nar¬ 
row, without which the natural powers of the indi¬ 
vidual will never come to their full fruition. 
Parents who wish their children to develop strong 
and vigorous constitutions do not feed them with 
trash, nor with those things which are markedly dis¬ 
tasteful to them, but with those, which are at once 
nutritious and appetizing. So, the viands which the 
teacher places before her musical children should 
neither be trash, nor yet of a type distinctly dis¬ 
tasteful to them; but of the type which will defi¬ 
nitely attract them, and will, at the same time, defi¬ 
nitely contribute to their musical growth. Never 
select for their study, simply because they bear the 
label “classical,” the things which are altogether 
dry and uninteresting to the youthful mind. That 
there are works of this type, bearing the aforesaid 
label, it is useless to deny; and that they act upon 
the opening promise of appreciation of true music, ns 
a freezing wind acts upon the blossom buds of spring, 
is evident to any keen observer. But these may be 
easily avoided when at hand is the wealth of ge“- 
nine music which makes insistent appeal to the mel¬ 
odic and rhythmic sense of every pupil. 
"Everything in the world strives through dis¬ 
cord to win a final harmony. The clatter of t e 
streets, the roar of the railway, the hurricane throug1 
the forest, the cataract and the ocean, all are “ 
noise and fury, yet all are mellowed by the quail) 
of the firmament into one grand, sweet song. Deep 
within the fathomless caverns of our being we * 
still hear the silent echo of God, and religion so * 
from limiting the music of the spheres, is itself ^ 
only complete and unending symphony. Here is 
song which is ever new: the song which like 
song of Aeolus, tames the brute; the song by n 10 
alone we can destroy our Jericho and build our Tr°. • 
the song of the Milkmaid, the song of Taillefer 
the mother’s lullaby. Inspiration means that >e 
music, and heqven means that eternal music 
eternal life are likewise one and the same. or 
all the arts, this art, which seems to us to live ® • 
in a note, with a dying fall—this is the art w i 
• of all others survives the grave.” 
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melody and harmony. 
BY DB. A. SOHUEZ. 
a natural law, and always return t 
given by it. 
[Translated 
the harmony gers is available in melody-playing only, and this by 
- means of a considerable raising of the finger and low 
We can also compare the relationship between position of the wrist so that tbe finger, when it comes 
melody and harmony to a fountain. The water- upon the key, will fall upon its cushioned part rather 
from the German by Carl W. Grimm.] basin represents to us the harmony. The spouting than upon the extreme end. If the finger-nails grow 
water-stream, the melody, ascends unsupported into to the very end of the fingers, great care must be 
ai and scatters its sun-illumined pearls, but it observed in bringing the cushion or fleshy end of the Thebe exists such a peculiar reciprocal relation- 
, wween the two factors of music. Melody and 
n ? onv as to make us often doubt whether it is 
rrect to consider Melody the daughter of Harmony 
Tr whether the reverse is true. History teaches us 
that melody appears first, and that harmony is an 
Irt developed from it. Not only among the savages, 
bat also among civilized nations the one-voice mel- 
2- is the first and main attempt, and only occasion¬ 
al” are a few timid trials at an harmonic accom- 
^Nekher "was anything known of polyphony and 
harmony in the church music of the early Christians. 
The first important step towards polyphony was 
made with the Organum invented by the Flemish 
monk Hucbald (900), who declared singing in con¬ 
secutive fifths delightful and pleasing. At the be¬ 
ginning of the 12th century the Faux-Bourdon came 
into vogue and its succession of thirds and sixths 
sounds much more to our taste. It was a long way, 
strewn with many difficulties, that finally led up to 
Palestrina’s impressive harmonic polyphony. 
Until the system of Counterpoint was completely 
evolved, the first experiments at it were naturally 
very crude, and often nothing more than examples 
of musical arithmetic. Accordingly, history seems 
to tell us that melody is the first and main thing, 
and that harmony is derived from it. But in spite 
of this fact, when we thoroughly investigate the re¬ 
lationship of melody and harmony, we must state 
the very opposite, and declare that harmony is the 
mother of melody. Harmony is the primordial, the 
foundation and the essence of all music. Out of the 
surging chords of harmony, melody arises, like 
Aphrodite, from the sprays of the ocean waves. Mel¬ 
ody is the minted gold of harmony; it is the precious 
metal wrought by the human mind into fine artistic 
jewels. In harmony we see only the metal in its 
natural and unrefined condition. There are a great 
many melodies of the most distinct character, based 
upon one and the same triad. Many folk-songs are 
merely rhythmical variations of the triad or seventh 
chord found in the series of overtones. 
cannot remain in the air, it must ever return 
origin. Apparently the fountain plays on inces¬ 
santly and unrestrainedly, because new water always 
rises from the source. And this is certainly the ideal 
of any music, where the harmony does not show up 
awkwardly and in massive blocks, but is merely felt 
as underlying the melody and its melodically related 
parts. Every correct melody has a firm relationship, 
based upon natural laws, to harmony. Any melody 
that entirely emancipates itself from harmony, loses 
its secure natural ground, becomes unclear, unmusical 
and irrational. 
It is true, there are many tone-combinations in 
modern music which cannot be explained upon 
finger, and not the tip of the nail, down upon the 
key. Finger-nails must lie worn short always for 
piano-playing. 
But this analytical, technical talk—this pointing 
out and marking each technical detail—is very dis¬ 
tasteful, to me, because 1 believe it to be altogether 
the wrong attitude towards technic. The tendency 
of our day in piano-teaching is to teach pupils music, 
to give our children from the very start melodies to 
play and to let them use the technic God gave them 
and play as well as they can. The teacher’s part is 
to observe all the shortcomings and to correct them 
by using a few special exercises that will correct, 
and also supply that which is needed in the way of 
harmonic basis, but only by the melodic movement dexterity. Our suggestion to teachers of beginners 
of one or more parts. The closer these tone-< 
binations come to the triad or to the formation of 
thirds, the more readily they are understood and 
the better they sound. The modem composer will 
avoid—in this there was no greater master than 
Bach—having the harmony sound forth too plainly 
from the parts; on the contrary, he will make the 
Observe, first of all, how much natural technic 
(natural skill, that is) the beginner possesses, and 
overcome each difficulty ns it presents itself. That 
idea of isolating technical difficulties, separating mu¬ 
sic and technic, and forcing students to practice this 
or that peculiar movement of the finger, hand, or 
without his first knowing exactly what it is 
harmony the striving-point of the parts, and let the needed for, is to lie shunned always. 
listener divine the secret, primeval cause, from which 
they all originate. Not what is finished, nor what 
has come to be, constitutes life,, but rather the im¬ 
pulse to become something. The watchword of to¬ 
day is not a sweet-sounding euphony, not stand still, 
nor plastic rest, but motion, action, strife or struggle. 
m 
As regards the material, melody does not present 
anything new or anything that was not contained 
in the harmony; hut while melody unfolds to our 
ws all the beautiful proportions noticeable in har¬ 
mony, it reveals most clearly the latent charms, the 
inherent force of harmony. While melody dissolves 
the chords into a rhythmical sequence, it lays hare 
their deepest secrets. For a true melody is not a 
succession of tones separated from harmony, or con¬ 
nected with it in an accidental way, and perchance 
to receive its proper character by this or that chord. 
Every melody carries within itself its own harmonies; 
perhaps these may be only suggested, or even con- 
waled, like the solution of a puzzle. Melody is har¬ 
mony infused with soul and moved by the mind. 
Harmony is like the human body as a statue,, the 
plastic art in music, the quiet living picture; as 
soon as this begins to move it becomes melody, so to 
speak. Melody corresponds to the mimic art in its 
rhythmical movement of the body. 
Because melody is in truth nothing but moving 
arinony, it ought not, however, dominate in poly¬ 
phonic writing to such an extent as entirely to ob- 
■terate the underlying harmony, while the various 
Parts move in perfect freedom. ' The harmonic chord 
must always appear to the ear as the gleaming goal 
0 which all tones strive, because harmony is the 
’oundation and aim of all music. The mimic art can 
‘“deed become so free that the natural and normal 
0rms °f the body are hardly recognizable; but this 
on'y in passing moments, for the moving and 
m" Hrabs must return finally to their natural 
Jx*It‘ons. Just so, the free melodic tones must obey 
HINTS FOR INEXPERIENCED TEACHERS. 
No. V. 
About Hands and Fingers. 
A YOUNG teacher asks: “Which do you consider 
the proper position for the hands m. playing the 
piano, should the fingers be curved or straight? And 
should I teach the Hammer or the Pressure touch? 
Our correspondent goes on to state that mothers who 
are thinking of sending their children to be taught by 
her frequently ask these among several other age- 
worn questions and she finds it difficult to reply some¬ 
times “One mother,” she writes, “showed very 
plainly that she considered the ‘pressure tout-h a 
relic of the past, a thing entirely ‘gone by. Know 
ins as we do, that these questions are being con¬ 
stantly asked it seems advisable to answer our corre¬ 
spondent in these columns. . • 
This matter of hand position and of fing 
ing and of different kinds of touches, belongs with 
our general consideration of Technic. Good pl.iwng 
presupposes good technic; that is. propcrandsu.table 
eouipment; technic embraces the training of ar . 
hands and fingers, including all the touches all the 
positions, and^all the thousand 
No teacher can rightfully claim < or n<1,: . 
iccomplished first pr 
tion, or this or that touch ■f-jracs-iti... 
ask the question: Do you tcacn 
what the human being ^ acc lis e  
Jo; some particular things .. 
standing, others wne convenient and im¬ 
position is used that is the mo^ ^ the threi. 
ful, of course l ami no o ■ ^ the same 
positions named, etc. I 
rule holds good. a2t. very often curved 
«i“ p,2iw„; r ‘ 
playing. f<* U S tbf U*- “*rt> 
or nearly so. in orde are slightly curved, 
all ordinary playing *- u. usej j„ a five-finger 
curved position of the «n- 
Exercises that form no part of piano-playing but 
arc intended solely as preparation for playing stand 
in very much the same relation to music that the 
old-fashioned spelling-book stood to general litera¬ 
ture. Modern educators do not attempt to “cram” 
a child’s mind with routine work, such as the old 
wav of teaching spelling offered; spelling now goes 
hand-in-hand with knowledge of words, and children 
realize thus the need of spelling and fee! consequent 
appreciation of it. This is how it should be with 
technical exorcises in pisno practice; they should 
be used as aids to help conquer definite difficulties 
but never used by the score. Whether a pupil is de¬ 
ficient or not, as a preparation that one and all 
must undergo, a preparation for difficulties which 
may never be encountered, n very large portion of 
the etudes given to pupils cause an inexcusable waste 
of time and effort. Can we wonder if, added to this, 
the pupil wearies of practice and comes to the con¬ 
clusion that he does not like music? Whereas, if 
his time had lieen given to some really profitable piece 
of music, tbe desired results could have been obtained, 
and the pupil’s interest and enthusiasm would not 
have been sacrificed. 
But to refer again to finger and hand position: 
Should you find difficulty in meeting and answering 
such a question a* that asked of our correspondent, 
we would suggest that you reply: ‘‘There is no one 
proper position of either lingers or hands; there are 
hundreds of positions, as there are tournee aimi « 
feets to be obtained: every position is 'proper tliul 
enables one to play a given passage in the best pos¬ 
sible manner, and to obtain tbe effect lie desires with 
the greatest ease and convenience. 
In pointing out hand position to beginner. .1 is 
advisable to sjs-ak at first only of the high hand 
and curved finger*, explaining that the thum > wi 
require room to move under, and insisting upon it 
that the ana shall hold up and not drag down the 
MUSIC AND LIFE. 
niece of music there is 
with us for ever, and 
-childish in their eiroplicity- 
returns with joy aft< 
moves to nearly related 
to regions remote and 
the original, mi the cu 
and turns, through stri 
ideas, until our first in 
lost. Suddenly, however, a chord is struck 
tAkes the music back to it* starting-point, ai 
the power of that first key is immediately fel 
recognized; and in life i» not the mind f< 
taken to those simple truths of childhood b; 
a picture or a song which strik 
heart?—G. A. 
•y«. and from these ag» 
-mingly unconnected wi 
it of life wanders, win 
• theories and among n< 
ssions ws-ni to be entire 
chord i 
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J The Opportune Bending of the Musical Twig. A Few j 
I Suggestions in Elementary Piano Teaching 
♦ By W. S. B. MATHEWS ♦ 
Thebe is an old saying: “As the twig is bent, the 
tree’s inclined.” In other words, it makes all the 
difference in the world whether the child, in beginning 
his journey towards the musical Parnassus, starts 
with his face one way or another, because there are 
many who have lost the road, like the gentleman who 
inquired whether he was upon the right road to 
Hartford. The farmer who was thus questioned 
answered that he was, but asked: “Are you mean¬ 
ing to go to Hartford ? ” to which he added: “In 
that case you would do well to turn around, for 
by the way you are going it is close around twenty- 
five thousand miles, whereas it is only five if you 
go in the other direction.” I do not remember that 
I have ever personally met any youngsters who were 
bo near Parnassus as five miles, but I have seen many 
who seemed to be going in quite the wrong direction. 
I think I once mentioned in these pages the story 
Mr. Frederick W. Root tells, of how once upon a 
time he was sent to drive the venerable Lowell Mason 
to the station. He had been brought up to regard 
Dr. Mason as little short of a god; and the old 
doctor was meditating. Adi at once he said: “Fred¬ 
erick, music teachers ought to be promoted down.” 
And then he went on to say that teaching children 
was the most delicate work of all, with more room 
for undesirable mistakes; for this reason he would 
promote his teachers downward toward the lower 
grades, just as fast as they gained in outlook and 
experience. It was a good idea, and something quite 
like it is now done; for in all large cities there are 
piano teachers who devote themselves to teaching 
children in the light of mature musical experiences 
and knowledge. But the great majority are not so. 
Wherefore, as the art of musical pedagogy is as yet 
in an unsatisfactory condition, I venture to suggest 
right here a few of the places where the musical trees 
of the future will be much more shapely and com¬ 
manding if only we bend the twigs aright now. 
We learn a great deal from our summer pupils. 
For example, I found a smart girl failing curiously 
in reviewing some fifth grade studies. Upon inves¬ 
tigating, I found that she had no idea of rhythm and 
note-values. She neither conceived the steadily on- 
flowing pulsation of the music with its accentuation 
into measures, nor felt the rhythm behind the suc¬ 
cession of longs and shorts which gave vitality and 
movement to the melody. I suppose she had missed 
the music lessons in the public schools when the note- 
values were taught, and had never been definitely 
caught in her ignorance. Another person, very mu¬ 
sical in a way, had never thought of the accompani¬ 
ment's having a status of its own. She heard the 
melody very clearly and infallibly, a mistake there 
was instantly recognized and corrected; but wrong 
notes in the accompaniment, and the sympathy of 
tone volume between accompaniment and the mel¬ 
ody, she missed entirely. She had never been prop¬ 
erly bent as a twig. Many such examples could be 
given, but enough; let us come to particulars. 
I think if I were teaching a beginner right now, 
of nine years old, say, I would begin with a defini¬ 
tion of music: “The art of the beautiful and the 
expressive in tonal forms.” Observe that music is 
the art of the “beautiful” and the “expressive,” make 
those clear, the beautiful in tonal forms necessitates 
understanding the motive powers of the music forms; 
moreover, the music lies not in tones, as commonly 
said; tones are merely the material of the music; 
the music lies in the tone successions and combina¬ 
tions, which must be organized into tonal forms; and 
tonal forms will be those of chords, melody, accom¬ 
paniment, rhythm, etc. I would illustrate this 
enough to suggest that there is in music much to 
be learned which will never “learn” itself. 
I would come back to this definition from time 
to time and would get the pupil to distinguish be¬ 
tween music which is distinctly expressive of feeling 
and that which is merely beautiful. Mozart affords 
a lot of examples of the latter. I want the pupil 
first of all to know that there is a Parnassus in 
music—a higher and a lower. And later on the 
pupil "fill easily see. if shown, that it would be 
possible for a very exjiert musician to compose music 
which would be full of interest and beauty to other 
good musicians, but not immediately interesting to 
those who do not know its ideas. 
The most fundamental thing of all to get into the 
child’s consciousness is, that, just as painting and 
drawing are arts of seeing, and all their products are 
to be judged by the eye, so everything in music be¬ 
longs to hearing, and everything in music is per¬ 
ceivable through the ear, and in no other way; and 
that the child has nothing whatever in her music 
which does not come out to the ear in the playing. 
The ear has to be educated to hear the different kinds 
of things in music—the melodies, the chords, and 
the successions of harmonies; the rhythms. Because 
it too often happens that the pupil, incorrectly bent 
at the beginning of the musical course, imagines, as 
many of them say, that music consists of “notes”— 
and if you press them, they will go on in blessed 
consistency and admit that those notes are written 
upon the staff. Mistakes of this kind lead the pupil 
to give eye attention where she ought to give ear 
attention. It is a vital distinction. 
One of the most productive little points is to be 
sure that the pupil gets her first impression of the 
notes upon the staff as a picture of certain sounds, 
in such a way that the notes suggest the sounds, and 
not simply certain keyboard places to be found with 
the fingers, with tones as a remote consequence of 
no particular value. For instance, I chanced to hear 
part of such a lesson the other day, and as this sort 
of thing is not generally written in books, I will in¬ 
clude it here. It was an absolute beginner, about 
eight years old, rather immature for the age, a 
little boy—the last of a brood. The first question 
was whether the boy had a musical ear. Accordingly 
the teacher sang a very simple phrase: the ascending 
phrase, do-mi-sol, two quarters and a half, to the 
words: “Difag, dong, bell.” This melody the child, 
after a little coaxing, sang. Ear all right. Then the 
child had to find it upon the keyboard, starting from 
middle C. When this was done, a start was taken 
from G, and from F, and in each case the child 
found the proper keys to make the melody perfect. 
Next came the staff. After explaining that the lines 
and spaces stand each for a white key of the piano, 
and showing a place to begin, the child soon placed 
dots upon the staff-degrees for the melody. Other 
places were found, and the bell dinged and donged in 
various keys in the first lesson. I think there was 
another little melodic bit which went through the 
same process. 
At the next lesson this was reviewed and a new 
phrase taken to be sung, played and written—always 
as far as possible by original discovery, actual ex¬ 
periment, correcting mistakes by calling attention to 
the inconsistency here and there, as where a skip of 
a third was written as a fourth, and so on. Not 
much is covered during the first lessons in this way; 
yet the child has gained, unconsciously to himself, 
certain standpoints in a logical order which will 
influence his later work. For instance: First, that 
music is something to hear and to know by hearing; 
secondly, that anything heard can be sung; thirdly, 
that anything sung with the voice can be sung with 
the fingers ; fourthly, that anything sung and played 
can be written, if you know how; fifthly, that any 
musical notation presumably represents something to 
be heard, .played, sung and enjoyed. This is a very 
different thing from making sure that certain notes 
require certain keys, certain finger places, etc. 
So also when rhythm comes up, as it does in the 
second lesson, it has to he begun in its true idea, 
of “measured flow in time,” and not as a matter of 
longs and shorts within a measure. Rhythm is a 
very complex idea, almost as complex as its com¬ 
panion force in developing music, harmony; for all 
tonal forms are made, created, controlled and ration¬ 
alized by these two formative principles and these 
two only. Melody is a beautiful resultant of the 
two, but not an original, a creative entity in music. 
Moreover, tonal ferment as such, musical ferment 
in the mind, is derived from harmony and from har¬ 
mony only. It is the lack of this yeast element in 
the music which leaves so much of the ear-work 
in melody alone so unproductive in musical feeli™ 
At the first bar I came to I would bend the twkl' 
I asked the class this summer what the bar was f 
I was told that it was intended “to divide the nuiiT 
into equal portions.” I replied that progress in 
did not go by division, but by union; just as the 
child begins to read short syllables, each delivered 
forzando by itself, “head,” “hog,” “cow,” and so on 
and education proceeded to unite these crude names 
into relations, so in music the art consists in de¬ 
veloping ideas, in making tones stick together into 
melodies, harmonic successions, and the like and 
that nowhere in phrasing is division the main thing 
but always uniting, making tones stick together into 
organized melodies, harmonic successions, and the 
like. Least of all does the bar divide, for it almost 
never happens that a musical idea really ends at 
the bar. Thus when I got to the bar with the child 
I would tench him that extremely simple truth about 
it, that its office is “to mark the place of the strong 
pulse”; in other words, the accent, which always 
falls upon the next pulsation. This principle that 
the bar indicates the place of the strong accent is 
one of the most obligatory principles in musical in¬ 
terpretation. The composer himself cannot free us 
from it except by tying down the notes standing 
at “one” when, of course, we cannot accent there; 
but in this case the accent is delivered whenever those 
tied down tones are first sounded, one or two beats 
earlier. That kind of syncopation is an anticipation 
of accent. 
The pedagogy of rhythm is as yet wholly unde¬ 
veloped. There is no treatise upon it, that I know 
of, which more than breaks the crust here and there. 
Even the word itself is rarely defined. Lowell Mason 
has it pretty nearly right as “measured flow,” for 
it flotes, that is, goes straight onward like a river, 
and its flow is measured by the pulsation, measure 
accent, and the rhythmic motivization against this 
background. There is one kindergarten system which 
teaches what it is pleased to call rhythm by piecing 
out measures of given types in as many different 
ways as possible; afterwards the child taps the 
rhythm of these notes with a pencil. Now nothing 
within the measure is rhythm in a large sense; it 
becomes rhythm when it goes on long enough to' 
establish itself, eight measures, sixteen, or what not, 
and one of the most useful things a child can learn, 
when what is called “time” comes up for discussion, 
is that the pulsation of the music goes straight on 
through the movement; that the bars show where 
the accents fall, and that the accents do fall mea¬ 
sure after measure until the piece is finished. The 
current device of “swinging rhythms” by motions of 
the hands, as taught by Mrs. Gaynor, Mr. Cady and 
many others is excellent, and a step in the right direc¬ 
tion. 
THE YOUNG MUSIC TEACHER. 
BY EDITH L. WINK. 
Pbeliminaby Study. - 
Eveby young teacher should study, first of all, the 
lbtle principles of tone and touch. She should also 
; familiar with a teaching repertoire for average 
rade work; that necessitates study with a teac e 
>r teachers. She should also know the founds w 
epertoire of piano teaching. I had a pupil r®“n ■ 
ho played with a lack of understanding of the 
lands of classic violin art. Therefore I sent i 
) a pianist and she continued piano study, pap ° 
lecial attention to Bach and classic models, n 
lort time I observed that she was improving rapi . 
i poise and dignity or violin tone and phrasing. 
I am very sure that conservatory and otheT . 
ents in our city do not attend concerts often 
ne sees few of the student element at the hne 
oncerts, the Symphony Quartet Concerts, an ^ 
mcerts as those of Mme. Sembrich. Abroa 
uite the reverse; all students go to concerts. 
Again, the young teacher should read curren 
cal literature. She should fill herself w.thj^ 
ical history, and should study harmony an ■ 
I met a teacher recently who thorough y g 
;ands the child-mind. She .can put herse ^ 
(lild's place. She is a very good teacher oi ^ 
ren, sympathetic, well-trained and kmtuy- ( 
callv does not begrudge one moment SPC" _\]i 
liild. She loves to put theories into Practl. (U?. 
lor to the teacher of children who *ee 9 arjj9ts 
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might well emulate her devotion to the first 
Heps of an art often perverted by years of bad 
elementary work. 
Establish 1 no Oneself. 
First choose a location in which music is to some 
«tent appreciated. The teacher, however, often 
kes her own atmosphere. Many restless young 
teachers aspire to large fields. There are small 
fields which need service. That is the true way to 
1 k at art. The teacher who locates, should, if 
nossible, choose a place near a city centre, in order 
tot she may have occasional lessons and attend con¬ 
certs That may not be possible. If not possible, 
let her make her own place as great as possible. 
There are always musicians near—let her combine 
with them and make a club of real music-lovers. Let 
there be ensemble work and real study together. Let 
provincialism and narrowness depart. The country 
teacher thinks that petty jealousies come only into 
small towns. That is not true. There are many nar¬ 
row-minded people in cities, who quarrel among them¬ 
selves. Friction is not found in country places alone. 
The young teacher who would succeed must first 
make up her mind to be loyal to art, discreet in her 
estimates of people, and generous in her relations 
with her colleagues. Life is too important to be¬ 
little oneself by tearing down the house of another. 
He who succeeds must be charitable toward others. 
Stabting in a Laboe City. 
Many young teachers who have been educated in 
cities desire to remain in the same environment. 
They aim to establish themselves in a city by filling 
out many teaching days in suburban towns. The 
chances are that they receive a much smaller income 
than they would receive in schools and seminaries 
removed far from city life. Nevertheless, they hope 
to work up to a large incohie and professional suc¬ 
cess. Personally, one admires their aspirations; but 
how many fail and how many fall into a strenuous 
existence! Disappointed, at last they seek some other 
centre where competition is not close. 
The young teacher who starts out in a city must 
have friends; she must also have some prestige; 
if she is a pupil of some well-established city teacher, 
she may receive pupils to prepare for that teacher. 
If not, she has small chance of assistance from any 
city teacher. Again, she may have some reputation 
as a concert player, but a young woman must prove 
her teaching ability. After her class has played 
satisfactorily in public, she feels certain of ultimate 
success, but she does not know that the rank and 
file of pupils go to more distinguished teachers, aud 
the most talented pupils are not, as a rule, sent to 
young and unknown teachers. She must take aver¬ 
age pupils with average voices and average ability 
for the piano or violin. Her class cannot then com¬ 
pete with the class of Miss X-, who has “the 
pick” of talented pupils and who has social prestige. 
Wealthy girls, though often untalented and very 
prone not to work, go to high-priced teachers. The 
young teacher does not get this class. Again, the 
young teacher gets a class of pupils who pay rather 
low prices for lessons. Some are poor, some are not 
from homes of culture—this works against her ulti¬ 
mate success, though some poor pupils may be very 
gifted. The outlook, I am sorry to say, for the 
young teacher, is far from a happy one unless her 
family and friends reside in the city', and she has 
musical friends who can give her assistance. Plainly 
there are many ideals broken in our large cities and 
one looks with sorrow upon an overflow of inex¬ 
perienced teachers who are not making teaching a 
success because there is too much competition in 
large centres. 
The Pebsonality of the Young Teaches. 
She must be cheerful, well-bred, patient, discreet, 
earnest and kindly. She must dress with care, ob¬ 
serve the conventions of society and be well informed. 
She must take interest in what is going on about her 
and he public-spirited. 
Study. 
Every day a teacher’s life should be so arranged 
fiat she can practice some and read on lines beai- 
lng upon her work. There is no such thing in art as 
Progress without daily work in lines necessary to 
development. 
Again the young teacher should look forward to 
a larger career, but she should never be unhappy 
because her present life and environment contain 
rudgery. I have been behind the scenes at the opera 
and have seen the hard work of the singers and the 
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heavy strain upon their physical and emotional life. 
I have seen how great a life of sacrifice and heavy 
responsibility great artists have led. “Art,” said 
Consuelo, in George Sand’s masterpiece, “is but a 
crown of thorns.” The young teacher may be con¬ 
tributing to art her quota. Let her not aspire to 
great things to such a degree as to neglect the 
duty at hand. The great are chosen to be great 
and they will be great. No one is too little to con¬ 
tribute to art life. We make our atmosphere. 
THE FOUNDATION OF SIGHT READING. 
BY J. W. LEHMAN. 
The foundation of sight-reading finds bed-rock in 
the proverb: “Well begun is half done; ” therefore 
(assuming the existence of natural aptitude or tal¬ 
ent) skill in playing at sight depends largely upon 
the very first lessons in notation, and afterwards the 
immediate methods or habits adopted for securing 
prompt co-operation of hand and eye. 
It may be r.rgued that people have and do become 
fairly good sight-readers who were not well-equipped 
with a good start in these particulars; but their suc¬ 
cess is due to the triumph of inherent talent over 
disadvantages; a solid grounding at the first would 
have resulted in greater proficiency. 
In view of this, it is my belief that the alphabet 
of music (staff notation) should be—mark the word 
—thoroughly learned by a beginner before she is 
allowed to touch a key. I do not refer to the notes 
on the staff merely, but to the whole range of nota¬ 
tion from the lowest bass note ever used to the 
highest leger-line treble note. All this should be so 
perfectly mastered by the pupil that she will be able 
to name the note on any line or space on, above or 
below the staff, treble or bass, without the slightest 
hesitation. 
Does this seem to be a staggering proposition, and 
impossible of achievement? Well, it is not so, by 
any means. On the contrary, it is not only possible 
but quite easy, even for the youngest scholar—if 
you go about it in the right way. And this is the 
‘way: Make a copy of the following arrangement of 
pitch names used to designate the notes used in in¬ 
strumental music: 
“If 
1 i I (.1 
D 
in leger-spaces below', one may start with the lowest 
space of the staff, F f4), and read down. 
For notes in the bass clef, the same system is fol¬ 
lowed with this simple additional rule: Bass notes 
on lines are to be read one line higher than written, 
and bass notes in spaces are to be read one space 
higher than written. Consequently, in reading down 
for bass notes below the staff, the pupil should stop 
at the space or line (as the case may be) above the 
one on which the note is written. 
After the pupil has become proficient in reading 
notes she may oe made acquainted with the key¬ 
board. When this acquaintance has ripened into in¬ 
timacy, she will be prepared to try her hand at play¬ 
ing. 
But even then certain other methods should be 
adopted if the system heretofore set forth is to be 
utilized to the best advantage. 
For instance: Pupils should become accustomed 
at the very beginning to playing from the bass clef 
as well as the treble. Why beginners are restricted 
to the treble clef for weeks or months, I never could 
understand. If notation is taught as I have sug¬ 
gested, the bass clef may be used at once more easily 
than if it is left until a later period. 
Another fallacy, which furnishes but sorry prep¬ 
aration for skill in sight-reading, is the custom that 
beginners should learn their exercises one hand at a 
time, then both together. As well try to make a 
child learn to walk on one leg at a time. A piano 
pupil can readily learn to play with both hands at 
once if only she is started that way. A good method 
to follow in the first exercises is to have the pupil 
name the bass note, then the finger marked, then find 
the key and place the proper finger over it in readi¬ 
ness; take the same course for the treble note and 
then play both together. 
This sounds like a slow process, and it may be so 
at first; but in two or three lessons the advantage 
of this method will manifest itself, and very soon 
the pupil will read and play readily and accurately 
without audibly naming either notes or fingering— 
and this too, with both hands at once. 
I have said that in this process the bass note 
should be read first. The observance of this rule 
is very important. In fact, the pupil should be 
schooled to read the bass first always. Why? Be¬ 
cause many players get the treble of a piece half¬ 
way decent, but how they do murder the bass! This 
is the result of carelessness and laxity in attention 
to the bass clef and the training of the left hand. 
The reason for tne rule “read the bass first” is ob- 
And now two or three additional hints that will 
prove helpful: Avoid the use of exercises where 
the bass and treble are alike; for example: 
E I (l) 
;ave the pupil memorize this perfectly, up and down, 
, that she will be able to start at any letter and 
mtinue correctly in either direction. Remember that 
ais rote must be absolutely mastered and the great- 
3t ease and rapidity acquired before anything else 
’ Tto^nf not prove a formidable task to a child 
f ordinary intelligence, and should not take long to 
aster if it docs—-let it; for the complete mastery 
Aft.r “P1*™ Men, of 11,. 
rawscisr 
“Th^ifmlyTshown that notes in spaces of the 
taff and beVween the - named 
-cording to Drill on 
ipacc on e s > the ]e;rcr-spaees above. In 
space notes nay up taught to find notes 
lSh°r\,tin\ffebPv Ps!aSlrom the top line or 
tbove the staff Jthe lowest line or space, 
space on the staff m . , st-jn in readilv nam- 
When the pupff JJJJ* ^ proceed to show 
"g”0!! wrHnes below the staff are named 
^- 
—i——1- 
In such cases pupils are apt to read one staff and 
guess the other—a bad habit to form. It is much 
better drill in reading to give the young student work 
like this: 
Again, if the suggested method for teaching nota¬ 
tion^ is carried out, it will lie neither necessary nor 
wise to keep pupils on a limited compass of staff 
notes; give them plenty of leger-line work at the 
outset. 
You may have to write little exercises yourself, 
as most of the published first lessons are on the staff; 
but you will find the trouble worth while. 
Last, but by no means least, the pupil should be 
urged to read music (name the notes! outside the 
regular lesson for practice. It is a good plan to 
have her read over, several times a day, the ex¬ 
ercises she is to have at the next lesson: this will 
be a splendid preparation. Beyond this, the more 
she reads, the better. 
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AN ESTIMATE OF JOHANN SEBASTIAN 
BACH. 
BY A. HAUMONTKL. 
It is n grave error, a musical absurdity, to think 
that expression should be banished Irom a good 
rendering of the works of J. M. Bach for harpsichord, 
or from his style. Rigorous pianists are wrong in 
supposing that strict measure and the absence of 
sonorous gradation are indispensuhle. The present 
writer is happy to agree with musicians of learning 
and taste, according to whom Bach, had he ponsessed 
the modem piano and organ, would incontestably 
have indicated the delicacies of meaning certainly 
present to his own iniml. It is puerile to coniine our¬ 
selves within the limits of a strict and colorless in¬ 
terpretation, and to neglect the gradations of sonor¬ 
ity, expression and movement, under the pretext that 
the imperfections of the harpsichord did not always 
permit brilliant execution. It is e.\c<s>ding1y difficult 
to e»>m«* to n definite conclusion as to the tempo 
taken by tin- master, but we may affirm that the na¬ 
ture of the sound and the short vibrations of the 
harpsichords of the period must have had some share 
in the quicker character given by him to those pieces. 
The numerous ornaments assigned to the melodic 
notes had no other object than to conceal the limited 
duration of the sound. These ornaments no longer 
possess the importance or the use they once did, and 
we believe that the execution of most of the fugued 
compositions gains greatly by being interpreted at a 
moderate speed, so as to bring well out, in their 
proper places, and according to their real impor¬ 
tance, the complex and varied parts which go to 
make up the correct and fitting disposition of such 
high-class pieces. 
To interpret Bach's works well, the performer 
must be u harmonist to render properly perfectly 
balanced music, in which the musical discourse offers 
a thousand ingenious touches, and the dialogue be¬ 
tween the various parts is always animated and 
close. The execution demands equal digital inde¬ 
pendence in the two hands, profound but varied 
sonority, a connected nnd well sustained style, steady 
time, the exact observance of the durations marked, 
an intelligent gradation of the crescendo ami of the 
diminuendo, a delicate distinction of the principal 
and the incidental phrases, of the motives proposed 
and of the accompanying [tarts. As for the fashion, 
the Intlnencr of the spirit of his time in tlie use of 
ornaments. Bach is less prodigal than his contem¬ 
poraries, who were forced by the insufficient sonority 
of the harpsichord to overload their com posit ions. 
We conclude this succinct enumeration of the con¬ 
ditions necessary for satisfactorily interpreting Bach 
by on«> remark: The performer must, he able to rea¬ 
son out his Angering and the disposal of his two 
hands in phrases with divided passages, nnd to em¬ 
ploy the rapid substitution of Anger* on the same 
notes, a plan indispensable oa the piano its well as 
the organ, in holding the sound in the sustained notes 
which it is requisite to mnintnin for the complete 
harmony. 
,f. S. Kncli's immense superiority over all his con¬ 
temporaries, without excepting the great llnndel him¬ 
self, has not for sole cause his marvellous skill in 
employing in perfect order, as well ns with incon¬ 
testable facility nnd rlrnrnes*. n large nifmbcr of 
voices and instruments in double choruses nnd double 
orchestras with mil and distinct parts. It mast, 
ahove all things, lie attribute,! to the happy au¬ 
dacities of bis genius, to the innumerable inventions 
which fill his instrumental and vocal works. After 
the lapse of two hundred yearn, we find in these 
works the harmonic discoveries, the melodic ctdences. 
the charming outlines and the recitative accent* of 
modern masters. 
The inAoence of .1. S. finch's known work* on the 
school of harpsichordists nnd subsequently on that 
of pianists, has been considerable. All the celebrated 
masters who succeeded him derived inspiration either 
from his tradition* or from his style. Haydn. M«»- 
zart. dementi, framer, BoJly. but more especially 
Mendelssohn. Schumann nnd Nnint-Sadn* have lived 
upon this strong, harmonic food. On tlie other hand. 
Bach left direct representatives of his method, 
namely: Iris illustrious sons. FrMnaan ami Carl 
Philipp Emmanuel, and a small group of disciples. 
Historians affirm that -f. S. Bach never composed 
with the aid of the harpsichord, ami never had re. 
course to the keyboard to seek Iris combinations or 
decide ujon his harmonies. Without being able to 
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verify the uccuracy of this statement, we quite admit 
it* probability, for the inAnite variety of original 
touches, of unusual arrangements and of ingenious 
combinations, is much rather the result of head work 
than that of essays and extemporizings, on which the 
memory of the fingers would necessarily have pro¬ 
duced a monotony of the harmonic formula1. We 
may add that the composer whose powerful brain 
conceives and hears a work created as a whole as 
well us in its details, without the help of instru¬ 
ment *, enjoys an immense superiority over those who 
do write with one; he avoids reminiscences and un¬ 
conscious recollections; they work with the quasi- 
certitude of originality. From the special point of 
view of most musicians, Bach’s immense reputation 
rest* principally on his works for the harpsichord 
and the organ, and on his concertos. But, however 
marked in these may be his style and influence, we 
must go further and study the thirty volumes of 
cantatas, oratorios and choruses, to understand all 
the creative jxiwer of his mind and genius. Tlie 
most arduous compositions are written with a breadth 
of design and a certainty equally incomparable, 
llnndel alone was able to attain such sharpness of 
outline ami such freedom of style. The labor dis¬ 
appears, so skilful is its application, and a man 
must himself have practiced fugued composition to 
appreciate the elegance of the form, the ingenious¬ 
ness of the touches, nnd the infinite variety, at the 
same time ns the during flights, of the composition. 
With exceptional creations like these we can com¬ 
pare the works of Handel alone; but, if the latter 
has sometimes more energetic rhythms, and more 
striking effects of sonority in the choral masses, Bach 
is still his superior in the art of combination, of 
orchestral arrangement, of variety nnd richness of har¬ 
mony. Bach’s extraordinarily expansive mind dared 
everything and discovered everything in the way of 
harmony. It was Bach who illustrated and put in 
practice the famous chromatic style, which has in 
our own days been employed to excess. Italian mu¬ 
sical genius of the ltlth century, snapping the fet¬ 
ters of scholastic art, formed a musical centre, where 
the genius of melody, breaking loose from the rude 
embraces of science, found itself in direct communi¬ 
cation with pure inspiration, accentuation and ex¬ 
pression. Scarlatti. Frescobaldi, Peri. Porporn, Caris- 
*iini and Marcello, laid the first stones of the new 
temple. Tlie crowning of it belongs, however, to 
Bach, who without leaving Germany, summed up in 
a definite formula all the progress made by his 
predecessors and his contemporaries. 
An indefatigable worker and a passionate lover of 
groml art, Bach created, in the highest sense of the 
word, during half n century of feverish and disin¬ 
terested productivity. He is, moreover, the most 
|>crfect type, the model without, a blemish nnd with¬ 
out a shortcoming, of those musicians who have fol¬ 
lowed the modern path. The masters who have 
drawn inspiration from his genius, and who have 
sprung from his traditions are innumerable. From 
linydn. Mozart. Beethoven, Mendelssohn and Meyer¬ 
beer, down to the masters of the present day. the 
most individually creative have preserved a reflection 
of ,1. Sebastian Bach, and often unconsciously repro¬ 
duced his course of proceeding nnd his formuiie. His 
glory has a radiation which extends to the very utter¬ 
most limits of contemporary art.—Eclectcrl. 
GOUNOD AND “FAUST." 
Ix a German musical paper of a few months ngo 
is an interesting account of a meeting between 
Gounod and the conductor Hermann Levi. We give 
the account in Levi's own words: 
Early In tlie year I8«19. Charles Gounod was spend¬ 
ing some days in Karlsruhe in order to he present at 
n performance of his opera "Faust." I was. at that 
time. Court rnpcllmeister of the Karlsruhe Opera, 
and in meeting Gounod one of the dearest wishes of 
my life was fulfilled. 
At the beginning of our conversation I passed over 
the objei-t of his visit, beginning immediately to speak 
about the opera it-olf. His eye brightened and I saw 
I had tonclied the right note. "Ah. ves. ‘Faust,’ ” he 
exclaimed. "I knew very well. believe me, what it 
• add mean to offend against an incomparable mas¬ 
terpiece. but in spite of the overwhelming greatness 
®f thi» **<•>•» creation, the fact was that all mv 
thoughts and hopes were centred upon this one 
wrork. A dozen time* I studied the book from A to 
7., and each time new beauties appeared to my won¬ 
dering eyes. I was conscious that T must set this 
poem, or none, to music. 
“My first work, ‘Sappho,’ which was produced ta 
1851, experienced a lamentable fiasco. In 1854 
second, five-act opera 'N'onne Sanglante,’ sucasdJ) 
no better. All my hopes and aspiration* were gote 
and almost all confidence in my ability. I Wtt ^ 
coming a misanthrope. Again and again I went over 
Goethe’s tragedy. In veritable rapture I put eouni 
less sketches on paper, but again and again an jam 
voice said to me: ‘No, Charles, you cannot, you 
must not, attempt that masterpiece.’ One day | 
happened to come across a little book, a light, enter 
taining story, ‘La Medecin Malgrd Lui.’ It gave me 
much amusement, in spite of my gloomy thought. 
After my third unsuccessful attempt with ‘Faust,' 
I decided for the sake of change to try the comit 
vein, and as a result, in 1858, the comic opera *»» 
performed at the Theatre Lyrique and made a fairli 
warm ‘succe* d’estime.’ From that moment I »** 
half encouraged, but ‘Faust’ and only ‘Faust’ w*. 
the thought which possessed me. I hunted up mj 
‘Faust’ sketches and with indescribable passion anil 
joy for creating I went to work. At home I worked, 
in the steamer, in cafds, in the Tuilerics, even on U* 
curbstone of the boulevard, I composed and impro 
vised. 
‘‘About the first of January, 1859, the score was 
finished, and turned over to the Directors of the 
Opera. Contrary to my expectations, I received 
within two weeks tlie joyful news that my last opu« 
was accepted and would be produced. Then it was s 
question of patience. Unspeakable excitement, yen. 
even anxiety possessed me. Every morning I rushed 
to the opera house to partially direct rehearsals from 
the piano, and to train the singers. I was so irritable 
that my friends were really concerned for my reason. 
After my dear wife, I owe most to our excellent Unoi 
Rogers, who was continually with me and kept assur 
ing me that the work would undoubtedly have tie 
tnendous success. There were plenty of flatterer* 
and hypocrites about who also assured me that my 
‘Faust’ would be n great success. And I had to con 
tend with chicanery’ and maliciousness. One di« 
tinguished woman of the aristocracy permitted Her 
self to make this remark to me in company: ‘Mon¬ 
sieur Gounod. I hear you have been sett ing Goethe’* 
“Faust” to music—I lag pardon—improving on it. 
I should hnve said.’ I was infuriated by this in¬ 
genious reproaeh—ingenious, I call it, because it 
might have lieen so nearly true, although in fad 
nothing was further from my thoughts than ‘trump¬ 
ing’ over Goethe. 
"St. Joseph’s day. tlie 19th of March. 1859. «*» 
the turning-point of my life. I had but one thought 
It would either be a complete triumph, or much mor*- 
probably, a total failure. For several weeks before 
the first night I was no longer a natural creature, 
countless times I rail from caf6 to caff1 to drown w? 
thoughts in nlwdntho. I hnunted the street*, stared 
at people, listened to conversations in the hope <** 
hearing even a word about ‘Faust’, so soon to be per 
formed. My poor family at home had to suffer the 
most. I was no longer the fnithful. attentive spoo» 
nnd devoted father. In short, I was licside mrself 
At last the opera was performed with fabulous *nf 
cess. I was like a man new-born; the beast had 
departed from within me. Unfortunately, my **** 
operas bad nothing like the sHnie succea*. Sett r 
•La Colombe,’ nor Phildnioii et Bausis.’ nor L* 
Reinede Saba,’ ‘Mireille.’ nor ‘Romeo et Juliette 
My one true happiness I owe to the genius of God 
and bis glorious ‘Faust.’ ” 
l’KRilAl’H the sadness of men on hearing _ 
music nrises from some faint remembrance of 
joys, and the traces of connections in a former ** 
of existence. As polishing expresses the '*1B 
marble nnd grain in wood, so music bring* oft 
of heroic lurks anywhere. The hero is the sole p* ^ 
of music. Tlie harmony which exist* n*tur* 
tween the hero's moods and the universe, the 
would fain imitate with drum and trumpet, 
we are in health, all sounds fife and drum ** ^ 
we hear the notes of music in the air. or 
echoes dying away when we wake in »»'•’“* 
Marching is when the pulse of the hero ^ 
unison with the pulse of nature, and lie ,t,’p‘^^. 
measure of the universe: then there is true ^ 
nnd invincible strength. Music is the m>uih 
universal laws promulgated. It is the only ^ 
tone. There are in it such strains as ur _ 
any man’s faith in the loftiness of hi* ** 
Great Thought*. 
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MISSION of music in the public 181 * SCHOOLS. 
BT A. E. WINSHlr. 
lU the last convention of the National Educa- 
.1 Association, at. Asbury Park, in July, an ad- 
was made on the subject above by Mr. Winship, 
w '• one of the prominent educators of the country 
* l the editor of the Journal of Education, Boston. 
VVe ur}!(, our readers to a thoughtful perusal 
J*lhe portions of this address which we give below. 
~hTu!e 'chief mission of tlie public school is to 
^ children how to read, write, nnd cipher, then 
K «n all be done in two years when the child is 
eleven nnd twelve years of age. and the country can 
mtuce its 400.000 teachers to less than 100,000. and 
. over three-fourths of the school money to the 
oolitieians in the sewer, street nnd police depart- 
Lnt* but if it is expected that the schools can 
eight vears teach all children to read fluently and 
feelingly' to spell all words correctly, perform all ex- 
impto accurately, and solve all problems promptly 
for the rest of life, then I beg to submit that 
it will never lie done in eight or in eighteen years 
onless the I*ord repents of the way He has made man 
■ad breathes a new human nature into the children 
of men. 
A little time every day for twelve years is in- 
dispensable to the formation of the habit of accuracy 
and rapidity in the practice of tlie fundamentals. 
Without such practice, a little every’ day, it is im¬ 
possible for most children to keep step for life in 
I he essentials of learning. A stupid person will spell 
hi. own name, however complicated it may be, he 
cause he writes it frequently; but 1 was once called 
upon to witness a will when the maker asked nie to 
.pell her name lieeause she hud not written it for 
Too much time on fundamentals is almost ns bad 
II none at all; to practice is all right, to drill is to 
bore—in school or out. One never drills on a piano, 
.he practices; one ought never to drill in the fun 
dsmentals, but rather practice. They will Is* learned 
tea times a* well if half of the school day is made 
bright and cheery, appetizing and relishing. Tlie 
•enseleas magnifying of the three It’s makes schools 
that can only hold children by means of a com pul- 
w-ry school law! That expression is an indictment 
of a school system that drills all life and spirit out 
of many children. One mission of public school 
masic is to wipe that word compulsory off the school 
laws. Be careful that you don’t drill in music. Have 
you never seen a teacher who could make music a* 
dry as the multiplication table? 
Yon can never get music into school. n»r any¬ 
thing else that is aglow with life, until educator* 
talk of education ns a fountain and not ns a foun 
<Ution. That word foundation baa charged to it 
more pedagogical crimes tlinn any other one word. 
Education places one in touch with sources and la 
»ot seeking a place where movement ia impossible. 
1» the 18th century there was some excuse for it. 
hundred vears ngo tiring* would petrify «nd 
wake good foundations, but now they putrefy. The 
**h°ol must hi* a fountain of power, of life, of joy. 
What i* the real, vital mission of the public 
**hool? I* Jt not to do for tlie children ns a whole 
what they will find, nil in nil, beneficial through 
life, not simply in business, not simply in tlie earn 
>•* of * living, but at work nnd at play. »n *br 
home and in society, in the using of money a* well 
** m the getting of it, in enjoying life n* ** 
® living ab]e to live, in getting genuine pleasure out 
”d other*, in giving pleasure to others, nnd in keep 
yonths and adults from going wrong physically, 
intellectually, and morally. 
Music does much for tlie di*]x>Mtion nnd for Hw 
*aracter. It provides recreation and utilize* 
h-wore. it ^y |*. limitless blessing to the home 
Church could hardly exist without it. The child 
teught to discriminate between music nnd vulgar 
■wise Will not be tempted by tlie trashy show * that 
»** perhaps the worst curse that afflict* the cl y 
hie of the poor and the weak. 
!■ one city in the West n cheap show -cttled down 
f0 'be town. Children’* matinee tickets were *o'< 
*° the stores for two and a half cents, to be gt™** 
M premium* The demoralization of the 
threatened The wise nnd energetic superintendent 
the teaching of school music, intrw uce* 
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chorus work, and started an 01 choir* in every v 
and openly attacked the cheap musk, and llte 
drove the show out of business. The public so) 
can revolutionize the enter; suunetit. of most < 
if they really appreciate the possibilities in 
music. Isn't this a mission north while’ 
THE ESSENTIALS OF SUCCESS 
There is 1 more perfect 
mechanics of music, but there is no ma» 
which is merely mechanical. There t* 1 
inspirational as music, but there i* m mi 
in anything merely inspirational. 
School music must be devoUoual. wri 
under any reasonable condition* It will 
breathe a religious spirit into the day. It 
phase of religiou* activity that dur* not 1 
dogmatic, denominational, or wrUtian. 
religious naturally as a breath from beat* 
as tlie flake of waftrd snow err it louche* 
as tonic to the souls as a breath from lb 
range. In the present skeptical stale of 
mind toward dogmatism, and it* almost 
attitude toward the public school, it i» 
the teaching of music cost* and more to h 
the life of childhood and youth a rrveteoc* 
not be dogmatic, a religion that need ad b 
Patriotism i» devotion with a human < 
It idealizes, almost driAe* one’s eownU 
kindles the worshipful side of our brt 
ward. The only thing that will keep G 
joining the United States i» the fact 
child 1ms sung "God save the qnmwi 
every school day of his Ule. It ha* c 
school day ever known by ■ Canadian 
make "America" impossible to them e 
the tunc be the same. We do not *mg 
•The Stor-SpaagM Banner,” *’Ht**c.’’ an 
hymn* oa much a# ue ought, but every • 
them in tlx- school* and ring* them on 
occasion. Sum-time h" will do this - 
school* of f'auada make any anti Bnti» 
No 
ity. Grinding « 
Drill. • simpler 
that is in tlie p 
tricity. even w 
mental *«Uob 
i»try. it* art 
painter, and 
.-malic*, ehes 
heavy calde < 
mystic »vnib* 
roots in brai 
It is iwt 
development that 
the baiting *4 < 
psyu 
1 phase « 
pi* met as t» tlu 
•<t our great Ml 
of the coldest s 
deed )»• *tU 
kef'llBg qualttl awdox ' l n
b the althsv ~ 
Z*rers and it* nma*** *** npMR«. bat ♦* ^ . ... ... TZL,„ _d earth (4 ho. the *#•*- 
„ n»* l.ke Handed a* a*** ,"**»*, * *T*, 
ItJlhmrm Merest and aawnnlMg lb* Gteh* of lb* wsmksnrere am wr prae 
ISMfoSl'Sf 
utmae IW b* ■ell wtlibg bat ttdirub 
TV above remark* «»» 
e abb* I 
«t made wirt h the W»* 
‘"“‘T ikw »f dlwvnraotng •»* n mm re ■rtenrHv ^ however that reaty jowng area and women tmm 
* . treatafceo e-tbnste et IV Uburts reqnfcdt* Ire tV 
I* ^Lu^r re write reaktra -f a fc-,1 art*, .ntre the rani. - frebMs 
.-u-miert* atU re share* M reww It k V three 
r ~lC01 | j t4dnr~ ore reunarb* in do hope that they reap 1** 
MO patradre. "****' . ^ w |Mr ttolHfes *tth Ore pirates) and mental 
m vm, far res*, and rankle re e.xretw iak.ng dhMnrtiau 
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“THE WOMAN IN THE CASE." 
BY W. FRANCIS GATES. 
While the woman music teacher may feel that she 
has ground for complaint as to the inadequate finan¬ 
cial returns, if she will compare her income with that 
of the public school teacher she will see that the ad¬ 
vantage is probably in her favor. There are persons 
who dabble at teaching, who have no sort of prepara¬ 
tion for it at all. But leaving them out of considera¬ 
tion and speaking only of the woman who has given 
at least three or four years of study to the subject, 
there is little ground for complaint, as a school 
teacher must have given as much time to normal 
school work. 
The average well-prepared school teacher may re¬ 
ceive $50 or $60 a month for nine months in the year. 
A music teacher of the same grade may have 25 
lessons a week at 75 cents each, for ten months in the 
year, and during the summer perhaps half as much, 
making 11 months at $75, i. e., $800 a year against 
the $550 her sister teacher earns in the public schools. 
This is not saying that either one of them is paid 
enough, but it shows that the music teacher of good 
standing is better paid than the school teacher of 
equal position. To cite a concrete example: In 
Indiana, where the school system is excellent, 12,000 
out of the 16,000 school teachers received last year 
less than $500 each. Throughout the whole country, 
the average pay of the woman school teacher is less 
than $40 a month. 
By this comparison it may be seen that the woman 
who teaches music has not, on the average, a great 
deal to complain of, especially when it is remembered 
that it is the underbidding of her own sex, the teach¬ 
ing for forty and fifty cents a lesson that so many 
unprepared or prideless young women indulge in 
which cheapens the rates of instruction. It is not 
worth while to blame the public—the public is gen¬ 
erally a fool in the matter of choosing music teachers, 
running to the cheapest or the loudest blower, irre¬ 
spective of preparation or ability. The public likes 
to be gulled. The charlatan, ignorant or pretentious, 
is the one to castigate, and the only way to do it is 
to choke off the source of supplies, that is, to educate 
the public to the fact that such a teacher is an igno¬ 
ramus, and is teaching merely for pin-money, not be¬ 
cause she has any special fitness for the position. 
I know it is customary to speak of the musical 
“faker” as “he,” and doubtless the more prominent 
examples that inflict themselves on an ignorant public 
are best fitted by that pronoun; but everyone will 
agree that by far the most numerous recruits to the 
incompetent section of the profession are of the 
feminine persuasion. Remove such, and the rates of 
tuition as well as the general level of the teaching 
would go up 50 per cent, in the first year, all over 
the country, to say nothing of the general increase of 
respect that would accrue for the profession as a class. 
And still, fight as one may against the surging tide 
of incompetents, admonish, abjure, objurgate—all 
this amounts to little. In this country it will be cen¬ 
turies before there will be a standard of requirement 
for teaching music, if there ever is. All that one can 
do in the matter is to address himself to the three 
phases of the subject as best he may, uot expecting 
to see much change in the short span of one life. 
The first phase is personal. One has to recognize 
this unfortunate condition of affairs in the profes¬ 
sion and prepare himself to be, in so far as possible, 
above it; to be so near the head of the procession 
as not to be bothered by the vagaries of the tail; to 
be first in his own teaching field, not by mere claims, 
but by solid acquirements. 
The second feature is to do what one can to urge 
prospective teachers to give themselves adequate prep¬ 
aration, and not to enter the field until they have the 
preparation; not, like the doctors, to acquire skill 
through the deaths of many. That portion of the 
profession that has no conscience will tell its pupils 
that they will be able to teach in a few short months. 
It takes many honest teachers to undo the work of 
such blind leaders of the blind and dishonest leaders 
of the prospectively dishonest. 
And last is the education of the public. No one 
person can do a great deal in this matter, but every 
one can do something. Writing, talking, proving 
by example, all this has weight; and, though there 
is a fool born every minute, there may be one. con¬ 
verted every week. This leaves a preponderance of 
fools at the end of a year, to be sure, but fifty persons 
who have learned, during the year, that only a well- 
prepared instructor is fit to teach their children music 
is a crop not to be despised. If only every teacher 
had as many stars in his crown at the end of a twelve- 
month there would be quite a difference in the mu¬ 
sical atmosphere of the average community at the end 
of a decade. 
In this propaganda, the woman teacher has a great 
place, for is not her name legion? Let her see that 
her own skirts are clean, that she is herself deserving 
of patronage, and then the word in season and out of 
season against the “pin-money” class—as a class, not 
by name—for personalities but defeat the end. The 
musical growth of the country is more in the hands of 
the women than of the men; they may hasten or 
retard it at their whim; and being a woman’s whim, 
who can guess the outcome? 
A TALK WITH AMATEURS. 
BY ROBERT BRYMER. 
In a large majority of cases, amateurs are too am¬ 
bitious. I mean by this, that they attempt to fly 
before they can walk. There is too much of haste 
and not enough of thoroughness. There is a rule 
that we should never forget; viz., that nothing is 
well done that can be done better. When difficulties 
arise, they must not be slurred over, they must be 
fully mastered. Among amateurs it is by no means 
rare to find that the difficulty of yesterday is the dif¬ 
ficulty of to-day, of to-morrow, and of next week. 
Haste has not allowed the performer to take time to 
master it. 
Now, we may never escape or hope to escape just 
the one musicianly sure way of mastering a piece. 
Once having made our choice, selected our piece, we 
must proceed to learn it carefully and thoroughly 
and without due haste. 
First. The piece selected must be within the powers 
of the one intending to play it. This would seem to 
be a self-evident rule, but we all know’ how fre¬ 
quently it is utterly disregarded. Young pianists 
will struggle to interpret Chopin or Beethoven, when 
their fingers are incapable of properly playing an 
ordinary scale passage; or, if the notes be played, 
it is done as the parrot repeats words, without under¬ 
standing their meaning. 
Make it a rule, then, students and amateurs, to 
select music within your capacity; attempt only 
that w’ith which your fingers are capable of grappling, 
and your brains of grasping the full meaning. True 
music is not a technical study; it has its meaning, 
as has the poem; your fingers are used as a means 
of expressing your intellectual and artistic concep¬ 
tion. 
Secondly. However carefully a piece may have been 
studied, however correctly the composer’s meaning 
may have been grasped, failure awaits that performer 
who does not practice most assiduously. Knowing 
the meaning you must be able to interpret it. 
Thirdly. Though you may practice most arduously 
and though you may have grasped somew'hat of the 
meaning of your piece, if you do not love music and 
the instrument of your choice, all will prove to be 
simply loss of time. Industry, without aspirations 
and love, is valueless in art—you must feel that 
which you w’ould undertake to interpret to others. 
But—have a care, avoid mock sentiment, which is 
apt to be the great defect in amateur playing. Do 
not play adagios as if they w'ere funeral marches, 
or form a belief that to drag the time lends pathos 
to the performance. Judgment is what is under con¬ 
sideration now. Use a wise and careful discrimina¬ 
tion or judgment in playing the various kinds 
(styles) of compositions; do not give undue swift¬ 
ness to lively music any more than a monotonous 
drag to the adagio. Die amateur may frequently be 
detected in an endeavor to hide faulty technic and 
faulty taste by unnecessarily retarding or accelerating 
the time. Much of Chopin’s and Beethoven’s music 
is thus victimized by unfinished musicians ( ?). Mu¬ 
sic does express emotion but—only in the mass, we 
might say. That is, a composition, or a movement 
of a sonata may express sadness, for example, but it 
will pervade the entire piece, or part; to elaborate 
each measure, or each two measures, as if the single 
measure (or bar) were, in itself, a highly-finished 
picture shows an utter lack of comprehension. Learn 
to divide your pieces into sentences, not into single 
words, and bring out the meaning bv intelligent 
musicianly phrasing. 
MUSIC LESSONS THE SOLDIERS TAUGHT 
BY MBS. FANNIE E. M’KINNEY-HBGHEY. 
I wonder if the boys and girls who read The Ft.t 
enjoy watching soldiers drill as much as I do? E 
I would like to tell you about two companies nf 
soldiers that 1 saw being trained to go to the HxZil 
War. Une was a troop of raw colored recruit/ Th 
other was a company of white men who had bee 
training for some weeks. n 10 
We watched the colored troop first. They did n 
know their captain and he did not know the men 
They had not had time to become acquainted Hp 
gave the order: “Present arms.” Some of the guns 
went up, and some down; some men leaned forward 
and some bent backward; and the bodies v 
out of line. 
The captain called: “Attention.” He c 
s were all 
.... — --irefully ex¬ 
plained to them what he meant, and just how the 
gun must be held when he gave the order to “present 
arms.” Then lie went up and down the line, getting 
the men to stand right. Some he pushed back, some 
he motioned forward, and so on till he had them in 
line, then he stepped back and gave his order. The 
men tried to remember, but some stopped to think 
which way he said, and were too slow; and some 
wanted to show that they understood, and moved too 
fast; some forgot altogether and made the wrong 
move; and some were so confused they did not move 
at all. How we all laughed! 
A gentleman who laughed as heartily as the rest 
of us, said: “It does look funny, to be sure, but it 
isn’t so amusing when you are in the line. It makes 
a difference what your viewpoint is.” 
“I suppose that explains all differences of opinion,” 
said another. “I was just thinking how different 
these soldiers feel about the order given here and 
now, from what they will when the enemy’s guns 
are trained upon them, and they realize a false move 
may mean defeat.” 
“Yes,” I answered, “and how different we feel 
sitting here on the grass and laughing at them, from 
the enemy upon whom they will be ordered to fire, 
in real battle.” 
“Three opinions of the same soldiers,” laughed 
anottier. 
“And the captain’s idea of them differs from all 
the others, 1 imagine,” said the first speaker, still 
shaking from the convulsions of merriment the last 
awkwardness of the company had thrown us into. 
“This is a good lesson for you,” said a gentleman, 
turning to me; “remember a teacher’s viewpoint is 
different from a pupil’s. What may be fun for you 
may be the opposite for the pupil.” 
“Turn that around,” I answered, “and you’ll hit it. 
What may be fun to the pupil is death to the 
teacher.” This evoked a good-natured laugh all 
around, as his young son was known to be one of 
my most talented, and most mischievous pupils. 
I wish you could have witnessed that drill. The 
captain was particular, and hard to please. He in¬ 
sisted on each soldier’s moving precisely with the 
others. Backward and forward he marched them; 
up • and down he moved their guns, and over their 
shoulders they put them; but there seemed always 
one or more of the company out of harmony with the 
others. There was one droll fellow that was always 
ahead of time, or behind time; who rolled his eyes 
so ludicrously from side to side, to see what the 
others were doing, and grinned so good-naturedly 
when reprimanded by the captain, that we laughed 
immoderately from one end of the drill to the other. 
At last the captain disbanded his men, and seeing 
that several of us were acquaintances, joined us. 
“Pretty hard work, that, captain,” said one of t e 
gentlemen; “when do you expect to reduce that com 
pany to any semblance of order ? ” 
“Now, really, captain, what is the use of ■ < 
anyway? Isn’t it a good deal of child’s PlaJ\a * 
all? Can’t those fellows shoot the enemy wi 0 
all this fuss?” asked another. 
“If you call it play, Judge, just let me drill yo 
a couple of hours or so. will you?” laughed tne 
captain. “But, seriously, those men are practica • 
useless now. The first thing they must learn 
is to obey. It is queer how hard it is for ’nM’ 
learn to do just what they are told. Now i f 
man had known enough to do exactly what I sai , 
exactly the right time, they would have all m 
together, and I could have maneuvered wit 
407 
They * 
captain " 
_ „ r interrupted, “1 never before knew that 
“Why* ,:ke playing! John Sebastian Bach told 
filing was playing was simply putting the 
"“tw down at the right time, and the organ 
right Key „ 
''°Syd0allhteurrned and laughed at me and then-the 
. on “The only successful people in the 
ZZre those who can obey. The great financier, 
"orld am the t soldiev, even the pnze- 
tbtrmust learn obedience, before he can be suc- 
**2 In the first place, perfect obedience to law 
men to work together without friction. This 
it ime and strength, and is a great, economy of 
T Besides this, repeated effort not only secures 
^tt that which must be done at first with 
“ taking care soon becomes a habit, and the 
S becomes involuntary and comparatively easy; 
h ‘ leaving the mind free for other things. This 
S, is economy of force; and the force thus saved 
from waste can be added to the other forces, and so 
accumulation is the result.” 
“What sort of men are the easiest to reduce to 
mod discipline? ” . , . 
8 “Men” replied the captain, “who are quick to see 
the wisdom and use of the command, or, failing to 
understand, execute it without hesitation or ques¬ 
tion. Men who, instead of watching to see what the 
other men are doing, watch me to see what I want 
done, and do it.” , , 
“You do not advise originality then; and what 
becomes of individuality? ” asked one of the party. 
“Plenty of use for that later, but not in the drill. 
Would you not teach your pupils first?” he said, 
turning to me, “to learn how to do things, believing 
that afterward they will find plenty of original ways 
to apply their knowledge? ” I nodded in the affirma¬ 
tive. ‘You have seen how unmanageable my men 
were. Now come with me and see the result of 
obedience and attention to detail,” he said brightly, 
“in Captain-’s drill. His men are ready to be 
ordered off to the war.” 
We all followed him eagerly. The ladies and gen¬ 
tlemen were chatting gaily about the soldiers, the 
camp, and the war, which each one seemed to feel 
would not be long or severe. But the scene had 
changed for me. My mind was looking through a 
wonderful glass, called imagination, that made the 
soldiers look like my pupils. The camp had changed 
to my studio, and the guns looked like fingers and 
hands. All the captain had said about his men I 
was applying to my pupils. I wondered if I was 
training them to obey. 
Here a definite face appeared before my glass. A 
handsome fun-loving boy of sixteen. One of my 
brightest boys, but rather more fond of baseball than 
music. I saw the impatient manner with which he 
took my sharp criticism of his playing; and the 
defiant tone with which he said: “I don’t like this 
piece, anyhow. Let’s try something else;*there aie 
others just as good, and prettier.” 
“No,” I answered, “we will master this one before 
we take another. It is not the piece I care for. 
There are many others, just as good, from which I 
could teach you music. But it is you, my boy, I 
*m thinking of. You want to be like your father, 
a leader among men. Now, remember this! You 
will never be fit to lead until you can follow. You 
will never command well until you have first learne 
to obey. 1 could give you another piece, but that 
would be yielding, rather than conquering, and you 
would be just as ready to give up on the next one. 
He a man! Do this, simply because it is the task as¬ 
signed you. and, by mastering it, you will master 
5'ourself. Such training will prepare you for greater 
work by and by. Do not weaken a single point. 
Make your fingers obey you exaqtly. Do not put up 
with a poor position of the hand, or a wrong motion. 
Keep your time accurately. Do not play a false note. 
Listen to the tone color. Mind your phrasing.” 
Then followed a long talk about soldiers. The 
stupidity of the drill and the accuracy required. 
The persistent practice. The exasperating orders, 
and finally the glorious results. It was an earnest 
talk. We ran way over the lesson period, and I did 
not have time to liear another note; but the earnest, 
manly look in his eyes, as he quietly went away, 
made me hope I had taught him a life-lesson; and 
the results have proved 1 was right. I have seen 
the lad conquer himself. I can now always depend 
°a him. His work is faithfully done. He is always 
time. I can put him on a recital program and 
1* ««re he will do well. He is master of lumself, 
and I hope to see him a leader, for good, of men. 
THE ETUDE 
Just at this point my glass was taken away by 
the cheery voice of the captain, saying pleasantly: 
“Now, Judge, see the result of our drill, and I think 
you will not say it is play.” 
Crisp and decided rang out the commands of the 
new officer, with a magic in them that made officers 
and men a unit. It was beautiful. Guns, white 
gloved hands, striped legs, all moved with a rhythmic 
order afld precision that rested apd inspired me. 
“Oh,” I thought, “I wish my chorus and my piano 
quartet could see that.” 
What feats those men went through! Forward, 
backward, sidewise, diagonally, in circles, crossing, 
recrossing, running, charging, retreating, firing in a 
standing position, or kneeling, and even lying flat. 
Cheer after cheer went up from the enthusiastic 
spectators. 
“Captain,” I said soberly, as he came to my side, 
“this is dress-parade. We all like this part. It is 
like our Pupils’ Recitals. But the hard part is to 
come, the real thing, the desperate fighting. Are 
these men as well prepared for death as for life ? ” 
The captain was a fine-looking man, but the ex¬ 
pression that came into his face then made adjectives 
unnecessary, as he said with a tremendous earnest¬ 
ness in his quiet voice: “A man is not prepared to 
live until he is prepared to die. The brave soldier, 
the hero, is not the one who faces death with his 
nerves keyed up by whiskey, nor the one who rushes 
into the fray recklessly, but the man who looks 
calmly through and beyond dress-parade, to the bat¬ 
tlefield, realizing the danger, keenly alive to the 
horrors, but steadily facing death for his country’s 
sake. No, all these men will not make good soldiers 
on the battlefield. There may be traitors and cowards 
in that company. The battlefield will prove the men. 
All we can do is to drill to the best of our ability. 
Those men look well on dress-parade. Many were 
agreeable to deal with in the daily drill. It is pain¬ 
ful to think the same uniform may cover patriot or 
traitor alike.” We stood silent a moment. Then he 
went on: “What is true of privates is true of offi¬ 
cers Most men like to command on the parade- 
ground. It is a different matter to lead his men to 
the cannon’s mouth and to first offer his own form, 
made a finer target by his advanced position, and 
if mounted, raised to a still clearer mark for tb* 
sharp shooters, before commanding them to the atr 
2 v.u Will Tm. 1“ 
ovot other profession, or depnrlinont in Me. there 
are always plenty of men and women who like to 
Ed .ThoS, aril, on . em<»th ,»»***•£ 
especially before eoU.n.ia.tie -I*"1*1"* ““ tl, 
real hero is seldom recognized here. On thei MW 
i In the thickest of th, fight, and »heo oUw I»«» 
to8y,”r“Tt *0 yon 
the finger exercises, ^ ^ the bright 
8tUfS and ffietransform even 
smiles, and the he . . tliimr of beauty anil your Kard-earned fechnmmto * ln 
intoxicating dellght \ battlefield. You do 
di.Unce i. th. d« “I „ the 
bleach' J^t“eoJ,«S /ourself 
achieremeulj b.J'IP “ music hs. ~t put 
you arc still » Creator. if it bas not helped you 
you in tune with the openwl to your under- 
to know yourself, lf A J the heart of human 
standing the book to resist evil, and 
life, if it has not m»d« . ^ y{m arc not vct the 
KJTrf tto battlefield, but only the untried soldier 
on dress-parade^_^ 
players, you • , a failure. If 1 
If you who read my message are fine players, do 
not forget the captain’s words: “Dress-parade doe* 
not prove the soldier." Die lasting influence you 
make upon human lives individually and collectively 
will prove your worth. You cannot measure the 
power of good music to inspire men to righteous and 
happy lives. The drill is to make perfect for active 
service, lather than for dress-parade. Let men see 
that daily practice should develop nobility of char¬ 
acter as well as a brilliant technic. Your ear work 
should make you sensitive, not only to musical sounds, 
but to the heart-throbs of people. Your sight-read¬ 
ing ought to make you quick to read character, and 
to know who arc true and who arc false people. 
Do you know? I never read music quickly, and I 
have not yet learned to read people quickly; and so l 
have been terribly deceived in people I thought must la- 
very good, because they looked well on dress-parade. 
When you read your music, you will find melody, 
rhythm, harmony, in all your pieces; but the best 
ones will tell you something, right down in your 
heart, which will make you happy and will make 
vou want to be good; while other pieces will la- 
nothing but musical sounds, and will not talk to your 
heart at all, but only to your ears. You will soon 
learn to tell the difference, if you think. 
Right here 1 must tell you about a dear little 
girl who was taking a lesson from me the other 
day and I asked her to transpose one of the 200 easy 
canons that Kunz wrote for music pupils. Do you 
have them? This one was written in C major, and 1 
asked her to transpose it into five sharps major, and 
after she did that, into one sharp minor, harmonic 
form. . 
She is only twelve years old and not very eager to 
hurt herself with work. And although she knows 
keys and signatures, and major and relative minor 
scales almost as well as she knows my name, slic 
looked at the canon a minute, and what do you sup¬ 
pose she said! 
“Whew 1 that’s hard!” 
Now it wasn’t hard; it only looked so. UwtM 
something like the chained lions in Bunyans * li¬ 
gnin's Progress.” Did you ever read it? You know 
when the insn “Christian” saw tlie lions, he wanted 
to run: but be was a brave soldier, and so he 
marched straight ahead, nnd when he reached the 
lions he found they were chained. 
So my little pupil looked as if she wonted to run, 
but she didn’t; she just looked from the canon to 
me in such a funny way, just as if 1 had offered her 
something to taste, nnd she was not sure whether it 
would be medicine or candy 1 I had to laugh. That 
reassured her. Did you ever find out that nothing 
makes a difficulty shrink up so quickly as to laugh 
at it! If you cry, tlie trouble grows worse and 
worse, just as wood swells when it is rained on. but 
shrinks when the sun shines on it. 
I felt very sorry for my little pupil, if we did 
laugh at her anxiety. And so I explained to her 
how easy the work really was, and all the different 
wavs to do it. All of a sudden, she turned to see me 
with a face fairly beaming with pleasure. and “id 
brightly: “Why it is just ns easy, if you just think 
About it.” , . 
“Good,” I naid; "now you’ve learned one of tlie 
biggest lessons you will ever learn." 
“What is it?” *bo wked In a puzzled way. 
“The value of your brains,” I answered. Iso 
many people won’t think; and so they leave man, 
great things undone which they might do, and lose 
manv beautiful things they might have; and what 
they do pretend to do. they do very poorly. 
I suspect that people are afraid to '* their 
brains, because they think just as my l ttta_ pupil 
thought about transposing: * l*r*‘ 
Now. little folks, let me whisper a secret to, on. 
Do not think your teacher does not love you it Inor 
she is very, very particular alsmt every 
making a great fuss if you use a wrong finger, or 
strike^a wLg note, or bold a note too ten*, or eu 
it off too short, or if you are careless with your ear 
training, or your written work. 
Your teachers want to make great players of jon, 
and you know the drill Is the place to develop ymi. 
and not the parade. That is wt.at makes them take 
SO much pains with every little thing, just as the 
fa&«de'Wy day as well as you can j-jj 
very patient and obedient to commands and by and 
by everybody will want to hear you play, and will 
love you for your beautiful character as well as for 
your exquisite music. 
4©s T^E HTlJDE 
A true beginning in the study of vocal music can be made only through rote singing. The 
child at first learns to sing song after song so perfectly that they enter into his life and 
become a part of his pleasures and joys. In this way he acquires an increasingly large vo¬ 
cabulary of music language (melody), his ear is cultivated, and, at the same time, his mind 
is awakened to the meaning of music.—Robert Foresman. 
A Percussion Instrument. 
It is a pleasant 
THE ORGANIZATION’ thought that once a 
OF CHILDREN’S CLUBS. week or twice a month 
so many children 
gather together to spend an hour or more in musical 
work. It is so helpful to work with others, so 
stimulating to one’s activity, that we hope this year 
will witness a large increase in the number of clubs 
all over the country. Children are social by nature; 
they do not care to work alone, for their public school 
experience is all in the line of class work. Therefore 
the teacher should use this method for all kinds of 
musical work that do not require individual instruc¬ 
tion. A wide-awake, progressive, inventive teacher 
and a class of enthusiastic, willing pupils will surely 
bring about satisfactory results. The Editor is 
anxious that teachers shall send to him notes of the 
various schemes they use to interest their pupils, 
games contrived or adapted, recital or program novel¬ 
ties, prizes, etc. Those that are simple and practical 
will be published in these columns. 
Editor of The Children’s 
A RECITAL IDEA. Page, 
Dear Sir: I want to sub¬ 
mit to you an idea for a recital or short program for 
a children’s club. It is a combination of recitation 
and music. The teacher can select several pieces 
bearing flower titles, such as “Rose,” “Buttercup,” 
“Violet,” “Hyacinth,” etc., and have the pieces played, 
at the same time looking through some collection of 
poetry for verses written about the same flowers, 
which verses or lines other children can recite. Both 
the reciter and the player should be dressed in colors 
appropriate to the flower selected, with the dresses 
and hats trimmed with the flowers, made of paper 
or similar material.—JJane Wallace. 
The great inventor Edison 
INVENTIVENESS. has done much to advance the 
world’s work in practical and 
useful ways. The spirit that led him to improve on 
the various devices that were given to him to use is 
the spirit that should possess the teacher of music 
and especially those who teach children. No one 
system is suited to all, the knowledge and the meth¬ 
ods of work that a pupil learns from a teacher are 
not enough for that pupil when she begins to teach. 
She must adapt, must work over what she has learned 
and add to it something of her own. 
Work with children demands, first of all, that they 
be interested and kept enthusiastic in their work. 
Ordinary and routine methods will not answer. The 
teacher must stimulate her wits and devise something 
specially attractive and helpful to her pupils. The 
notes that appear in this department under the head 
of “Club Correspondence,” often contain a hint that a 
wide-awake teacher can apply with success. The 
articles descriptive of programs, of recitals, of novel¬ 
ties in the way of games, exercises, etc., may be used 
by teachers, but should also he considered as sug¬ 
gestions which the teacher should improve upon. 
Many of the little social games with which chil¬ 
dren are familiar can be adapted to use in musical 
clubs and played with success in their new form. The 
aim should be to impress upon the minds of the chil¬ 
dren some useful knowledge, about the scales, inter¬ 
vals, keys, signatures, leger lines, meanings of mu¬ 
sical terms, composers, etc. 
If the teacher has some literary experience, we sug¬ 
gest that she prepare short dialogues that will call 
for three to six children and let them act out these 
little scenes. Some interesting anecdote in the life 
of a great composer can be taken as the central idea ; 
for example, little Handel’s playing in the attic and 
being discovered by his father. The picture so well 
known, will give the scene to be presented as a 
tableau. There are beautiful incidents in the life of 
Mozart which can be used dramatically as suggested, 
in the life of Bach also; for example, the picture of 
the Bach family at morning prayers can be used to 
give the idea for another tableau to be introduced 
by a short dialogue. 
The present writer has one more suggestion to offer. 
Select from the class enough children to give one 
for each degree used in some familiar song, of say, 
“America,” which will require seven. Taking the 
tune in the key of F, each child will have a letter 
from E to the D above. Let the children stand in a 
row’ according to pitch, and then sing the song, each 
one bringing in the pitch corresponding to her letter 
name. The object will be to sing correctly in time 
and in tune. The melody can be written out on the 
blackboard and afterwards erased, to have the singers 
rely on the ear as well as the eye.—L. G. 
I often hear the boys and 
HAIL, COLUMBIA, girls on the street call out to 
each other: “Hallo, May,” 
“Hallo, Jim.” It sounds very pleasant and friendly 
and I suppose you have never thought when you have 
been singing “Hail, Columbia” that it means any¬ 
thing like “Hallo. America,” but it does, only it is a 
less familiar and more dignified way of addressing 
such a great and noble country as ours than to say 
“Hallo.” 
There came near not being any “Hail, Columbia” 
for us to sing, anyway, for no one could write it. until 
this gentleman of whom 1 am going to tell you did so. 
A great many years ago. a gentleman in Philadel¬ 
phia composed a march in honor of George Washing¬ 
ton, whose birthday we celebrate every 22nd day of 
February, you know. It was called the “President’s 
March,” because George Washington was our Presi¬ 
dent. It became very popular; that is, it pleased 
many people, and was played a great deal by all the 
bands, and whistled, I dare say, by every boy who 
could whistle, but there were no words for people to 
sing. After a long time, in 1708, a very wise man, 
I think, wrote some verses loginning: “Hail, Colum¬ 
bia, happy land! ” This wise man was Judge Joseph 
Hopkinson. I call him irise and when I have finished 
my story, you will think so, too. 
He had never thought of writing any words 
the “President’s March” until, one Saturday m0n 
ing, an old schoolmate of his, whose name was y. 
Fox, came to his house and asked him to do so - 
This Mr. Fox was a singer and actor at the theatre 
in Philadelphia, and he had planned to give a eon 
cert. 1 suppose he had hired some other singers and 
players to help him, and he hoped to sell a Kreat 
many tickets and have a great deal of money8 left 
after he had paid all expenses. 
The concert was to be given on a Monday evening 
On the Saturday morning before, he was very u 
happy because not many tickets had been sold and 
lie feared that he should lose money instead of 
make it. 
Now. 1 suppose that a great many events hap. 
pened in the year 17!>8, but do you remember read¬ 
ing in your histories that England and France were 
not friends then? They were not contented with 
quarreling among themselves, but each kept trying to 
bring the United States into it. Our President, 
George Washington, like a good father, advised the 
people not to take sides with either, but they were 
very hot-headed. Some thought England was right, 
and others favored France; but everybody kept right 
on whistling and humming the "President’s March.” 
So Mr. Fox said to himself: “If I could only get 
some words to sing to that music at my concert, 
everybody would come to hear them.” He asked many 
of his companions at the theatre but no one suc¬ 
ceeded in writing any that would fit the tune. 
Finally, he thought of his old schoolmate, Judge 
Hopkinson, and away he went as fast as he could 
(for it was Saturday morning then, you know), and 
told him what he wanted. The Judge said he would 
try. When Monday morning came, the svords were 
ready and Mr. Fox had only to advertise that the new 
song would be sung that evening at his concert, to 
sell all his tickets, which made him very happy. 
Now, if you will just sing this song which you 
have sung so many times at school, once more, you 
will, perhaps, see why I called Judge Hopkinson a 
icise man. It is because he wrote nothing at all 
about France and England nor anything that would 
displease the friends of either, .but just began to 
talk about “Columbia, happy land!” which made 
everybody forget to quarrel, and to realize what bless¬ 
ings were theirs, and the honor, respect and love 
due to their country.—Elizabeth R. Dunham. 
Have you any plans for 
SUGGESTIONS FOR the next ten months? 
CLASS WORK. “Oh, yes, those I used 
last year.” 
The pity of it! “Those used last year! ” Would 
you take those same words from your dressmaker? 
No indeed! You must have new fashions, books, the 
latest and test books. If she were to bring out last 
year’s “La Mode” and tell you: "I made your dress 
by this last December,” you would at once dismiss 
her; or if she were to remark: “I do not know the 
latest in skirts,” your business relations would a 
once be broken. . , 
What Ralph Waldo Emerson says of man might oc 
the description of some work that is called 
“But man postpones or remembers; he does no 
in the present, but with reverted eye laments the pas ■ 
or, heedless of the riches that surround him, s 
on tiptoe to foresee. Power ceases in the ms 
of repose.” 
Have vour work something like this: 
First Monday in every month, “Mothers meetings- 
Every Friday, club for my pupils. b 
Under this might be many heads. Let no w 
meetings be the same. One week you mig ^ 
the history of the piano; if you live in a « ■?’ to 
your class to a large music store and ask the #t 
show to vour pupils the parts of the piano, or 
some of'the old pianos, to show to your pupi 
great improvements that have been made. 
The next week, history of American compose 
Sherwood, Macdowell, Beach, etc. Have some 
compositions played. . of the 
At your next meeting, take up' the- 
orchestra. Try to get pictures of all tn ..e 
used; have the children learn the names ^ ^ 
a prize to the one knowing most about flut(,i 
ments. One might have a short paper on 
one on the horns, violins, etc. menlber$ 
At another meeting you might have ,rontb'j 
write on: “What We Most Enjoyed m this - 
Etude, and What Helped Us Most.” 
409 
og to the country teacher who finds it hard 
’music- ask some'music house to send you a 
“ fL of music “On Sale.” Take up one afternoon 
package give t0 each some of the music 
to‘readf according to the grade of the pupil and the 
■ At another meeting you might have a little 
P sav something like this: Have half of the 
^me; y d A, B, C, D, E, F, G, the others one 
P“P‘ s sharus etc., one flat, two flats, etc. Now, 
H’ln S:P“I want my leading tone,” have G- 
walk over to A, then A might call for the 
tarns or flats which belong to that key. Take all 
van letters and have them call for their leading 
f' then all sharps and flats belonging to the 
»9Dective scales. Have them play the game soine- 
thinTlike “Pussy Wants a Corner,” the prize might 
Z to the pupil finding her place first all the way 
throush If your class is not large, give to each girl 
three or four letters. A word in regard to interest 
in daily work. If you have a Shakespeare or a 
Reading Club in your town, go to the president and 
ask her if they will reward the test pupil in your 
class with a month’s tuition. Have an officer come 
to your studio and judge. Now, a word as to playing 
for others. Make it a rule that your pupils shall 
play whenever asked. Have as one of the rules in the 
club, “Never say no! ” 
Let this be a year in which you teach; make it a 
rule to get some good out of every lesson you give.— 
Katherine Morgan. 
Imagine a little white- 
HANS VON BULOW. faced boy sitting huddled 
up in the feathers of his 
great German bed, listening, wide-eyed, in the dark, 
to his father and mother quarreling—and you have 
imagined one of the most frequent happenings m 
Hans Von Billow's child-life. To be wakened by his 
mother’s weeping or his father’s angry voice—per¬ 
haps to hear his sister Isadore, and to steal out into 
the hall with her where they listened, hand-in-hand, 
understanding nothing of what they heard except 
this, that on the next day mamma would stay in bed 
with a headache, and papa w’ould go off early and 
stay all day, and that there would be no fun, only 
dreary, dreary hours. 
Hans’ papa was a jolly, good sort of a papa enough, 
but he had the temper that would bite one’s head on 
right at the end of a long rollicking laugh, and send 
a boy into the corner without explaining why. His 
mamma was a very accomplished lady, and he loved 
her dearly, but, unfortunately, she lived at a time 
when it was fashionable for ladies to have very 
delicate feelings, and a great deal of what was called 
sensibility. The druggists of those years did a great 
business in smelling-salts, for it was considered “ele¬ 
gant” to faint upon every possible occasion. Ladies 
of that period wept when they were glad as well as 
when they were sorry, and never put their handker¬ 
chiefs away because they had such constant use for 
them; they always had their portraits painted vvith 
handkerchief in hand, and they went to walk with a 
handkerchief neatly held between thumb and fore¬ 
finger with four lace corners drooping daintily, all 
ready to catch a flood of tears. Poor Hans’ mother 
followed the fashion with the result that both Hans 
and his father suffered much from what has been 
called “the tyranny of tears.” In the very earliest 
of Hans’ letters, written when he was only ten years 
old, he inquired anxiously after his mother’s head¬ 
ache and feelings, and they haunted him constantly 
all through the rest of his life,—constant irritants. 
This not very happy German family lived in the 
city of Dresden, where Hans was born in 18-50. His 
father was a chamberlain to the Prince of Anhalt; 
this means that he looked after the private affairs 
of this prince. However, the prince had only a very 
small principality, so that his affairs did not keep 
Herr Von Billow very busv, and he used his spare 
time in writing books. They lived in apartments, 
and Hans’ early associations were for the most par 
of a very cultured and refined nature. 
Later on, when he was sent away to prepare to e 
a lawyer, he lived with some relatives, was very 
lonely, and felt much neglected. He composed songs, 
hut none of his cousins would listen to them or try 
to sing them for him; and, too, he missed the fussy 
Petting he had been accustomed to receive from his 
mother. 
Tor Hans was always a very delicate boy. He had 
[eta of fun in him naturally, but the jolly side of 
h>m never got a chance to grow, because he was 
fought up on coddling and “don’ts.” He could no 
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run out to play like other boys, but had first to be 
so muffled and “galoshed” and earlapped, that by 
the time he was “ready” to go out, he was too cross 
and tired to “have fun.” 
When he was little, he did not care anything about 
music. His mother played, and gave him lessons on 
the pianoforte, but this did not interest him much. 
But when he was nine years old he had a very severe 
illness, and on recovering from it showed such a 
fondness for music that his mother decided to give 
him the best musical education possible. 
This fact of his sudden fondness for music gave rise 
to the story that at the age of nine he met with an 
accident which affected his brain so as to make him 
partially insane and that this brain affection took the 
form of a craze for music. I think, however, that 
this story is of the kind called “myth,” and I would 
not advise any boy to crack his cranium in the hope 
of thus becoming possessed of such genius as Hans 
Von Billow’s. 
Well, he went to Clara Wieck’s father for music- 
lessons, worked hard, trained his memory in a won¬ 
derful manner (a good memory is a most precious 
possession) and pretty soon made up his mind that 
he woud make music his profession. Right here his 
troubles began, for, of course, his mother did not 
wish him to be a musician. She wanted him to be a 
lawyer. No one believed that he had any real 
genius; no one praised the music that he composed 
or thought that he would amount to anything. So 
he had to believe in himself with all his might and 
to work on, not only without encouragement, but also 
against all kinds of nagging and discouragement. 
This sort of thing does not sweeten one’s temper, 
and you will find that after he grew up he got a 
great reputation for being a crank and dreadfully 
conceited. Both of these he probably was, and most 
certainly would not have been if he had had a 
mother like Madame Gounod, and a beautiful child- 
life like Charles Gounod’s. But however disagree¬ 
able and sour he was as a man, there certainly was 
nothing of this in him as a boy. 
Some years ago, a book was published, containing 
the letters which Hans had written to his relatives 
and friends before lie was twenty-five years old. 
When people who knew him only after he had grown 
up, heard that his letters were to be published, they 
said: “Oh, what a bookful of malice and sarcasm this 
will be' ” But when they read the book they found 
nothing of the sort; for these boy-letters o Hans 
Von Biilow are full of sweetness, good faith and 
letermined earnestness. The letters tell the story of 
a boy who had as hard a time inworking his waymto 
a musical career as any poor boy ever bad and if 
you read these letters you will see what a tender, sen 
sitive nature it was that that hard crust grew over 
which was the outward Hans Von Billow as a ■ 
th. teacher .1 tb, 
„omnosed much, made many tours as a concert 
££ "r/Hsvs? rti s 
r *£ 
fery .. uWic through the newspapers, for which 
fore which he played. H Yankee soon found out 
^generations which came ^„ 
^^‘much^farther ‘h^musl’c without coming under 
- *1,„ solution to the puzzle intro- 
The foHowing .s th ^d tenns by u A. Bug- 
ducing mowd Etude for September, 
bee, as published m in ^ MKQ tinle ago trip- 
n-r-urrsT lets came to cross the 
“THE SWEETEST hold of an already 
STORY EVER TOLD. th^ ^ ^ 
aa tn it their sweet and marked 
of Babbage, and to add oR ^ and which 
characters, which nt accidentnls can efface, 
forms a tie tbat no unp^ aU natural sports, 
During childhood, thi vaulting bars, basc- 
such as quick runS’. btaoCkti;e ™with a staff for a 
ball and jumping stem a river and were 
brace. Once they dwidedto, ^ ^ aged neighbor, 
deaf to the contrary jn laughter and after 
Then they would beD ° and be in prime con- 
a shake and turn, take a re 
dition. 
A third of this triplet was a girl whose signature 
read Ada. Still as a young lady her parents would 
hold to the name of Dot. When Ada reached the 
age of eighteen, she made the resolution to finish her 
musical education abroad. 
The time spent was in a degree satisfactory, but 
now at the end of the fourth year she felt in a 
measure that the chords must be broken, which made 
her very “grave.” 
As she sat dreaming of one dearer than all the rest, 
she was startled from her “Reverie” by quick steps 
coming toward the door of her flat. There was a 
sharp knock. On a quick run she went to the door, 
and found a boy with a note, which she took with 
an agitated movement. 
As she read the lines, her calmness seemed to re¬ 
turn little by little. It contained in strong accents, 
marks of expressions of the loved one’s deep love. 
The last few lines were dearest to her heart. He 
said: “My soul’s desire is to win you; then to¬ 
gether we will stem life’s river.” 
Ada knew her love for him could not decrease, as 
it was not a caprice but a love that would increase 
day by day. She had felt his love, but wondered 
when he would repeat, “The Sweetest Story Ever 
Told.” As a natural sequence there was a wedding 
which took place the fourth of February, 1904. 
When Ada expressed her wish for a pianoforte, lie 
said in marked accents: “You shall have only the 
best; no imitations will do.” Being a musician, he 
knew the value of an even scale and of the rejieat 
action which docs mean so much in a trill and stac¬ 
cato notes as well as octave work. Knowing but 
one make possessing the necessary qualities, he made 
no retardation and did not rest satisfied until the 
world’s famous B. F. Gage pianoforte was bought 
and delivered. , . 
Thus the keynote of their lives wns struck, and as 
effects follow causes, we may know that full harmony 
will be theirs, and that Life’s song will close with 
a soft, sweet, full cadence.—L. A. Bugbce. 
Pupils of Miss Carrie L. 
Carrington organized a club 
to be known as the “Fort¬ 
nightly Ignorance Club.” 
Meetings are held on alternate Fridays. 
A musical club was organized in Plain City, Ohio, 
with a membership of twenty. The name selected is 
“The Crescendo Club”; colors, cardinal and green; 
flower, the American Beauty Rose. We meet once 
every week. Our dues are five cents per month.— 
Ruth Guy, Cor. Seo’y. 
On Julv 20, 1905, the pupils of Mrs. Gertrude Van 
Gordcr Calkins met at her home and organized “The 
Etude Study Club.” Officers chosen were preM«nt, 
secretary and treasurer. The club motto, What is 
worth doing at all, is worthy our best effort. Our 
colors, pink and gray. At this meeting we made a 
study of Mendelssohn. A sketch of his life was read 
also something on the life of Mendelssohn from The 
Etude. A program was rendered, including several 
numbers from Mendelssohn. A short lesson in har¬ 
mony was given, after which light refreshment, were 
served, and a social hour was enjoyed by all. Our 
club meets once a month.—Alice Calkins, See. 
The thirty pupils of Miss Alice \\ estover have or¬ 
ganized a musical club. “The Etude Club, which 
meets once a month. At the meetings we study a 
com,Kiser, read interesting item, from The Etude, 
have instrumental music and each one present plays 
a scale. The officers are: ires., Alice Westover, 
Sec Isa A. Ford.—Isa Ford, See. 
I have organized my junior pupils under the name 
of “Junior Musical Club.” We have adopted Ex- 
oelsior” for our motto. The program for each fet¬ 
ing will consist of a lesson in history and theory, a 
short sketch from the life of some great composer, 
a a ojn- 
s? \r*r. k;r™ ~ - - 
the work of this Club: Meeting called to order and 
in response to roll-call, each one present gave a mu¬ 
sical term and its definition. The president gave a 
bio„raphy of Paderewski and showed a picture of 
r A piano duet was played, “Menuet a L An- 
tteL” by Paderewski. Next we had a scale drill by 
Hie teacher, a poem, “Six Sharps,” a piano solo. 
“Glockenspiel,” by Heins, vocal duet, “Edenland.^ bv 
Dana, and a piano duct, “Orange Blossoms, by 
Ludovic The club learns one important item each 
time: first piano made in 1711 by Cristofon. 
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What a beautiful month is our October, when sum¬ 
mer slowly yields to the coming breath of winter! 
Nature puts on a garb that offers many analogies to 
music, for it has warmth of coloring, like a great 
orchestral tone-poem, the clear days seem like the 
sweet melody of the folk-song, the touch of sharpness 
in the early morn sends the blood tingling through 
our veins, and quickens nerve and muscle like the im¬ 
pelling force of a strong rhythm, and the alternation 
of clouds and sunshine tells us of that contrast and 
nuance which is the soul of interpretative achievement. 
And the musician should use the month and all the 
wealth of physical benefit which it offers to the one 
who keeps in touch with its varying moods. The 
October sun warms but does not burn; the October 
wind stirs the blood but does not chill; not all the 
birds are gone, not all the leaves have fallen, and field 
and orchard still suggest the season of fruit. Let us 
ask Mother Nature in her October mood to fill us with 
new vigor of mind and body, to give us new ideas as 
to life and our duties, and to prepare us for the long 
days soon to come when the gloom of winter has 
settled over field and forest. But we must go to 
Nature, and by our own efforts take of her strength¬ 
ening life. 
With this month the new teaching season begins 
and both teachers and pupils will find increased value 
in The Etude with its definite educational policy as 
to material secured and printed in the various issues. 
Teachers will find it a very decided advantage to 
interest all their pupils to become readers of The 
Etude. A good way to firing this aliout is to adopt 
the method of having a meeting of the pupils at the 
home or studio of the teacher, once a week or twice a 
month to hear and play good music, to study history, 
biography or elementary theory, musical games, to 
sing old songs and to learn new ones, etc., any exercise 
that will be interesting as well as instructive. 
This work is assisted in two of the departments of 
The Etude, the Children's Page and The Etude 
Music Study Club, the latter to be resumed in the 
October issue. By following the suggestions in these 
departments, teachers will have lesson material and 
practical suggestions as to ways and means. It is not 
difficult to get a subscription from every pupil for 
a paper like TnE Etude, especially when it is to be 
used in class work. Teachers should write to us for 
a list of our premiums to teachers who send in a 
number of new subscriptions from among their pupils 
and friends. 
Durfhg the coming season The Etude will be filled 
with good things by the leading teachers and artists 
in this country and in Europe. Our motto has always 
been: “Each'volume must improve on the previous 
one,” and we still stick to it. 
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Fob several years a sort of educational slogan has 
been, “Education for efficiency.” This idea lias special 
force in music, and represents a crying need. It 
may be that too much stress has been laid upon the 
possibilities of earning power by the aspirants to the 
musical profession. Perhaps too much emphasis has 
been laid upon this point by teachers who furnish 
studios in a maimer to suggest the command of ready 
monev and by the lesson fees exacted by noted teach¬ 
ers. Earning power is not the only thing needed by 
teachers. They need moral, personal power as well, 
force of character, ambition, progressiveness and more 
than a modicum of the altruistic spirit. A dis¬ 
tinguished American educator says: "We are never 
to forget that the schools arc not only to educate 
people in order that they may lie educated, but to 
educate them in order that they may do things. 
They are to be trained for labor and effectiveness.” 
The music teachers of the United States are with 
us not merely to help pupils to learn to play and to 
sing for the entertainment of the concert-going public 
or for their friends in the home, and in the social 
circle; their opportunity and their duty is to help to 
make character, thought and ideals which shall ex¬ 
press themselves in music, creatively or interpre- 
tatively as the case may be. To send a pupil away 
from the studio with a lesson recited and perhaps 
commended is but a portion of the work the teacher 
is to do. He is to give to that pupil some of his 
own earnestness, his broad outlook into life, his desire 
to do something in life, his own power and disposi¬ 
tion to interpret music through the medium of 
human life and experience. The pupil should have 
been made stronger in some way for having learned 
that lesson and have been given power to do some¬ 
thing still better. The man who is only a musician 
is but part of a man. His music should be the 
thing that makes him a better and stronger man. 
Was it not old Gorgon Graham who is made to 
say to his young hopeful, by the author, George 
Horace Lorimer: “Dress does not make the man, it 
is true, but it is about all there is of him that is 
seen during business hours.” This in response to 
the statement that it is not what a man wears that 
cuts any figure, but what he is. 
The effect of appearances must be taken into con¬ 
sideration by the young musician who is seeking 
financial success in his chosen field—and most of 
them are. There was a time when Boliemianism was 
at a premium, when carelessness of dress was held 
to lie an evidence of worth, rather than a proof of poor 
judgment or irregularity of mind. 
While it is true that as good teaching may be done 
in a garret as anywhere, and while shabbiness may be 
the dominant element of the surroundings and the 
clothing of a good teacher, the public taste has so 
changed that such disregard for the conventionalities 
of life is now rewarded with the most severe form 
of castigation—an entire letting alone of the id- 
dividual who practices it. 
While expensiveness of clothing and environment 
is not necessary, neatness and good taste are. The 
teacher should be dressed with care for the ex¬ 
ternals; his studio should show good taste in its 
arrangement and adornment; his programs should 
partake of the same care, not leaving them to any 
fantastic ideas of the printer. All of these things 
sire taken by the public as indexes to a man’s artistic 
nature, and it is not wrong in so doing. 
Thebe is a false idea at large among music stu¬ 
dents concerning the theory of music. When ad¬ 
vised to study composition they frequently reply: 
“Oh, I do not expect to be a composer, I am going to 
be a pianist and teach that instrument,” or be a 
violinist or vocalist, as the case may be. That is to 
say, they are going to present to the public the 
thoughts of the great masters without learning the 
language the masters spoke. The}’ might as well 
say: “I am not going to understand the compositions 
1 play, I am only going to teach others to understand 
them,” which is not so much of a reductio ad ah- 
surdum as it seems, only a truthful way of putting it. 
The main value of this study is, not that one 
may prove himself a composer, but that he may learn 
the language composers use, that he may under¬ 
stand what others have written. How many persons 
study grammar and rhetoric in order to write books, 
or even magazine or newspaper articles? Most of 
us are content to understand what others have writ¬ 
ten for our reading. 
Yet, when it comes to music, the overwhelmine 
majority declares it will not undertake'to under 
stand—only to perform, oblivious to the fact that 
adequate performance can come only from adeouat, 
understanding. M 
There is an old saying to the effect “that a man 
can only tell a thing as it should be told when he 
knows it as it should be known,” and this crudely 
expressed truth is as applicable to music as to ver¬ 
bal language. The grammar of any tongue is the 
basis for expression therein. Without the knowledge 
of the elements of a language a user of it has about 
as much facility as has a parrot who rehearses the 
sentences he has been painfully taught. Have a 
higher ambition than to be a musical parrot, inanely 
repeating the tunes of others without knowing their 
purport or their construction. 
In an address at the last meeting of the National 
Educational Association, l’res. Andrew S. Draper 
said: -rNo other country and no other age ever 
dreamed of such private benefactions to learning as 
we have become accustomed to. No one can foresee 
the influence of these benefactions. They will gain 
great ends which are often outside the legal powers 
of organized government.” It is a significant fact 
and one of great interest to music, that in all these 
benefactions there is scarcely an instance of a gift 
made for the purpose of promoting musical progress. 
The most recent exceptions are the funds placed at 
the disposal of the heads of the new School of Mu¬ 
sical Art in New York City and the endowment of a 
chair in music at Birmingham University, England. 
There are wealthy men and women in our other large 
cities who could show their love for the cause of 
music by making gifts to found a strong school 
from which the commercial element of making a 
profit out of pupils could be set aside. 
It is one of the weaknesses of our musical educa¬ 
tion that the conservatories which are so numerous 
in our cities, und are springing up in the smaller 
towns, are conservatories only in name, often having 
but one or two teachers, and in reality offering noth¬ 
ing but private instruction. High-sounding names 
and bombastic catalogues and prospectuses do harm 
to music, for the name conservatory is inevitably 
brought into disrepute by such methods. IMiat dis¬ 
tinction can be made between a true conservatory and 
one that has the name only, when the name is open 
to the assumption of any one who wishes to use it! 
Suppose a patron of music should wish to signalize 
his love for the art and his interest in educational 
progress. Would he he likely to place his gift at the 
disposal of the director of a conservatory organized 
and run to make a profit for the owner or stock¬ 
holders? Certainly not! The fact is that in music 
we have no institutions which deserve endowmen, 
as is the case with general education. The Euiopean 
conservatories are generally under the patronage 0 
the Government or the city and receive annual 
grants. Even the opera houses and concert halls arc 
thus supported. It is not an unusual thing for » 
irt lover to give money to aid in building 
a theatre, music hall or museum for musical pur 
poses, but he always makes provision for the nee 
1.,- mmiirinff that certain parts 01 
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.pi following letters to the Vocal Editor are by 
no^ffieans wholly imaginative. They clearly reveal 
It there are at least two sides to the question. 
Why I Am Going to Europe to Study Singing. 
Tn answer to your question, I can only explain 
that I an, carrying out a long-cherished ambition. 
Upon first discovering that I had a voice, it was 
2 misfortune to fall into the hands of a well- 
mLning hut utterly incapable man. Naturally, I 
m impressed by his earnestness and carried out his 
instructions faithfully. The result was a total loss 
of mv powers and relinquishment of study. 
The next experiment was not made quickly, but 
after a lapse of several months, when the ill-effects 
had been partially modified by rest. The church 
where I had been singing before my loss of voice, sent 
for me hurriedly to supply for a few Sabbaths, as 
their soloist was ill. A solo in one of the anthems 
cave me an opportunity. The change for the better 
waS commented upon by all my friends in the church, 
and feeling greatly encouraged, 1 determined to try 
another teacher; this time with tetter success. He 
taught me for a few months, and, one day, after 1 
had been singing exceptionally well my ^na, 
he complimented me on my work and added : If you 
maintain this rate of progress, you will he in Europe 
inside of two years.” “Why,” I inquired, must one 
to to Europe to become proficient in singing. " 
can I not finish with you? ” “You could,” he re¬ 
plied, “if I lived in Europe. But my work is here, 
and added, “I rarely advocate European study for 
my pupils, for no tetter reason than that they do 
not indicate in their work the qualities that would 
make such an enterprise fruitful. It is sufficient to 
say that I can pay no higher compliment to a stu¬ 
dent than to plan his or her work for supplemental-} 
training abroad.” 
TOiile this conversation took place more than two 
years ago, I am aware that at that moment the fact 
that I would study in Europe was settled. W e had 
many conversations after that, and is it necessary to 
add I suffered many discouragements, but as my 
voice improved with study and experience and the 
money prospects also became brighter through chuic 1 
and lyceum engagements, I realized that the tune 
was ripe and I am planning a stay of three years. 
I shall devote a year each to Paris, Milan, and Berlin. 
If nothing better results than a closer knowledge o 
French, Italian and German, I shall not count e 
time miss]x>nt. I long, however, for the contes s 
with new conditions. I know there must be con¬ 
tests and they will strengthen me or I shall be de¬ 
feated. I believe it is better to suffer defeat than to 
stay out of a fight. One cannot be sure of his stand¬ 
ing in the musical world until he has competed for 
honors under varying conditions. America is on y a 
part of tlie musical world, and while a most e 
lightful musical atmosphere is ours, it lias not given 
me a feeling of assurance, or confidence in myself. 
My reading and study have only stimulated e 
desire to expand by a wider acquaintance with otner 
sources of musical thought and activity. So am 
going abroad, and trust you will wish for me success. 
Why I Am Not Going Abroad to Study. 
You asked me to write and tell you of the things 
that influenced mv decision to give up the idea o 
European studv, which vou so strongly urged after 
m.V last concert, and I gladly do so, though I must 
urge you to withhold my name if the contents of mj 
'otter are intended for publication. Perhaps tnc 
story can test be told in the three words: ‘I am 
but even though I am writing anonymously, 
1 should feel ashamed to concede precisely that. 
conviction, however, is that the arbiters o 
destiny have teen altogether too lenient with me. 
Nothing has teen difficult. God gave me a g‘°n?u 
voice; this I say gratefully and without undue Pn • 
appreciative of my singing. I have had many ami 
lucretive offers to sing in public, some of which I 
have accepted and all of which have won for me a 
great deal of favorable comment, but with it all I 
feel there is no great incentive to a career. This is 
quite incomprehensible to my parents, who are very 
proud of my singing. My father tells me he will 
gladly defray the expense of a five years’ course of 
study in Paris if I will only apply myself seriously. 
If he would make that offer to some one who is am¬ 
bitious and lacks the opportunity for study, I would 
not feel so keenly the regret of my own indifference, 
for it is, 1 fear, holding a great gift in too light 
esteem. 
When, however, I think of the work, work, work, 
before any really great results can be expected and 
the uncertainty of it all, the effort is too great for 
me to face it longingly. While I am sure from your 
view point that I am an ungrateful debtor to nature, 
I hope you will not overlook the fact that one must 
reallv love work to succeed in anything; and frankly, 
I do not love work. You may rest assured that the 
weight of my influence will go for all that is good 
and uplifting in music, and 1 thank you for the in¬ 
terest you have shown in my singing. 
America for Americans. 
You ask my views as to the comparative value of 
vocal study in America and Europe. It give. me 
pleasure to reply, and if the American ^ J h 
wings and crows too loudly, you have only*> ourself 
to thank. , „ ._,i 
I have lieen studying singing 
with American teachers, not m,portat.on^ I cm*™ 
plate as many more years of study and I intend 
xer;i; »■ a 
is it not? And why should we not te as l.kelj to 
have it as a Frenchman or an Italian. 
Ml ttat study sbr«d 1. “ 
■>*«>«« t“ 1"^ I am working to P”™’B„me „„ abroad, and 
in New York and Boston, the • on,v 
vet what do they amount to? ^ ^ ^ 
school for acting, an ^ to ^ him. 
use it, the managers ° ’• 1 *,rtB. but they 
°f course, e- *** 
*« atmosphere and 
find this out. Europe gets between 
Some one *« *“£*£? vear lom American 
one and two nnlhon ^'ars ^ of my 
students. Europe is not gong^ j pr0. 
hard-fought-for dollars, h j ^ abroad it shall 
pose to sing so and I will get 
be under contract j gm „ot forgetting that, 
some of that too?*- ‘ turjjed abroad, but that 
the greatest artists hate ■«*** artistically if 
they could not have teeo^^ h<>re, I will not admit, 
they had st',d.,end “ fleeced of their money 
How many who go ther _rnsnects' That is not pl¬ 
under the plea of ^“^^outine of development 
is his test protection. „ alM „ powerful 
Familiarity wlth..2„fX’s progress. Here also 
factor in the/“^‘^pJrtunitl for budding artists 
there are numterleM expenses of study. 
to earn moueyjohelp^fn.. «nd ^ arf com 
Churches, lodge . t t0 those who arc sc 
stantly giving c”!Plo^w be who would learn 
' — As to thc anguage^ nlHn Wrn 
\\ Cll ii__i.„* tl'tt Vl 
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the individual, not with his location. The real fast 
of the matter is that many of the ailly overgrown 
boys and girls are glad of an eacuse to get away 
from home and the restraint of parents and guardians 
under the plea of superior conditions for study. 
I have had the choice offered me between study 
here and abroad; and I have cast my lot with the 
United States of America. If I fail, it will not be 
because of poverty of opportunity but of incapability 
on my own part. 
THE MAKING OF A PR1MA DONNA. 
(Specially written for Parents and Students) 
BY GEOBOB CECIL. 
Though the prima donna is, practically, “born and 
not made,” not one in a hundred girls can expect to 
become a great singer unless she studies voice-produc¬ 
tion with a competent (and, perhaps, expensive) 
teacher, devoting a considerable time to the fulfil¬ 
ment of her object. For though Providence may have 
bestowed upon her a beautiful voice, she lias to 
learn to use it before embarking on the career of an 
opera-singer. An increasing number of young women 
in America, in England and on the Continent under¬ 
take riles before their voices arc "placed”—with the 
result that within a comparatively short time of her 
dfbut, the aspirant for the mantle of Melba finds 
herself completely out of the running. Proud parents 
whose daughters sing to tte delight of the family 
circle will, therefore, understand that the favorable 
criticism of the parlor is no criterion, and that if 
they wish their girls to apiiear in opera, they must 
be prepared to spend a certain sum of money on their 
musical education, first ascertaining if the outlay is 
justifiable. 
Disinterested Advice. 
To secure disinterested advice upon this important 
subject is no easy matter. For the incompetent per¬ 
son who teaches voice-production is seldom so scrup¬ 
ulous as to refuse a pupil; there are plenty of organ¬ 
ists. accompanists and singing-masters who know 
nothing about the voice, hut ore ready to train ( ?) 
ns many beginners as they can beguile into taking 
lessons of them. Under these circumstances, the 
opinion of those who have no connection with the 
teaching fraternity should te asked. If the report 
is a favorable one. the girl being found to have the 
necessarv imaginative temperament—without which 
the singer cannot enter into the joys of Manon, the 
woes of Marguerite, and the playfulness of Cheru- 
t,ino—the intelligence and application which will en¬ 
able her to master difficulties, and the knack of pick¬ 
ing up languages, her parents are justified in having 
her prepared for the lyric stage. 
The Embbyo Prima Donna. 
Little girls show signs of coming greatness at an 
earlv age. Patti is said to hnvr serenaded her dolls 
as a mite of five; Giulia Kavogli sang to her mother s 
guests when she was so small that she had to be 
lifted upon tte table—so that she might be seen and 
heard to advantage; and many other famous pnmr 
donna charmed drawing room audiences long before 
thev had learned to rend and to write. Others, like 
Catalani, who at the age of twelve sang to G in 
alHssimo, were less forward, and a few (amongst 
whom was tte great Orisi) did not make a dibut be¬ 
fore seventeen. Nowadays, the female voice evidently 
develops less rapidly, for the majority of our prune 
donna had barely commenced their studies in voice 
production at seven teen-from which it may be gath 
rred that this age is a suitable one at which to begin 
work If however, tte girl’s mind is not sufficiently 
developed to enable her to apply herself to tte task, 
she should wait until such time as ter faculties are 
matured; good lessons are too costly t» be wasted. 
The Advastaob or Studying Abroad. 
Although the young |>er»on whose ambition it i" 
to sing a ballad can, no doubt, lean, howto do so 
without leaving her native land, the Celv#* of the 
future cannot earn- “finish" at home, for tte style 
of singing which Is taught at our music school, is 
not always suitable to the requirements of opera. 
Ttere are, of course. American teachers who know 
their business thoroughly, just as Paris, Rmne. 
Florence and other musical centres harbor unpnn- 
cipled persons who arc more likely 
make voices. But it must te remembered that few 
American singers have risen to eminence on the opera 
stage without previously studying abroad, and that 
Stage for the final training 
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of Melba, CalvG, Caruso, Scotti, Joumet, Bispham, 
Sammarco, de Lucia, Van Rooy, Renaud, Giachetti, 
de Lussan and majjy another distinguished operatic 
artist. Germany and Austria, too, have produced 
several delightful singers, among whom are Wede¬ 
kind, Bosetti, Schiedmantel, Whitehill and Hinckley, 
though it must be confessed that the efforts of the 
average Wagnerian soprano from the happiest of 
fatherlands leave much to be desired. Still, the 
Continental school has its advantages! 
The Foreign Surroundings. 
No less important are the student’s surroundings. 
She has to know French and Italian—and German too 
if she is to undertage Wagner rdles, and as these 
languages are easiest acquired in the countries in 
which they are spoken, she would do well to learn 
them on the spot, so to speak. Important also is the 
study of French diction, for so emphatically do 
Parisian audiences insist upon perfect diction, that 
several singers who delight American audiences in 
“Faust,” “Carmen,” “Romeo et Juliette,” and other 
French -works would not be tolerated at the Opera 
or Opera Comique. A useful lesson in this branch 
of singing may be had by listening to French singers, 
while the study of Italian diction is assisted by 
visits to the Italian opera houses. It will thus be 
seen that neither languages nor diction can be ac¬ 
quired as easily in America as abroad, and that a 
winter opera season of three months is not very help¬ 
ful to one who requires a constant object lesson. 
Paris as a School. 
On the whole, Paris is the nearest approach to the 
ideal place at which the student may live and work. 
The teaching at the Conservatoire is excellent; Mar¬ 
ches! and other distinguished experts in voice-pro¬ 
duction are at the disposal of those who have plenty 
of money to spend; the two opera houses are open 
all the year round; and (what is of great impor¬ 
tance) the pupil can lead there the artistic and re¬ 
fined life which has, at an impressionable age, so 
great an effect upon the mind of a maid. It also is 
possible to live economically (but comfortably) in 
Paris, with some pleasant French family the mem¬ 
bers of which will take an interest in their “paying 
guest,” and help her in her study of 'the language. 
Later, she may move to Italy, to improve her ac¬ 
quaintance with Italian rdles—and to contrast the 
methods of the average Italian prima donna with 
those of the bright particular stars of the Opera and 
of the Opera Comique, thence paying visits to Vienna, 
Berlin, Dresden, Munich and other cities of North¬ 
ern Europe where opera is given. 
What to Avoid. 
The path of the prospective Patti is beset with 
many a pitfall. Kind (but foolish) friends may tell 
her that she already sings like Jenny Lind, and that 
in her case scales and exercises are a waste of time. 
Her equally irresponsible parents may pester the 
singing-master to “give my daughter a song at once, 
or send in your account.” If she is a tireless en¬ 
thusiast, she will probably want to practice loudly 
all day long and thus undo the good which her in¬ 
structor has patiently endeavored to instil. I may 
add, for the benefit of all young women who contem¬ 
plate taking up the career of an opera singer, that 
until some proficiency has been obtained, there is 
nothing more fatal than practicing alone. For, as 
every intelligent person will readily acknowledge, the 
beginner, when left to her own devices, is almost cer¬ 
tain to repeat the mistakes which her teacher i3 try¬ 
ing to eradicate. She also should remember that not 
until her voice is placed is it advisable to let her 
try a song—especially if, like so many of the Ameri¬ 
can girls who enrich Parisian teachers, she brims 
over with temperament! The incompetence of many 
an unsuccessful singer is caused by her having used 
her voice before correct emission had been secured. 
Good Health Necessary. 
Although it is possible to sing when not feeling 
“fit,” few girls can afford to neglect their health. 
Van Dyck, the tenor, considers that being in voice is 
simply a question of health, for he says: “Si je suis, 
parfois, comme tous les chanteurs, plus ou moins en 
voix, cela depend simplement dc ma santG.”1 I may 
point out that not only does the state of the voice 
depend upon the health of its possessor, but that the 
fatigue entailed by the daily lesson and by the hours 
1 “If I am, like all singers, sometimes in good or in 
poor voice, that depends solely upon my health.” 
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which have to be spent in the other studies, which 
form part of the curriculum, so to speak, may be 
robbed of its evil effects by judicious treatment. The 
pupil must live quietly; get plenty of sleep; and, 
above all, eat enough sustaining food. Many un¬ 
fortunate girls who study in Paris have so little to 
spend on their education that by the time they have 
paid for their lessons, they have not enough left 
for proper meals. As a natural result, they break 
down, and have to return home with but next to 
nothing to show for the time and money they have 
The Prospects of the Pupil. 
Although it is given to few prime donne to earn as 
much as CalvG or Melba, a competent opera singer 
can make a comfortable living for herself, and, at 
the same time, put by money against the day when 
her voice gives out. Crowded though the Metro¬ 
politan and Covent Garden are with applicants, there 
is generally roflm for a really talented woman, while, 
judging by the number of American girls who sing in 
opera at Berlin, Nice, Monte Carlo, Paris, Bucharest, 
Lisbon and elsewhere on the Continent, the supply is 
not likely to outgrow the demand. 
A PLEASANT VOICE: EXERCISES TO CUL¬ 
TIVATE MUSICAL QUALITIES IN SPEAK- 
ING. 
To eegin in cultivating the voice, says a vocal in¬ 
structor in the New York Evening Telegram, the first 
step is to eradicate all throatiness or nasal twang. 
This is done by focusing the voice on the lips. To 
accomplish this result, first of all the muscles of the 
face should be rendered very active, especially the 
lips, tongue and jaw. This is done by a patting, 
pinching, massaging movement. 
Then exercises on lip vowels and consonants, for 
example, with syllables like poo, po; voo, vo; boo, 
bo; foo, fo; moo, mo, being careful that the tone 
is focused on the lips and is devoid of nasal twang 
and throaty quality. That is the first thing to get 
the voice properly placed. Next is the breath con¬ 
trol. This is not difficult, but is slowest of accom¬ 
plishment. In making the tone, only enough breath 
should be freed to set the vocal chords in vibration; 
any more will make the tone breathy, or veiled. To 
procure tones free from breath you must do certain 
breathing exercises; there is no other way for it. 
You must develop the muscles of breathing and gain 
control of them. The latter is perhaps the most 
important. For a few simple breathing exercises, 
the following can be used with good results: 
First you must hold the chest high with its own 
muscles, not with the breath. That position should 
always be maintained. The chest should never be 
allowed to sink. For the first exercise, place the 
palm of the hands on the sides under the arms, the 
fingers pointing front, then take in a deep breath. 
Extend the muscles sideways, still holding the chest 
firm. Then expel the breath by pushing in the ribs, 
but don’t allow the chest to collapse. For the sec¬ 
ond exercise, take a deep breath as above. Hold the 
breath and pat the chest briskly with the fingers all 
over, the purpose being to develop the lungs. Almost 
every one’s lungs have many air cells which are 
closed. By taking the breath and holding it, the 
heat of the body expands the breath and forces it 
into the lung cells; thus the breathing capacity is 
enlarged. I have known incipient cases of consump¬ 
tion to be cured simply by this exercise. 
Lean over and pat the back or have some one do 
it for you the same way. To gain control of the 
muscles is the next thing of importance. Take a 
deep breath, then expel it very slowly with a sharp 
hissing sound, with a sort of whistle. The outflow 
of air should be steady and very' slow, and the chest 
should be held firm until the end. 
The third point to be gained is resonance or quality. 
There are in the body various resonators or hollow 
spaces for the voice. One is the chest, and that is 
the reason for holding the chest high during speech. 
In that way it is kept free from air. Other resona¬ 
tors are the back of the mouth, the roof of the 
mouth, and the hollow bones of the head. The lat¬ 
ter are the most important of all. 
We have these hollow spaces right over the eye, 
and through the head. These can be only set in mo¬ 
tion by sending the tones through the nasal passages. 
This is accomplished as follows: 
First, by humming. In the hum all of the tones 
go through the nose. And if the hum is focused 
in the forward part of the face, out of the throat, 
these head resonators will be set in vibration. 
Secondly, when a well-placed hum is secured 
hum should be opened with a vowel sound nJl 
ably 0, care being taken that the tone still JL 
tinues to go through the nose as well as the moX 
In singing, about five-eighths of the voice should p 
through the nose; in speaking, about three-eight^ 
Mhen a good, resonant 0 is secured, other vowels 
should be practiced the same wav. 
About forty-five minutes twice a day should be 
devoted to practicing these exercises. Once a d 
is good, but twice is better. There are three sete 
which I have given: First, focusing the voice- sec 
ondly, breath control, and thirdly, resonance. Fifteen 
minutes should be devoted to each set and about five 
minutes to each exercise, of which there are three 
in each set. These exercises should be sufficient to 
start an uinbitious girl in the right direction, and 
give her the foundation for a sweet, speaking voice. 
THE ECCENTRICITIES OF SINGERS. 
RY FRANK H. MARLING. 
The eccentricities and vagaries of public singers 
and prima donnas have been for several generations 
a byword in the musical world, and numberless are 
the anecdotes told of their strange proceedings. Un¬ 
fortunately, they have frequently revealed the un¬ 
lovely qualities of the singer’s disposition. The pres¬ 
ent writer has thought it would be an interesting ex¬ 
ercise to group together some of the idiosyncrasies 
of singers and to append anecdotes taken from actual 
life which illustrate them. 
Vanity, conceit and self-confidence will be recog¬ 
nized at once as common traits by any reader who 
has had any extended acquaintance with the profes¬ 
sion. Perhaps one of the most striking instances of 
it is in the case of the prima donna, Angelica Catalini, 
who when criticised by a noted musician for vocal 
imperfections, shrugged her shoulders and called him 
“an impious man,” adding: “When God has given to 
a mortal so extraordinary a talent as I possess, peo¬ 
ple ought to applaud and honor it as a miracle; it 
is profane to depreciate the gifts of Heaven.” Such 
sublime satisfaction in one’s own powers must be a 
very delightful condition, but a celebrated English 
musician, Dr. Arne, who flourished in the first half 
of the 17th century, for once very wittily turned the 
tables ou some singers of this type. He was asked 
to decide on the respective powers of two vocalists 
whose talents existed entirely in their own imagina¬ 
tions. After hearing them, Dr. Arne said to one: 
“You are the worst singer I ever heard in my life.” 
Then exclaimed the other: “I win.” “No,” answered 
the just judge, “you can’t sing at all.” 
The great Handel also made a crushing retort to 
an overbearing singer, who was dissatisfied with 
Handel’s accompaniment, and declared that if Handel 
did not do better, he would jump over on the harp¬ 
sichord where Handel sat and break it to pieces. 
Handel replied, in his inimitable German-English: 
“Let me know ven you vill do dot and I vill ad¬ 
vertise id; I am sure more beeble vill come to see 
you shump as vill come to hear you sing.” We are 
not told that the singer fulfilled his threat. 
Perhaps it is no wonder that great singers shorn 
be vain and overbearing, for much foolish adulation 
is lavished on them by the public. It is natural tha 
their heads should be turned when so much fuss » 
made over them and they are regarded as demi-gods- 
The attitude of many persons toward a great singer is 
well expressed- in the conjpliment of the noted com 
poser Haydn to Mrs. Billington. one of the 
known singers of her day. Her portrait was pain 
by Sir Joshua Reynolds and she was represented a 
listening to the song of the angels. Haydn was as ^ 
for his opinion of the painting and replied: I “ 
beautiful picture, but there is one strange nusa.’- 
“A mistake! how is that?” asked the su,rP. 
artist. “Why,” replied Haydn, “you have made ,0 
Billington listening to the angels, when yououg 
have painted the angels as listening to her. 
The jealousy of singers is proverbial and ea 
many ridiculous situations. The unfortunate oper i 
manager who has more than one prima donna i 
company is sometimes in desperate straits ,on 
account, and has to move heaven and earth m { 
to pacify the rival songstresses. One of ie 
extreme examples of this class, however, is 0 , 
ousy in the same family, where a tenor singer a. 
Ansari and his wife, who lived over a j,y 
and who were so envious of each other, that OJ 
chance one received more applause than 
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... unfortunate one employed men to go in the 
* .fence and hiss the other off the stage. A story 
of Adelini Patti is to the effect that on one of 
“ tours she made a contract with her manager that 
all printed posters and bills her name was to ap- 
011 in type at least one third larger than the names 
Tanv of the other artists in the company. On one 
01 Jon in Chicago, Patti’s husband and a friend 
°Sv measured the names on the billboard and 
finding that Patti’s name was not quite one third 
Sfthan Mile. Nevada’s, insisted on the latter’s 
cut down, which the unlucky manager had to 
Vo cutting out a thin slice from the middle of 
Nevada’s name giving it a very strange appearance. 
‘ Singers have the name of being unusually capri¬ 
cious and changeable. They are liable to the most 
• possible colds and suspicious illnesses. They will 
betaken with what is known as “operatic sore throat” 
on very short notice when they are asked to sing with 
some one they do not like, or are cast for a part 
thev think unworthy of them, or unsuitable to their 
powers At a rehearsal, the singer Cuzzoni impru¬ 
dently refused to sing a certain aria for Handel, 
when the composer, exasperated out of all patience 
bv her exactions, rushed on to the stage and, catching 
her round the waist, dragged her to an open window, 
crying: “I always knew you to be a very tcufel; but 
I vill show you I am Beelzebub, de prince of de 
teufels.” On his threatening to throw her out of the 
window, the frightened singer promised to do what¬ 
ever he asked. 
Singers have not seldom been gifted with wit and 
powers of repartee. Gabriella, a famous artist, was 
once asked to sing for Catherine II of Russia, and 
consented to do so for five thousand ducats. The 
haughty queen demurred at this large sum and said 
in amazement: “Why, I don’t give more than that 
to one of my field marshals.” “Very well,” answered 
the audacious singer, “you may get your field mar¬ 
shals to sing for you then.” 
Sophie Arnould was one of the wittiest as well as 
handsomest of vocalists and her bright sayings are 
very numerous. Once on a walk, she met a friend, a 
doctor, who was carrying a gun under his arm. He 
remarked that he was on his way to see a patient, 
and she quickly responded: “Ah, Doctor, so you are 
afraid of your ordinary treatment failing?” The 
great basso Lablache was very absent-minded and 
once when waiting for an audience with the King of 
Naples, kept his hat on his head to avoid a draught 
from a door nearby. When called into the king s 
presence, he forgot that his hat was on his head, and 
hastily snatching up one lying near, entered the 
audience chamber with one hat on and carrying the 
second one in his hand. WThen the king laughed at 
his curious appearance, the singer with ready wit 
declared: “Sire, your Majesty is quite right, even 
one hat would be too much for a fellow who has no 
The prejudices of singers are notorious, and they 
cling to them with a persistency that will not give 
them up. As an illustration of this, a story is told 
of an Italian critic who was strongly prejudiced 
against German singers, and who was persuaded to 
go to hear the great Sontag. After listening a short 
time, he rose to go. A friend who was with him 
was a great admirer of the German songstress and 
said to him: “Stay a little longer and you will be 
convinced that a German enn sing.” “I know it, 
answered the Italian, “therefore I go.” 
ABOUT THE VOICE AND VOCAL INSTRUC¬ 
TION. 
BY RALFE LEECH STERNER. 
Those of you who are studying vocal music, and 
having your voices placed, are undoubtedly doing so 
because your great ambition is to be able to sing 
"ell. As voices cannot be “made quickly,” and as 
no teacher of this ennobling art can try your voice 
and tell you how long it will be before you are able 
to sing at one of bis recitals, let me urge that you 
Pay the greatest attention to that particular part ot 
the art which “makes your voice”—voice-building. 
Also tlvat in the beginning you have an abundance o 
Patience, and that you try to stir up some enthusiasm 
80 as to make it easier for your teacher. Some ot 
you will find it rather dry until you are well ad¬ 
vanced, but try to practice as if you enjoyed it and 
considered it a pleasure—not a bore. 
The question is often asked: “What is meant by 
placing the voice and head tones?” A gieat voca 
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master once answered this in brief by saying: “To 
get all your tones to strike against the roof of the 
mouth.” This was probably true, but it would be 
hard for you to understand much from that, as you 
would first wonder why you should get the tone 
against the hard palate, and after you laid found 
out why, you would next want to know how you can 
accomplish this important step. 
In a voice fully placed, every tone must strike 
against the hard palate and must sound throughout 
the resonance cavities, which are the larynx, pharynx, 
nasal passages and the mouth, with various smaller 
All tones must have the same degree of equality on 
all notes of the scale, which in a well-placed, finished 
voice, should be two octaves. All voices, to be con¬ 
sidered finished, should have this range. It is needed 
to sing opera music, difficult oratorios and also many 
songs. When a tone sounds throughout the resonance 
cavities named above, it has a rolling, wavy sound, 
which gives to the voice that beautiful carrying power 
we all love to hear. When the voice is thus placed, 
the tones are commonly known as head tones. 
The idea is to get the voice away from the throat, 
so that there may be as little strain as possible. In¬ 
deed, no one can be called a singer until all tones are 
placed in the head, as a voice will not carry until it 
is so placed. So it can he seen from this that we 
must have head tones for two reasons: First, so there 
will be as little strain on the throat as possible; and 
secondly, so that the voice will vibrate and carry. 
The reason the tone must strike against the hard 
palate is because the vibration, which is caused by 
the tone’s striking against a hard substance, gives to 
the voice resonance and makes it carry. The hard 
palate, situated anteriorly, is bounded in front and 
at the sides by the gums and alveolar arches, being 
continuous behind with the soft palate, and consists 
of a bony structure formed by the union of the palate 
bones and the palatal portion of the superior maxil¬ 
lary bone. The vibration being caused by the tone 
coming into contact with a hard substance (the bones 
in the palate), this in turn produces the carrying 
P°Now, as to how von can get the tone against the 
palate. The first thing, of course, is to be able to 
take an abdominal breath, and pupils should master 
this first. The abdominal breath used on a tone helps 
to place it in the head. And with this the pupil 
should try to get the tone as nasal as poss.b e (this 
helps to get it forward), opening the “°uth w^ 
and round, with the li,)s thrown forward H^tha Ups 
are held in a protruding position, it helps to throw 
the tone against the teeth. This gives tofthe already 
nasal tone a heavy coloring, instead of that thin 
wliimsical sound which is most detestable’r" ^ 
is never tolerated in a real singer. Remember, you 
cannot be called a vocalist until your tones are, first 
out of the throat, secondly, nasal and against the 
hard palate and teeth, and thirdly, forward (off tl.c 
llPT i-ill now speak of that ever-abused phrase of the 
art of voice-building the pro£r u.of the tongue. 
£ ri,Tdohnot°niadn any particular positioner 
the tongue; in fact, ^^”^18 ^mmonly 
"’'"Led611 tlTtip or the sides of the tongue which 
rrTa. “ - *;:™-ri 
hyoid bone, «ndthe p surface ofthe lower incisor 
rests against the in - The tongue 
teeth. The idea, bnefly stated^. ^ ^ 
must be heldLf tiTvibratin^air column in its journey 
the progress of the v * forward, not held 
into the head. It must be tnr aw#y from ttl0 
back in the mouth, and must be^ ^ ^ an(, 
palate, as that is w irculate. This must all 
have plenty of room t have tlie vibrations 
iSTJ eimandthe -ssary amount of 
resonance and carr>nng l»wcr^^ ^ RS nnf. of the 
One thing has alway*> * haTe baffled many vocal 
most harmful obstacle o{ students have 
teachers, one ta whicn to commence 
been made victims, and that is, 
to train a voice. first start with is, of 
dation upon which the teacher builds the voioe. Ap¬ 
plicants often ask me to tell them what their voice* 
are. The teacher is not always dble to do this, a* 
in trying a voice it is not always the real singing 
voice we hear. In most cases, the voice is so throaty 
that it is impossible to tell what it might be after 
training. Remember that singing high does not 
necessarily make you a soprano or a tenor, or be¬ 
cause singing low, a bass or a contralto; it is the 
quality of the voice which decides this important 
matter. Whether it be light or heavy in timbre or 
mixed, the shades of the tone coloring—all such mat¬ 
ters help to decide. If the teacher cannot imme¬ 
diately decide what the timbre is, can it be possible 
for him to know where to commence to train the 
This I can answer in the affirmative, and I will 
tell you why. We first start to train the middle 
register or middle voice( the tones which come near¬ 
est to the natural speaking-voice) and these tones 
you will sing more easily from the very start than 
any of those of the other registers. Now after your 
instructor has determined this, the next thing which 
should be done is to start the pupil on the middle 
tone of the middle register, which the pupil will find 
the easiest to sing. As the human voice is the most 
delicate of all instruments, it must be handled with 
great care in the beginning. The reasons for this arc 
apparent from the fact that the first few months’ 
study, as a rule, either “make or break the voice.” 
Many teachers think they are doing a great tiling 
for the pupil by starting to train the voice on middle 
C. Take, for instance, a light lyric tenor or a so¬ 
prano. A teacher who starts such voices on middle 
C U not starting to work on the middle register, but 
on one of the very lowest notes. And remember that 
half the voices that are ruined can lay the blame to 
the singing of low notes, not high ones, as is com¬ 
monly supposed. The singing of them before they 
are placed is what docs the damage. A beginner is 
always better able to sing a high tone in the head 
and more nasal than a low tone. The heaviness of 
the timbre of the low tone makes it more throaty 
than the high one, because it is made in vocal cavi¬ 
ties which are narrower and nearer to the nose. 
One other thing interesting to the student of voice 
culture is the effect colds have upon the trained and 
untrained voice. We all know that a cold in any 
part of the body, as a rule, causes that part to be¬ 
come inflamed and to swell to some extant. Now. 
ns every part of the body is used in singing, it will 
be seen that colds affect all voices, as the intelligent 
singer uses the entire body to sing with, but more 
particularly the trunk and the head. Many singers 
will tell you that they can sing “above a cold.” This 
may be true to some extant, but even with the trained 
voice, it depends, as a rule, largely upon where the 
cold mav l>e. Of course, a beginner who naturally 
sings in a throaty manner is greatly hampered by a 
cold in the head and especially one that affects the 
throat and causes it to lie swollen and inflamed. A 
finished singer sings “above the «>,d” jn tbnt ‘bc 
tone is made in the head and above the affected parts 
Beginners should do very little singing while a cold 
lasts and it is well for the finished singer to rest 
the voice as much as possible. Our opera stars will 
often send notice to the manager, sometime during 
the dav, that they are indisposed and will be unable 
to appear in the evening. Indisposed usually means 
that thev have a slight cold. 
One thing that all singers should do is to use a 
douche upon arising each morning, to clear the head; 
whether they are troubled with either a cold catarrh 
or not, the head must be perfectly free. I have 
found through years of experience with hundreds of 
pupils and also by interviews with eminent physi¬ 
cians that nothing i* better to use than warm salt 
water through the nose an.I cold salt water on tta 
throat. The portion, however, should never lie more 
than a little less than a half taaspoonful taanordb 
narv drinking glass of water. More than this will 
in time make the throat raw. 
Each man stands at the centre of a great network 
of voluntary influence for good. Through words, 
bearing and gesture he sends out his energies. Oftem 
tiroes a single speech 1ms effected great reforms. Oft 
one man’s act has deflected the stream of the cen¬ 
turies. Full oft a single word has been like a switch 
that turns a train from a route running towards the 
frozen North to a track loading into the tropic 
South.—Sewell Dwight Hill■«. 
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The art of improvisation 
IMPROVISATION, seem* to havu fallen into dia- 
use. If we rend the liven of the 
great masters of the 18th and li)th centuries we can¬ 
not fail to be impressed with the frequency of ex¬ 
hibition of their talents by extempore performances. 
There are numerous stories of wonderful improvisa¬ 
tions by some of the great masters. It seems to have 
been the custom then to give an improvisation as a 
regular part of certain performances as, for instance, 
organ performances. In the concerts where a pianist 
played a concerto with an orchestra, it seems to have 
been expected of the pianist that he would be able to 
supply tlie cadenza in the llrst movement himself; 
and more often than not it was confidently expected 
that it would be improvisation. There are still ex¬ 
tant stories of the marvelous cadenza that Mendels¬ 
sohn improvised at one of the Philharmonic Con¬ 
certs in London; and in that same city today there 
are old men who relate with great interest how as¬ 
tonished they were at that same musician’s extem¬ 
pore performances on the orgnn. Bach, Handel, Bee¬ 
thoven, Ilummel, Mendelssohn, Moschelcs, Liszt— 
these all habitually extemporized in public. It is a 
question whether a very interesting form of art has 
not been overlooked in the neglect of the art of im¬ 
provisation. And yet, when one recalls the exhibi¬ 
tions by Uuilinant and Lomu re in their organ re¬ 
cital* during past seasons, one Is encouraged to be¬ 
lieve that if attention was directed toward it, it 
might be passible to revive an interest in it. 
It must be said, however, that the only place 
where this revival can find ample field is in the 
organ loft. The whole current of modern music is 
against improvisation. But there is no reason why 
the organist should not once more tukc an intelligent 
interest in the art and adopt rational plans for its 
encouragement. 
So far as 1 know, there is but one book in English 
which aims to teach improvisation, and that is a 
work by Dr. F. J. Sawyer, and published by Novella, 
Ewer k Co. It is well written, and will repay any¬ 
one who studies it earnestly. We must remark at 
the outset that the ordinary organist—and under 
this term we must include all except the most dis¬ 
tinguished members of the profession—must make 
up his mind that if he wishes to do good work in 
improvisation, he must practice it with all the care 
that he would use in acquiring the technic of his 
instrument. He must begin at the beginning, and 
woTk along step by step, master each point as it 
comes up, and never go to the next point until he has 
assimilated the previous one. 
This view of improvisation (that it is a progres¬ 
sive art) will be new to some. It is not uncommon 
to find organists who. with a natural fluency in har¬ 
mony, never progress beyond a certain point. For 
instance, ask the ordinary’ improvisator, who will 
extemporize harmony and melody by the hour, to put 
his melody in the bass, giving it a suitable accom¬ 
paniment in the upper voice, and he will flounder 
around to a most amazing degree. One would think 
that a man would regard melodic fluency, the melody 
always being in the upper voice, as a mere step to the 
fluency which would allow a placing of the melody 
in the lowest or in the middle roice. This is an 
illustration of my point, that the art of extemporane¬ 
ous playing is a progressive one. just like the art 
of composing or the art of playing from notes. 
In n general way we may say that there are two 
kiwis of improvisations, A performer may endeavor 
to exploit a theme, turning it over in all jsswible 
ways and using on it all his resource*this is the 
art ss practiced by Ouilmant. Or, a js-rforiner may 
use a theme as an incident only in bis improvisation, 
having for his chief end the making of a piece of 
music: this is the art as practiced by Lemare. Of 
course, these two classes of improvisations are not 
mutually exclusive. Guilraant s improvisations, for 
instance, form highly interesting pieces of music; 
and Lemare's improvisations ore often remarkable 
for clever fugatos and for contrapuntal facility in the 
Cherubini manner. On the whole, however, the char¬ 
acterization I have made seems a just one. It may 
be useful to give a brief sketch of the way in which 
each of these artists extemporizes. It would be in 
the poorest possible taste to attempt to praise either 
of them at the expense of the other, and I hope that 
anything that I may say will be regarded aa descrip¬ 
tive merely. 
Ouilmant prefers to take for his theme some well- 
known melody. The last improvisation I heard him 
make was on the hymn-tune “Amsterdam.” He be¬ 
gan by playing the hymn-tune through, just as writ¬ 
ten. After that, he introduced a fugato, or series of 
imitative passages, continuing this for some time and 
founding it on the first fourteen notes of the hymn. 
The theme was now in the bass, now in the middle 
part, and now in the soprano. After continuing the 
fugato for forty or fifty measures, he began a */» 
movement (pastorale). This continued for some time 
quietly, until it worked up to a march movement, 
fortissimo. The inarch movement lasted only for 
a short time, and after a decrescendo, he began a 
fugato on the soft stops of a different character to 
the first fugato. The imitative passages followed 
each other in unbroken succession, the music grow¬ 
ing softer and softer and ending pianissimo. The 
counterpoint was extraordinarily fluent and the har¬ 
monies diatonic and natural. I was struck with 
the somewhat academic (this word without any re¬ 
proach in it), non-modern style of the whole. There 
were no Wagnerian harmonies or anything to sug¬ 
gest the modern school of music. It was all delight¬ 
ful to listen to, and marvelous in its way. 
With Lemare, the plan is entirely different. The 
whole thing is less obvious and to a certain extent 
(and on that account) disappointing. Lemare cares 
nothing about his subject's being well known; what 
he wishes is a short phrase of a couple of bars in a 
strongly-marked rhythm. His theme is seldom an¬ 
nounced and he never plays it over at the start. So 
far as I have heard Mr. Lemare extemporize, he never 
begins with his theme at all, but far away from it, 
on on independent theme of his own invention, which 
he carries along straight through the improvisation, 
combining it with the theme given him from the 
audience. As the improvisation goes on, it is noticed 
that the harmonies, modulations and movements are 
of the ultra modern Wagnerian type. The theme is 
not always in evidence, or if it is present, its un¬ 
familiarity makes great demands on the memory and 
attention. At one recital I heard an organist say in 
regard to lemare's improvisation: “Ah! he has lost 
his subject.” But Lemare never tries to keep liis 
subject, except as any composer uses a subject as a 
point of departure. The criticism of the organist, 
then, was without point, as he entirely misunder¬ 
stood Lemnre's purpose in the improvisation. The 
greatest testimony to the extraordinary melodic, har¬ 
monic and contrapuntal charm of his extempore per¬ 
formances is that many of his most successful organ 
pieces were originally improvisations played into a 
phonograph and noted exactly as phonographed. I 
may mention os one instance the “Romance in D-flat.” 
Here, then, we have two good models for impro¬ 
visation: The Guiimant model, being much more 
attractive to the ordinary audience, and much more 
brilliant; the Lemare improvisation, on the other 
hand, requires a much keener attention and a fond¬ 
ness for modern chords and modern methods of theme 
combination. 
It may be well now to consider one or two practical 
points in regard to extemporaneous performances, 
and to suggest one or two methods of study. As the 
organist’s need for improvisation is associated with 
the church service, we may well consider hymn- 
tunes os material for improvisation. The most ob¬ 
vious thing, and one of the most difficult things to 
do is to practice putting the melody into the bass and 
improvising plain harmonies over it. This will be 
found difficult to do grammatically, but anyone who 
succeeds in it will be well paid for his trouble T 
put the melody in an inner voice, having a’b^! 
below it and additional parts above it, is ),.„ 
cult and some may prefer to practice this fimt 
Having learned to place his theme in the Iowm 
voice or in a middle voice, the organist must no^uk 
himself whether he is able to extemporize periods is 
symmetrical form. Let him try four measures end 
ing with a half close on the dominant, continuiae 
with four measures ending on the tonic. If he^s 
do this, let him venture further and ask some oblhrin. 
friend to listen to an improvisation, telling hh!! 
whether he keeps up the time and rhythm through¬ 
out it. If he is like many organists, he will find thst 
some of his’ periods will have eight measures, ,ome 
nine, some ten, etc.; that he will begin in •/’ tin* 
continue in */, and end in perhaps •/«; that he will 
begin in C-major, in a moment find himself in A-flzt 
major, and end his improvisation in G-flat major! 
It is of no use to practice improvisation until one 
masters these fundamentals. 
But let us suppose these fundamentals mastered, 
what then? Some sort of a plan must be adopted 
by the player at the outset. Here are two simple 
ones: First, play the hymn over, ending with a half 
close; while doing this, take note of any character¬ 
istic progressions, either melodic or harmonic, tak¬ 
ing them as points of departure for the themes. It 
is well to have two themes contrasted as much u 
possible in effect and rhythm. Secondly, start off 
with the first theme in a somewhat different tempo 
from that of the hymn, changing the time signature 
if it seems advisable. Work along with this theme 
up to the point where it seems best to introduce the 
second theme. Thirdly, introduce the second theme 
in as striking a manner as possible, either in a piano 
passage at the end of a vigorous crescendo, or on 
some unusual combination of stops. This theme will 
be introduced, probably, in the dominant key. 
Fourthly, the resumption of the first theme will soon 
follow in the tonic key, and if the improvisation be 
a short one, a brief coda will end it. 
Or, a second form might be worked out thus, 
First, play the hymn over as before, ending with s 
half cadence. Secondly, for the first theme invent on* 
which is not derived from the hymn-tune at all, 
but which may suggest itself by contrast. Thirdly, 
get the second theme from the hymn-tune itself. 
Fourthly, return to the first theme and finish s» 
before. Both these modes of procedure should hate 
this in common, namely: that the registration mu»t 
be varied; that the themes must be quite distinct 
from each other and well contrasted; that the dif¬ 
ferent sections of the improvisation must be very 
well marked, so that not only the player himself but 
the listener as well shall distinctly feel the progress 
from point to point. 
While this discursive article on improvisation is 
perhaps of little moment ns a step towards tb« 
magnificent improvisations of Lemare or Ouilmant. 
still an organist who will take the pains to wort 
out the hints I have given, will find that he has ma¬ 
terial for a good year’s study. After he has assim 
ilnted the two plans, as suggested, he will find h» 
interest so great that he will be able to study th* 
work by Dr. Sawyer, alluded to above, with gn»‘ 
enthusiasm. ., 
The art of improvisation is a noble one and aboul 
not be allowed to die out.—H. C. Macdougoll. 
The story 
THE IMPROVISATIONS OF the wind’s gob* 
MENDELSSOHN AND WEBER, out of the organ 
at St. Pa“' • 
Cathedral, during the performance of Bach s A 
fugue by Mendelssohn, on Sunday, September ■ 
1837, is* as well known as it is well authenticate 
But its sequel is, perhaps, not so widely known. 
It became noised abroad, amongst the di»*PF«w» 
listeners at the Cathedral, that Mendelssohn ui 
paying a visit to the fine organ at Christ Ch 
the following Tuesday morning, September 1st , 
accordingly a large congregation assembled in 
church to hear the Bach fugue again, but this ^ 
without interruption. Amongst this congTega 
the veteran Samuel Wesley. His daughter 
who accompanied him on this occasion, told P 
ent writer, that on the way to the church, her _ w 
(who was most anxious to hear Mendelssohn) 
her: “Do you say this young man plays more ^ 
than Adams ? I think Adams hns the fin*®* 
Europe! ” She answered: “He is considered w P**- 
ia vour stvle than in that of any other organ- 
T*snd'l hope you will play too.” “I will do as 
u i can,” was his reply; “I have thought of 
**U ubject.” When Mendelssohn began to play, 
turned to his daughter and said: “This is 
"undent playing! do you think 1 dare venture 
Iftffthb? ” Mendelssohn seems to have been in 
form that morning, and played no less than 
[a extemporaneous fantasias in the grandest possible 
''mien he had finished, Samuel Wesley was induced 
,il down to the organ. It was the last time he 
touched a inasical instrument in public. The 
we picture the grey-haired veteran manip- 
sUting ‘he heavy keys, at first with feeble touch, 
tut gradually with greater vigor as the flame of his 
UrtMfr-inzpired genius once more kindled within 
him and leaped forth with undiminished brightness 
—i» illecting in the extreme. When Wesley had 
(nuhfd what was—to him—a veritable Nunc Dimit- 
ft* Mendelssohn, who had stood by his side in rapt 
sttentioo. complimented him upon the excellence of 
his performance in no measured terms. But the old 
man shook his head and smiled: “Ah, sir! you have 
■ot heard me play; you should have heard me forty 
rears ago! ” On his return home, Samuel Wesley 
hang his hat on the last peg in the hall, saying: “I 
shall never go out again alive.” Nor did he. On 
the evening of October 11th, a month after his visit 
to Christ Church, Newgate Street, he breathed his 
Ust.—The Organist and Choirmaster. 
Thebe is much that 
is of special interest 
to organists in the re¬ 
cent “Life of Sir Her- 
i organ player almost 
SIR HERBERT OAKELEY 
AS AN EXTEMPORIZER. 
bert Onkeley.” Oakcley was „ . . 
from childhood. By the time that lie was twenty he 
had acquired a command of the king of instrument* 
most unusual at that time in England, where orgnn 
pedals were still often called “German pedals” and 
I Itch's organ works “the pedal fugues.” But what 
was far more unusual thnn faultless pedal playing 
w»a the wonderful power of extemporizing that Oak- 
*ley possessed. The word—as his brother, the biog- 
rsphiT, aays—is an unsatisfactory one, and must 
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deepening the love of music ia th*w omtlW oraim 
of life* How often, in our small cities sad towm 
do we find that the aerie, of free ,*p, ,^<*1. 
come to be a featureof the asm' Srld-ua «r ans i 
And yet, if there is a place for this aeliv. influrne 
in the great cities, where the air rb*. with the star 
that music has to tell, is there not a place is thrr 
not a great need for it in the smaller antree. wW 
at best, the air only now and thru heart a detach., 
bit of the story to the listener's ajnacseumess ‘ | 
it not time that many of ut should awake to tb 
realization that the calling of ofgwaist means .....i 
than getting through the church arm«w in tV 
easiest way, with the least expenditure <4 urn. an 
work in personal practice* Is not the tiesuirnnp < 
this season a good time for the determination ths 
our home community shall hare at Vwst one dim 
series of free organ recitals before the months hrin 
round its Hose* 
I know that the response in man) earns will h> 
"But do you not know thst the* organist is usuatl 
also a teacher, whom time is filled trim has i 
spare hours for the personal work which is eerewsaa 
to such an underlalring ? ” 
Yes, I do know that the organist is often a lot. 
teacher; but 1 know something else also, somrll.it 
which ia the secret of success, of the power of Conor 
plishment in many s busy life, viz, that what •< 
has a ruallv enthusiastic desire to do one <as mal 
time for doing in far more instanoes than at fir 
glance seems possible. Do we wtak to Weep <mr si 
interest in our organ work fresh and vital. •» 
broadening and drejiening. or do we wish gradual! 
but surely, to become living machines going throtq 
certain programs at stated interval* heoanas t: 
motive power is turned on and our members do I 
bidding? If we prefer the fonnse pa«.ihilHy. let 
draw from the storehouses of rausir Hi the depart**** 
of organ solo, the thing* through wfatrh our Inure* 
may grow, and. having mad* them our own. let 
offer the public a share la the pleamire they **?■•' 
There is much already included, or that may «•* 
lie included in this department of muase’e *t<* 
house, having great beauty of melodic and ha*w*>s 
thought without great technical dlftruHj Mon* 
w.lo* used in tb* church aerr “ “ ‘ ‘ 
t the feeble meandering* one often heara at been selected beraum of Hwi 
acrnnfortable gapa in the church service even from 
organists of repute, as well ns the astonishing feats 
of the true improvis.it ore. A misunderstanding often 
limome was this, that when Onkeley extemporized, 
listener* would miss the point and conclude that he 
*** merely remembering! 
The extemporizer must, indeed, always be subject 
)o this kind of misunderstanding, which Onkeley gen¬ 
erally regarded ns only amusing. Dr. S. S. Wesley 
«wd to be somewhat ruffled by it. After finishing the 
•fternoon service at Winchester with one of hi* 
splendid extemporizations, lie was leaving the cathe¬ 
dral with Oakcley, when a very gushing acquaintance 
•mooted them, find began: “Oh, Dr. Wesley, what 
*** that beautiful piece? I know it so well.” “That. 
■•dame,” said Wesley, rather tartly, “is much more 
**»» I do.” Oakeley was a great fugue extemporizer, 
»nd when he was in the true vein, even professionals 
some experience -were apt to be mystified. Onre 
* !h* course of an organ playing expedition a rathe- often, free 
organist came up at the end of an extemporized truly and s* 
I'tguc and inquired tentatively: “Let me see—which there H amn 
"•«f them is that?” He had concluded that it w»* prano. or^_| 
****h!—Hast cal Opinion. 
ired ogsi tractivenrea. may he « 
How often do «* hear some one eey: . '**'*- 
pieces that I am familiar with, that I ka**w eomet 
a Unit from haring heard them More. ” **4 
too far. these repetition* would. «f <vme«*. ■»” 
undesirable effect, bat ia «wh rental*. tVy »* 
ared with dHeretic*. _ , . 
V happy custom ia a church In a New F.ngiaa.i 
ia that of a recital cm Cbri*— aftevm-* •* « 
evening, of •PProPru'c u ,,Vre* 
can arrange for no paWtc program uml • 
season, plan for • a*ri*» to he gh** daring Lew 
the thing has oerer jot hrea »• 
conmiunitT, w© morr a 
he don* this )«. •** Z°*a^wwrt wait IV « 
innovation, if iuiwraltaa It I 1 i ■ n 
that you kw; S.-bunno*1 * 
make other* M *ha» J* **’ . u ' ^ 
ha* been «a»y . hot esares * <) ^ 
fetpret the rompmmr i w 
Questions for the 
sew season. 
long 
•inre taken its place 
In our great cities, in 
the centres of musical 
activity, the series of 
free organ recital* has 
* a regular feature of the 
of cfTcc 
thi* » rk. ! 
wholly 
« public 1 
■ feature whose intangible, but very 
"®We. is of distinct importance in the develop 
of the power of appreciation of music in the 
public. This is true in the large cities, where 
****'’*». operas, recitals, musical programs of noblest 
ypr and of well-nigh infinite variety may be beanl 
^ the season through; where the hall* of 
""*** are continually filled with the exquisite tne*- 
***a from the world of the ideal, expressed in the 
T****** °f tone. How about the need of this i»- 
.***" our small cities nnd towns, where, at best, 
** ,Wl11 hardly hear more than three or four gm- 
ti-. • cr’oJ musical programs during the winter? 
.,m- in many cases, not a single concert or recital 
|**ay real worth is to be heard the season through? 
about the us* of this means of spreading ••<* 
tenure* of tl 
•urelv rewet u|-e»i » 
,neuU. briwgiag OPT0*1 
MIXTURES- 
ftuBU* Ptw*u. Mas i 
r« O • Med org»nt*i » 
__ dM hi 
at tV age M orcrety •**- 
TVress N. ***”.'* p 
England at * 
17th, •« »** **• Vis 
4 large ftwiy i»»B*«i **** " TV 
the W. W 
Minnewpcli. tkh iretmmret win 
manual orgsa wnrthwM < 
iot~- that “Vgar 
tremolo. **4o trranree 
and Vdkwt^- !»"*•« 
4 the aowen 
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We publish the following sketch 
MARIE HALL. of the young English violiniste, 
Marie Hall, who will visit the 
United States during the coming season, chiefly be¬ 
cause we feel that our readers will be interested in 
learning some facts regarding a player who has won 
the esteem of European music-lovers and critics. So 
far as we are concerned, we can as yet form no opinion 
of this young lady’s merits, for we have not yet heard 
her play. We are familiar with her name, her endow¬ 
ments and her skill, through the many and unreserved 
eulogies that have been bestowed on her by the Euro¬ 
pean press; but it is only natural that we should 
remain unaffected by all that has lieen written of 
Miss Hall’s achievements. We have grown so ac¬ 
customed to the European critic’s enthusiastic praise 
of “new” artists, and we have been so often disap¬ 
pointed when these players have visited the United 
States, that we have learned wholly to disregard 
European opinion, and to judge the players that come 
to us purely by their merits. 
It may be difficult to explain, but it is a fact, never¬ 
theless, that much that is pronounced superior in 
Europe is here regarded as mediocre. Players and 
singers who stand high in the estimation of the 
critics and audiences of the European Continent, come 
to us and astonish our critics and audiences with 
the inferiority of their art. We are surely ready to 
welcome European celebrities, and to accord them all 
the praise which their work deserves: hut we no 
longer greedily accept the European verdict, simply 
because we have too often found this verdict based on 
enthusiasm and not on fact. There was a time, it is 
true, when devoted press-agents and European critics 
convinced American audiences that all the players and 
singers that visited the United States were artists of 
the first magnitude. But those days are happily over. 
In the United States, today, the standard of merit is 
so high that only the best European artists can hope 
to impress us favorably. In this peculiar something 
termed musical atmosphere we are still far removed 
from the opulence of Herman cities; but it is in a 
truly musical atmosphere that we are chiefly lacking. 
Teachers and players we have in great abundance; 
and many of the latter, though living in comparative 
obscurity, are infinitely superior to the much-adver¬ 
tised European “celebrities.” Our audiences have 
learned, chiefly through our excellent teachers and 
players, to distinguish between good and bad; and, 
nowadays, a European artist must indeed be excep¬ 
tionally gifted and skilful to win the praise on this 
side of the Atlantic which is bestowed upon him on 
the other. 
We hoj>e that Miss Hall fully merits all the glow¬ 
ing tributes that have been paid her in England and 
in other European countries. If she does, she will 
be heartily welcomed in the United States. 
The life of every great musician is bound to he more 
or less of a romance, but there have been few, even 
among musical romances, which can compare in 
pathos and interest with that which surrounds the 
life and career of the young English violiniste, whose 
leap into fame has been the musical sensation of the 
past two years. 
Much has been written concerning Marie Hall’s 
childhood, and facts simple though they be, have been 
strangely distorted. To give an instance: it is ab¬ 
solutely true that she was at one time playing in 
the streets for bread, and she is most anxious that 
this fact should not be hidden. It happcniHl one 
night that Canon Fellows heard violin playing in the 
streets of a provincial town in England, and even 
under such unfavorable circumstances he realized 
something unusual and masterly in the fashion in 
which the fiddle was handled. He asked the little 
player to come into his house, and ns his first im¬ 
pressions were confirmed, it was through him, ulti¬ 
mately, that she was able to enjoy her first course of 
three years’ study. 
Marie Hall is the daughter of Edward Hall, a 
harpist and violinist, who, together with his wife, 
traveled from town to town, picking up a precarious 
living. While the parents were in Newcastle. Marie 
was torn, on April 8. 1884. At the age of five, ob¬ 
serving in the ehild a natural aptitude for music, 
her father taught her to play the fiddle, and tor 
childish hands soon toon mo skilful in its manipula¬ 
tion. At the age of nine she appeared in the New¬ 
castle Town Hall, creating such a sensation that 
some wealthy Newcastle gentlemen interested them¬ 
selves in the child and desired to arrange for tor 
proper education: but the nomadic spirit of her 
father induced him to take his family to Malvern, 
where Marie performed with her father. It was in 
Malvern that Prof. Max Mossel. of the Midland 
Institute of Music. Birmingham, heard her play and 
impressed with her wonderful gifts and talent gave 
her one year's instruction and then recommended tor 
for a scholarship at the Conservatory, which she 
held for two years. Generous help enabled the father 
to take Marie to London to play for Wilhelroj. who 
after hearing her. requested the father to leave her 
in his care, promising that he would teach her. 
Marie Hall. 
The next step was in 1899, when she competed for 
the first Wesseley Exhibition at the Royal Academy 
in London, and won it, but owing to the straitened 
circumstances of the father, who was unable to pro¬ 
vide the means to maintain the gifted child in Iyondon 
during the time of the scholarship, the prize that had 
toen earned was abandoned. In 1901, arrangements 
were made by her friends to send her to the renowned 
Bohemian master. Prof. Seveik, of Prague. In the 
eighteen months under his guidance, she did such ex¬ 
cellent work that lie called together his tost pupils 
and friends and set the little English lass to play 
for them at a “coming out” concert. At the finish she 
\>-as recalled thirty times. In the beginning of the 
same year she was taken to Vienna for live concerts, 
where she astonished and delighted the musical world. 
She reached a high place in the artist world on Feb¬ 
ruary 10. 1903, when she gave her first concert in 
London. Her second concert took place two weeks 
later, when the audience crowded the building to its 
fullest capacity. The tributes paid to the young artist 
were genuine aud hearty from the members of her 
own profession as well as the general public. 
So carried away is tlie English public with the art 
of their young compatriot, that n popular subscrip¬ 
tion is being raised throughout all England to pur¬ 
chase for Miss Hall a Guarnerimi violin, valued at 
810.000. to to presented to her in recognition of her 
genius and perseverance. 
Tribune 
IT was reported in u. 
CURIOUS IDEAS daily paper,, „ 
REGARDING that the customs author^ 
STAINER VIOLINS. had seized a Stai^ ^ 
iforth thousand* of dollar, 
on which a heavy duty would have to be paid below 
it would to allowed to pass into its owner’s hand 
Naturally, such an article excited discussion amoto 
amateurs, and brought out many curious opinion 
from people who bad some knowledge of the vain! 
of the old violins, as well as from those who know 
absolutely nothing about the subject. The prevail 
ing idea among the latter, however, seemed to be that 
our Government is not justified in imposing a duty 
upon “art goods" which cannot to reproduced in this 
country and for whose production we have no com- 
petitors. One corres|iondent of the .V. 
expressed himself as follows; 
"It has hitherto been my belief that our duty on 
imported articles has lH«en for the protection of 
American workmen and American manufactures. Such 
a purpose, of course, is admirable, but what sense is 
there in taxing the importation of articles it is jm. 
possible to produce here, and the acquisition of which 
is a distinct gain to the country? I notice that Owen 
Chaffee, of Detroit, brought a violin from Naples the 
other day. which he had tought for #50. A clever 
customs inspector discovered that the instrument was 
n genuine Stainer, made jn 1565, and was worth thou¬ 
sands of dollars. It was immediately seized by Uncle 
Sam. and will to held until very heavy duty is paid 
on it. Why ? We cannot make old Stainer violins 
here. In this instance the tariff is surely not pro¬ 
tective, but prohibitive. We should encourage the 
bringing of such priceless masterpieces to this country. 
It seems to me there wonld to more sense in paying 
a premium lo their importers than in taxing them to 
their full value. Better enrich the country by such 
importations than ini|>overish it by making their 
introduction too costly.” 
The views of this correspondent do not differ 
greatly from our own. We, too, fail to understand 
how u tariff on the old masterpieces serves as a pro¬ 
tection to the fiddle-makers of today. But it is not 
this phase of the question that interests us at the 
present time. What does interest us is the curious 
ideas that still prevail, in European countries as well 
as in the United States, regarding the worth of the 
Stainer violins. The exaggerated estimate of Stainer 
which existed in this country twenty-five years ago 
seems hut little less exaggerated today. Now, as in 
former days. Stainer is regarded by many as the 
pre-eminently great fiddle-maker of the golden era of 
violin-making: and though such an estimate of 
Stainer’s merits is obviously absurd to all persons 
who are totter informed on the history of the art, 
the Tyrolese maker’s name is still pronounced with 
reverence, and his instruments continue to to regarded 
as creations of the greatest of all violin-makers. In¬ 
deed. not so very many years ago, many persons inter¬ 
ested in the violin, who idolized Jacobus Stainer, 
were wholly unfamiliar with the name of Antonious 
Stradivarius; and though they associated the Amatis 
with what was estimable in violin-making, and even 
associated the name of Amnti with that of Stainer, 
ns worthy of being ranked with the Tyrolese maker, 
they were quite unaware that Guarnerius, Guadognini 
and Bergonzi, for instance, were eminent represen 
rives of the art of violin-nmking. 
Nevertheless, and in spite of a growing knowledge 
on the subject, there are those who still cling 
tionatelv to Stainer and believe him to be the waste 
of all masters. The acoustic disadvantages of m 
high model, and the flat, perfected model of btra 
ivnri are rarely, if ever, taken into consideration ^ 
lovers of the Tyrolese maker’s instruments. To tn 
it is all sufficient if an instrument is a . 
Stainer. Knowing this, many dealers demand rim 
lmis prices for Stainer violins, and, needless o . 
have little difficulty in finding foolish ’ 
'Hie truth of the matter, however, is. that |10 
excellent price for a Stainer violin, and *or ®l 
sum. one should Is- able to procure an exceptio^ 
fine specimen. Tlie monetary worth of Stainer - 
I ins to not, as in the case with Stradivanus, Outf 
nodus, Amnti. etc., so greatly influenced *>? , 
rarity, simply because they are obviously ^ 
instruments eom|>nred with those of the I *1 ^ 
ters. They hold, it is true, an honorable P'ace ftone 
history of violin-making, and the sweet quality', ^ 
which they possess makes them attractive to* ^ 
teurs. But being practically useless to e .jjc 
that is. wholly insufficient for his needs as a 
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tnraier they are not eagerly sought by lum, as arc 
^^tnlments by the great Italian makers, and 
th* ‘“S to in demand. Their rarity, therefore, 
“^matter of indifference to those who require in- 
19 * nts having great volume and sonority of tone; 
S7Ts growing indifference is certainly not calcu- 
Wd to enhance their financial worth. 
[The following in- 
riOLlN MUSIC OF teresring article ap- 
sERASTIAN BACH’S TIME. peered recently in a 
couteni|iorary jour* 
, v0t knowing the name of the author (it ap- 
Ired unsigned), we do not know to whom to give 
—Editor of the Violin Department 1 
One of Bach’s finest violin concertos, the one in E- 
Maior was probably written during his stay at 
rthen (1717-23), whither he had been called from 
Weimar to to chapel-master to Prince Leopold of 
Anhalt-CCthen. The prince was then nearly tvrenty- 
four years old. an amiable young man, who played 
he violin, the viol da gambn, and the harpsichord. 
j}ach was interested in the violin before he dwelt in 
Cothen. He began to study it with his father, Johann 
kmbrosius, who died in 1695; and in 1703. as court 
musician in the private orchestra of Prince Johann 
Ernst brother of the reigning Duke of Weimar, he 
was for some months first violinist, until he went to 
Amstadt. to be organist of the now church. During 
his stay at Weimar (1708-17). if Forkel is to to be¬ 
lieved, Bach arranged for the harpsichord sixteen of 
Vivaldi’s violin concertos, for the organ four violin 
concertos of the same master: and Bach’s concerto 
in A minor for four harpsichords is nn arrangement 
of Vivaldi’s concerto in B minor for four solo violins. 
For the concertos of Italian composers were then the 
best, and it was tlie fashion to transcribe them for 
keyed instruments. Wnlther transcribed concertos by 
Albinoni, Manzia. Gentili, Torelli. Taglictti. Gregori; 
and Bach took themes and sometimes borrowed more 
extensively from Lcgrenzi and Albinoni, as well as 
from Vivaldi. 
Antonio Vivaldi, violinist, composer. surnnined The 
Red Priset,” was tom at Venice in the latter half of 
the 17th century. The son of n violinist of St. Mark’s 
Church, he was for some years cliapel-master J.0 the 
Landgraf Philipp of Hesse-Darmstndt. In L13 he 
returned to Venice; he was made director of _the 
“Conservatorio della Pietta,” and he died in 1743. 
lie was so devout that a rosary was in his hand ex¬ 
cept when he was writing operas. It is true he wrote 
at least thirty-one of such worldly works. Vet once, 
possessed by a musical idea, he left the altar, went 
to the sacristy to note the theme, then returned to 
finish the mass; for this he was haled before the In¬ 
quisition, judged a little flighty, and prohibited from 
celebrating the mass, lie published twelve trios, 
eighteen violin sonatas, “Estro Poetico” (twelve con¬ 
certos for four violins, two violas, ’cello and organ- 
bass), and sixty-odd concertos of various sorts. 
Among his pieces is one in which he attempted to 
paint in tones the colors of the rainbow. 
Tommaso Albinoni, of Venice (1674-17451, was a 
fecund writer of operas and pieces for instruments. 
Luigi de Manzia was in service at Dttsseldorf about 
1650. Giorgi Gentili, first violin of the ducal chapel 
of Venice, was bom in that city about 1068- Giuseppe 
Torelli, called the founder of the “concerto grosso,” 
born at Verona, was appointed violinist of the St. 
Petronius Church at Bologna in 1085. and in 1703 
concert-master to the Markgraf fit Ansbnch, where he 
died in 1708. Giulo Taglietti. torn at Brescia about 
1060, was master of the College of St. Anthony. Gw>- 
Lorenzo Gregori, violinist and composer of the 17th 
century, was in the service of the Republic of Lucca. 
Giovanni Legrenzi. tom about 1625 at Clusone, died 
at Venice in 1690, organist at Bergamo, then director 
of the “Conservatorio dei Mendicanti” and chapel- 
master of St. Mark’s at Venice. He wrote much 
church and instrumental music and seventeen operas, 
»nd enlarged and varied the orchestration of accom¬ 
paniment more than any man of his period. 
Lp to the middle of the 17th century’, music for 
tbe solo violin was almost wholly composed of dance 
tnnes, as oourantes. gaillardes, p(wanes, etc. 1®se 
pieces were called indifferently by the name of ‘ sin- 
fonia,” capriccio.” “fantasia,” “toccata,” “canzone, 
“ricercare.” The first five names were applied espe- 
to instrumental pieces; the last two were given 
to pieces written for voices or instruments, sometimes 
to pieces written for both. “Ricercare” soon disap- 
peared; then “canzone" also vanished. “Toccata 
"'as soon applied only to pieces for keyed instvti 
merits; and toward tlie second half of the 16th cen- 
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tury “sinfonia” designated an instrumental ritornello 
or an overture. 
Toward 1650 the word “sonata” took the special 
meaning of an instrumental piece accompanied by 
the organ or harpsichord, or even other instruments. 
Brossard (1660-1730) thus defined the “chamber 
sonata”: “Chamber sonatas are properly suites of 
several little pieces to which one can dance; these 
pieces are in the same key; this kind of sonata be¬ 
gins as a rule with a prelude, or little sonata which 
serves as an introduction to the other pieces; then 
come the allemande, the pavane, the courante, and 
other dances, or serious airs; then follow jigs, pas- 
saenglias, gavottes, menuets, chaconnes, and other 
gay airs; these’are all of the same tonality or mode, 
and played in sequence they form the ‘sonata di 
camera.’ ” Furthermore, the sonata absorbed the 
rights of the “capriccio” and the “fantasia.” 
Composers gradually gave to instruments the ex¬ 
pressive, emotional melody that had hitherto been 
given to drama or cantata. These pieces of a higher 
melodic character appeared at first to be suited to 
the dignity of church service. The bass was written 
for the organ; and these pieces, played in church, 
were called by the name of “musica di chiesa,” as 
contrasted with “musica di camera,” which was still 
composed chiefly of dance tunes. The distinction was 
not long observed; and, at the time when Brossard 
wrote, the Italians confounded the two kinds, en¬ 
riched chamber music by the use of formulas supposed 
to be peculiar to the church, and also introduced into ^ 
sacred music the rhythm of the dance and the passion 
of the playhouse. 
Toward 1660 the cornets—obsolete wind-instru¬ 
ments of wood or ivory, straight or curved, which, 
according to Artusi (1660), imitated closely the 
human voice—and trombones, gave way in Italian or¬ 
chestras to violins. The string quartet began to take 
its rightful place. Legrenzi, Vital!, Mazzonini were 
helpful in establishing this change; but chamber 
music owed still more to Giovanni Bassani, bora in 
1057 at Padua, violinist, chapel-master at Bologna 
and Ferrara, at which last-named place he died in 
1716 Michelletti published his “Sinfome et Con¬ 
cert! a Quarto” and in 1698 his “Concerti Musicali. 
Torelli, however, was the first «,.establish thei fom 
of the violin solo of the grand style, and he opened 
the way to Arcangelo Corelli (1653-1 < 14), the pupil 
of Bassani, and the father of modem violinists and 
composers of the violin.^ ^ ^ 
Judging by the number of 
NEW EDITIONS OF new editions of well-known 
FAMOUS WORKS. ^ 
vests, « naturally eo.elud, ttot European 
*\£S? ,1,, S«1 editions of standard com 
and teachers is- A consequently more dc- 
^,nt,efr;-So,.li,n, leave no 
effects. It wi l also M refined artisto- 
excellent been, and will prob- 
a player, in short, regarded as a great 
ably yet longei con appertaining to his art. 
authority in every flu . . { the violin are not 
Though his compositions for jn the 
important combination*i to tone-masters. 
mi me sense as are Suable and inter- 
they are nevertheless * o{ the instrument; 
esting productions to all P 3 tlmn the less- 
„d Lely Vic» “l» Si* „„ cm ideas 
Skiltel plsyees »< “e P .. a brilliantly produced, 
could be most a thfull-;iew.g held by the majority 
These are probablj th > blisher3 themselves, 
of modern \£pinion, would find them- 
if asked for an expressio P guch views. Act 
selves unable l^^^ Jnsible for the absurd 
SniWhattove appeared in recent years. 
These various editions are worthless; some arc 
really grotesque. They have eliminated practically 
everything of value to the artist and the student, for 
they clearly misrepresent Vieuxtemps’ musical ideas 
and the characteristics of his art. They are trans¬ 
formations, rather than new editions, of the great 
violinist’s works. Vieuxtemps’ ideas of fingering and 
phrasing have been entirely obliterated, and often it 
is almost impossible to recognize the original musical 
thought. The bowings in these “improved” editions 
bear no resemblance to the original, and they are 
ridiculously uncharacteristic of Vieuxtemps’ style, and 
obviously opposed to his intentions. In a word, these 
new editions are extraordinary examples of modern 
publishers’ views of an editor’s duties. 
What has happened to Vieuxtemps’ works has also 
happened to the compositions of most of the other 
eminent writers and players. The student of today 
is unable to procure reliable editions. If, unfor¬ 
tunately, his teacher is guided by these editions rather 
than bv true knowledge and tradition, his conceptions 
of our standard works will naturally be curiously dis¬ 
torted. That the majority of teachers do depend upon 
the printed version of a composition rather than upon 
their own knowledge of how the piece should be 
played, is demonstrated every day by the strange in¬ 
terpretations of their pupils. 
Our new editions are being so wonderfully “im¬ 
proved” that in a very few years we shall be unable 
to recognize in them the original composition. 
LEGATO AND STACCATO 
STUDIES FOR THE VIOLIN 
By BASIL ALTHAUS 
Op. 65. 
Price - - $1.00 
• Thisbook of studies, comprising forty-two In all. is worthy 
nf crucial notice, covering as it does an immense area of violin 
short but explicit directions in three languages.i.e.,German. 
ago^ 
S"Th! Legato and Staccato Studies fortheViolin, tyUthauji. 
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Conducted by N. j. corey. 
Teachers are requested to send communications to 
this Department. Those containing practical sugges¬ 
tions will be printed. 
An Opening Anthem of Praise. 
It is a trite observation that children like to be 
praised. Music teachers find this out, and those 
among them who are wise take advantage of it to 
get better work from their child pupils. Nothing 
puts children in such good humor as a little praise. 
The strange part of the matter is that people as a 
general thing make this observation as if it were 
something confined entirely to the infantile element 
of the community. But this is a mistake. Grown 
people are, if anything, worse than children in this 
regard. It is human nature to crave approval. It 
can never be known how much is accomplished in 
this world through praise. A young man courts his 
future wife by showering her with compliments, and 
keeps her good-natured after marriage by the same 
means. Even a business man approaches a prospec¬ 
tive customer with some compliment upon his 
tongue. Musicians thrive on praise. Singers espe¬ 
cially have an insatiable appetite for it. It seems 
to be a sort of pap upon which they are brought up, 
and which they never outgrow. Did you ever see 
the eager, expectant look on a baby’s face when its 
food was being brought, and with what infinite satis¬ 
faction it opened its mouth and swallowed the food, 
and straightway opened it for more? Did you never 
notice this same eager look on a singer’s face after 
a concert? Praise has to be simply poured down 
their throats, and they can never get enough of it. 
This is a side of human nature that has to be taken 
account of, and trite though it be. The Etude is 
thoroughly human in this respect, that it is like¬ 
wise fond of praise. In fact, the efforts taken by 
The Etude to improve its appearance and add to its 
usefulness have been due to the fact that its con¬ 
stituents liked it and have said so. Letters like 
the following are not unusual, but this one is printed 
for the reason that it may furnish suggestions to 
other readers as to how they may get the most out 
of their magazine. If one reader has ways of using 
the magazine that are proving profitable, others may 
find it to their interest to use it in a similar manner. 
“I want to tell you how much I appreciate your 
magazine, The Etude. This is the fourth year I 
have taken it, and I not only would not, but could 
not, get along without it. Though as yet I am only 
a piano student of between the sixth and ninth 
grades, and am studying with a teacher who is, 1 
think, one of your patrons, nevertheless the aim of 
my life is to become a teacher—a good all-around, 
musicianly teacher. I feel that The Etude, the 
Etude Study Club articles especially, are an im¬ 
mense help to me along the path of knowledge. I 
make use of several note-books. Into one I copy 
parts of the Children’s Page; into another I copy 
the little musical thoughts and quotations of com¬ 
posers and eminent teachers; into another I put all 
questions which come up pertaining to music in gen¬ 
eral; into another I copy lists of composers born 
• in certain months; and so on. Many times I find in 
the Question and Answer Column, answers to ques¬ 
tions in harmony or theory which have been troubling 
me. Until about two years ago I did not realize how 
much knowledge I owed to The Etude; and upon 
waking up to that fact, I at once began my note¬ 
book system. Every time I receive my copy I think: 
‘How could it be improved! ’ and yet every number 
is better than the preceding one. I sincerely believe 
that all musical persons, and especially music stu¬ 
dents. who are not subscribers to it, do not realize 
what a mine of knowledge it contains for them be¬ 
tween its covers.”—1label Onthank. 
Another member of the Round Table writes con¬ 
cerning 
Bach on Modern Programs. 
“There is a noticeable dearth of the works of Bach 
on the programs of pupils’ recitals lately. The great 
pianists, D’Albert, Hofmann, Joseffy and others give 
Bach numbers, generally the arrangements by Liszt 
and Tausig, at their recitals, and perhaps ambitious 
pupils expect some time to play these works in 
public. The Prelude and Fugue in Nos. 7 and 8 of 
the ‘Standard Graded Course’ is full of charm and 
useful for acquiring technic. So also are most of 
the ‘Inventions’; indeed they are the ‘daily bread’ 
of the pianist. This title, however, they may soon 
have to share with Mason’s ‘Touch and Technic,’ 
which is gaining ground every day. This passing by 
of the works of Bach simply means a lowering of 
the musical standard of the day.”—Harry Stewart. 
We are glad to hear from a Bach enthusiast. I 
wonder if Mr. Stewart’s observation and conclusions 
are altogether true. If so, it would be a pity, for 
Bach does mean so much to sound musicianship. 
When properly studied, there is no part of the mu¬ 
sical equipment that is not touched and improved 
to a greater or less degree by Bach practice, but 
most of all, technical facility and ear. A thorough 
study of Bach is essential for both independence of 
finger and ear. One does not really listen to Bach 
unless he follows the progress of the various parts, 
an accomplishment difficult for the musician and im¬ 
possible for the majority of general listeners. Per¬ 
haps there is a reason for the little of Bach that 
one sees on pupils’ programs. To play Bach in such 
a manner that his music is interesting to the aver¬ 
age listener requires experienced musicianship, far 
more than any young player, no matter how talented, 
can compass. Nothing but years can bring maturity 
of experience, a fact that young players find diffi¬ 
cult of apprehension. Nevertheless, if Bach is played 
in the style of a pupil, the music will not be inter¬ 
esting. It will be better if they keep their Bach 
music for the studio and studio recitals. Bach wrote 
in an idiom that is practically obsolete at the pres¬ 
ent time, and one that is not easily understood by 
the average listener. Such being the case, 1 would 
advise that much care be exercised under what cir¬ 
cumstances his music is heard. 
The modern transcriptions of Bach’s organ works 
are liked better by the general audience, and for 
three reasons: First, they are greater works. The 
organ, as an instrument, was much more developed 
and complete in the time of Bach than was the piano, 
indeed he never heard the piano as we know it. 
The organ was full and sonorous, the piano light 
and tinkling, as was the spinet or clavichord. Most of 
his works for this instrument are rather light 
in character, while the thoughts that he conceived 
for the organ are richer and more elaborate. There 
are a few notable exceptions, of course. Secondly, 
the modern arrangements of these works have a ful¬ 
ness and richness of sound more in accord with 
what the public is used to, and are therefore better 
liked. When played upon the organ, they sound 
full and grand. In arranging for the piano, their 
transcribers have tried to add to the piano some¬ 
thing of this fulness and breadth possessed naturally 
by the organ, and they have produced results more 
in accord with the needs of the modern concert room. 
Thirdly, these works are played only by virtuosi of 
the highest order, men who are able to handle them 
with the utmost aplomb and brilliancy, and there¬ 
fore produce an effect which would never be possible 
with the smaller works written by Bach for the 
only kind of piano that he knew anything about. 
Great though these works are, they are more fitted 
for the smaller room. But in the development of a 
pupil’s capabilities they are absolutely indispensable. 
Modulation to Nearly Related Keys. 
t t' 1 KSt!lted “ ,the R0UN° Table °f I** month I have had several inquiries concerning modulati™ 
Some ask for more information than it i, 
to give in so informal a manner, as was shVwn in 
the last issue. The study of modulation is an « 
ha ustless one. I know of no book that treats tl» 
matter exhaustively, although there are a numbe 
which give as much as the average musician win 
wish to master. The truth of the matter is that 
when one becomes an experienced composer,’ wavs 
and means of modulation will often grow out of the 
work he has in hand, modulation that may not neces 
sarily be new, but still which he has not learned from 
any treatise, or possibly not in the examination of 
the great compositions. There are certain elemen¬ 
tary principles, however, which should be known to 
all musicians. 1 will give a few of these, and make 
them such that the student may practice at the key- 
board irrespective of writing them eut on paper. 
Nearly all musicians have occasion to improvise in 
a small way from time to time, and should be able 
to find their way about in an intelligent maimer. 
Even with a slight knowledge of harmony, one can 
learn to make the elementary modulations. With a 
knowledge of the principal chords and their inver¬ 
sions, a beginning may be made. 
The first step is to learn to modulate to the nearly 
related keys. And what are the nearly related keys! 
Simply the keys that have the most tones in com¬ 
mon. Simply those keys that have only a difference 
of one sharp or flat in their signatures. A difference 
of more sharps or flats removes the keys to what is 
termed remote relationship. The near relationship 
is simply that of tonic, dominant, subdominant and 
their relative minors, six keys in all, so that any 
given key has five nearly related keys. For example: 
the related keys to C major are, its relative minor, 
a; its dominant, G; and its relative minor, e; its 
sub-dominant, F, and its relative minor, d. The re¬ 
lated keys to a minor read the reverse of this: tonic, 
dominant, and sub-dominant, with their relative 
majors. You can learn quickly to determine the 
nearly related keys to any given key, by naming six 
degrees of the tones of its scale, for example, using 
capitals for major, and small letters for the minors. 
C—d—e—F—G—a. It is easy to carry in mind the 
relative positions of the letters, the capital, the two 
small, the two capitals and the small. For the re¬ 
lated keys to a given minor, skip the second degree, 
and follow along five degrees of its relative major, 
as in the first case, a—C—d—e—F—G. When a 
musician becomes experienced, he can, of course, drop 
all this, as hp will learn to know all the related keys 
as he now knows the signatures of individual keys. 
If a musician cannot quickly run over the foregoing 
formula, it shows that he does not yet know his 
scales, and it will be a good exercise for him to prac¬ 
tice until he does know them, for without this knowl¬ 
edge he can accomplish nothing in modulation. 
The nearly related keys may be represented graph¬ 
ically to the eye as follows: Draw a circle with six 
diameters, having twelve equi-distant points of con¬ 
tact with the circumference. Beginning at the top, 
place the keys in their regular order around the 
circle, placing the enharmonic keys F-sharp and G- 
flat under the same point of contact at the bottom- 
Within the circle place the relative minors agains 
their majors, respectively. This will form w*13*^ 
known as the circle of fifths, C—G—D—A E-— 
(F-sharp and G-flat)— D-flat—A-flat—E-flat-B-»« 
—F, and the relative minors in like manner. In 
diagram the related keys will group together, an 
the route to any given key may be figured out wi 
out difficulty. For example: Draw the “jag™ ’ 
and observe that you can progress in either “,rec . 
one degree at a time. Suppose you wish to moa 
late from C to F-sliarp, the most remote key. * 
can progress through the major keys on “ie °V 
of the circle, or the minors withm it, °r_^^arp_ 
F-sharp, and still other combinations. 
Now for the simplest method of making th®e P* 
gressions. All that is necessary for this is that 
student shall have studied through the three F 
cipal triads and their inversions. Make sure, J 
that you thoroughly understand the perfect ^ 
which is nothing more than the dominant, 
by the tonic. Practice this in every key 1111 itil0Ut 
mastered, and you can make it in any K®y # 
hesitation. The simplest means of modula i g___ 
nearly related key is by means c 3 of the second inver- 
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. the tonic of the key into which you would 
sion of distinction is important, for I have 
F-SfL experience that many pupils continually 
f0U: 0 the tonic chords of the two keys, the one 
are leaving and the one which they would 
ffhich they of th.8 con{usion, they try to enter 
f"' kev bv means of the tonic six-four chord of 
tbe w- they are leaving, which is like opening the 
the key Zother room and trying to enter it by 
*^“ around and going back into the other room. 
f*™?8 as V0Ur first modulating formula, the 
J r eave the given key from its tonic, and 
following- by the second inversion of its 
®te" ™ tbe accented' beat, followed by the perfect 
3° Unless your six-four chord comes on the 
ZSa beat, it' will not give the impression of 
• fto a new key. The transitions from C to its 
S nearly related' keys may then be shown as 
follows: 
poses; the experience we have had in this direction 
and its attendant success are ample guarantees that 
our business methods are fully up to the expectation 
of our patrons. We could print thousands of un¬ 
solicited testimonials as to this, and were we to cease I' _ advertising this branch of our business it would still 
|ylj|7,C flourish because of the hosts of satisfied customers 
who would continue to send us their orders and to 
recommend their friends to do likewise. Remember, 
we are the originators of the “On Sale” system; we 
understand how to carry it out and can meet vour 
wants better than any of our imitators. The terms 
and discounts are liberal in the extreme. Those who 
are not acquainted with the plan in detail can get 
full information by writing us; all inquiries are 
cheerfully and promptly answered. 
At this season we are handling an incredibly large 
number of orders and they are all attended to on 
the day received except, of course, some of the “On 
Sale” and “Selection” orders which require special 
thought and care; these, however, always go forward 
within a day or two after receipt; many on the 
day received. In this connection, we ask our custom¬ 
ers to observe a few modest requests: 
Please do not crowd too much on a postal card. 
On orders for music please do not include ques¬ 
tions to be answered by the Editor of The Etude. 
If possible to avoid doing so, please do not ask 
for studies (Czerny’s or Loeschhom’s, for instance) 
without giving the opus number, or for a song with 
words frequently set to music, without name of com¬ 
poser; there often exist at least twenty settings of 
the same words to music. 
Please do not forget to sign your name and give 
your full address when writing to us. It is surprising 
how many persons write orders and forget to sign 
them! We receive several such every day, and are 
obliged to hold them until customers complain of 
nonreceipt of music ordered. Delays from this cause 
are easily misinterpreted, and we are compelled to 
mention the matter as much in our own interest as 
in that of customers. Please do not onut to give name 
of the State in which you live. ’This oversight causes 
more trouble than any otheromission. 
These transitions should also be practiced be- 
ginning with the .original chord in all three of 1 s 
positions. For example, the first one, C to G: 
his one formula will be sufficient for a beginning, 
t will be too much until the student lias mastered it 
liorouglily enough to be able to pass without hesita- 
ion from every major and minor key to their, re- 
pective relatives. Expert and experienced musicians 
’ill find this elementary and familiar. But it is ®° 
i'ritten for them, unless they are possibly looking 
or a practicable way of teaching these modulations, 
n my own experience I have found that even ad- 
■anced players have had to give a good deal of study 
md practice before becoming able to handle them 
eadily. In order to do this, the student will nnd 
t necessary to practice them faithfully every ay, 
ind for a considerable length of time. Only patience 
md application will lead to any appreciable and vai- 
iable addition to the student’s stock of knowledge 
in this kind of work. To be able to play and write 
these modulations in every key and to each re‘at*^e 
will give a ready hold on the principal triads of the 
scale. Under no' circumstances, however, should these 
exercises be plaved from the written paper. One can 
never be said to have come into possession of them, 
until they have become a part of one’s mental ac¬ 
quirements. When thoroughly learned as solid 
chords, much benefit may be obtained by breaking 
them into various arpeggio figures. Many players 
fail to appreciate the value of a facile knowledge o 
the keyboard which mav be gained from this soi ° 
practice. Having once acquired it. however, you will 
never regret it. Next month I will add another step 
We wonder if all the teachers who read The Etude 
are thoroughly acquainted with our liberal discounts 
and our promptness in executing orders? Me^ pride 
ourselves on the efficiency of this1 branch of 01 
ness We are not only the largest publishers of music 
andmusic books for teachers’ use, but without doubt 
have also the leading mail order music ®“pp . 
in the world. Our growth has been steady and unin 
terrupted, and even if we did not ™ke *pemal m; 
than getting it quiekly? Arid if jov 
— 
thTheseeare°rthri!ttleeSs that have made our 
bJS a success. 
no favored customers, ^ us this season for 
teacher who opens an « f ,, „ ratwt anj 
part of the world. 
The best proof that our “On Ss^ 
out to the satisfaction o P , of business re- 
that each new season W dcalt with us in 
lations with customers 't°roour liberal system ap- 
prcceding years and ' . adjuncts to the pro- 
peals as one of the nece **7 J to clulm 
fession of teaching m dealing thousands of 
tl»t through 
teachers hare escaped . teaching is only 
features of their wo* ™ liable material such 
valuable so long as tliere - . ^ rccreatio„ a, wel 
as studies, exercises, P both teacher and 
as study, easily within the reacn ^ ^ 
pupil- All teachers real ^ ments to get what 
and make BomC ,kl * „nly tlSe who try our On 
their pupils need bot^o y th(.ir “supply 
Sale” plan really succee stated 0ur plan » 
troubles to a m,mn™ lection 0f sl.eet music of al 
to send teachers a »eim ctc l0 be kept 
grades, studies. .,nst™ ° tbe unsold i-ortion to be 
during the teaching anJ settlement for what is 
returned in June or . - 
kept made at that '™led almost exclusively to the 
Our business u d■ “* . for teaching pur- 
The History of Music, which 1ms been in course 
of preparation for some time, will unfortunately not 
be ready in time for this year’s classes. We were in 
the hope that delivery could be made by this time, 
but, in a work so important and so far-reacliing, 
haste is not desirable. We therefore advise all those 
who are holding back their classes on account of this 
new history, not to expect it for at least six weeks 
more. There arc various revisions, additions and 
verifications, which require the most careful atten¬ 
tion; however, the special offer of 05 cents for a copy 
is still in force, and every music lover ought to have 
a work of this kind. Now is the time to procure 
one for the mere cost of paper and printing. 
We are frequently asked to furnish lists of books 
for the library of a school or conservatory of music, 
for musical clubs or private teachers. We give below 
a list of useful books which will make a good work¬ 
ing library for teachers and pupils who wish to be in¬ 
formed on matter connected with their art. The 
prices appended are the retail: 
**“histoey*'and Bioobaviiv : Klson’s, "Great Composers 
sSss# aa» 00 • Elgon, “Modern Composer** of Europe, *, 
S. BBS BKK.SkS-i'S 
Stffl- tS.’US' a. 
sairs 
"Vofce. Song Wllh Music Students.;; 
„%K*“M.:,slrJr^E*T« In Art. Culture and Education ” 
; i Hsdow in Modern Music," 2 MtaLW*. j ElSr "European Reminiscences. ,*^0. ^5- 
nac. "Music j,r»™°!:o',(fK)'',,f"|)ton.l"SlaDdard Cantatas.” 
?0Tk&tM 
"Shakespeare In Music. * 50;^ el „Wlfner »nrt His 
jggfrf?’voWkOO: t’ptoi. -Woman In Music." 81-00. 
We shall be pleased to have correspondence from all 
pcLnf who need works in musical literature, our 
complete, and includes works in the German 
authorities of their town or city libraries. 
WE have made arrangement* to »• ■«*« 
f 1,U or her pupils six buttons to be presented 
♦ "c 8officers of tbe club. Any additional number of 
^ intf.rested in club work will send us a re* 
who are buttons which will 1* ready during 
rst { month. Tbe value of an insignia, such as 
evenPa simple button, in promoting a good feeling and 
niacins club work on a distinctive plane is well 
lit: and we are glad to have this opportunity of 
helping teachers in their class work. 
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Standard Graded Songs, Book II, is now on the 
market and the special offer price is hereby with¬ 
drawn. Teachers and singers who are looking for a 
collection of songs to use with the average of pupils 
who carry their lessons on for two or three years will 
find ample and extremely useful song studies in these 
books. The pieces included in the two collections, 
Book I and Book II, present a variety of songs, senti¬ 
mental, home, nature, non-sentimental, encore, recital 
and concert, and aid in forming and developing 
taste and style in singing. The regular price of these 
collections is $1.00 each, postpaid. 
The- Etude will soon begin its twenty-fourth vol¬ 
ume, covering years of most significant growth in 
music and musical education in the United States, 
and we have every reason to believe that The Etude 
has been a force in promoting this great advance. It 
has always stood for the best and most practical ideas 
in musical education, never behind, never just with 
the main body, always a little in advance, and seeking 
out the newest and best ideas for improving instruc¬ 
tion in music and in widening the field of work for 
teachers. During the coming year, 1906, we shall 
have plenty of good things for our readers, and shall 
carry out our motto: “Each volume better than the 
preceding.” Keep up your subscriptions and get all 
your pupils interested to subscribe. You can earn 
some valuable premiums by so doing. 
Conservatories and schools of music and private 
teachers as well, who give instruction in singing, need 
carefully planned, properly graded material in order 
to secure the most satisfactory results. We offer to 
our patrons a set of studies for singers, prepared by 
one of the leading teachers of the United States and 
representative of the most scientific and practical 
principles of building and training the voice. Mr. 
Frederic W. Root, of Chicago, lias put into per¬ 
manent shape the method he has used with great suc¬ 
cess with hundreds of pupils. The volumes now ready 
are: “Methodical Sighting,” Books I and II, 50 cents 
each (two more to follow) ; “Scales and Various Ex¬ 
ercises for the Voice,” Op. 27, high and low voices, 
60 cents; “Introductory Lessons in Voice Culture,”. 
Op. 22, $1.00; “Thirty-two Elementary Song Studies,” 
(High, Op. 24, Medium., Op. 25, Low. Op. 26) 50 
cents each; “Twelve Analytical Studies,” Op. 20, 
$1.00. They furnish a safe system for preparing the 
voice for church or concert singing; the instructions 
for the use of the various exercises are clear and can 
be used by any teacher. 
Proposition.—The publisher and the author invite 
all vocal teachers and singers to examine this series of 
works, and therefore make these two propositions: 
1. To send the complete course on inspection (that 
is, returnable) to anyone interested, costing only the 
postage in case any or all the works are undesirable. 
2. To send the complete series of six works in any 
one voice (when published for more than one) for in¬ 
troductory- purposes, if cash accompanies, the order, 
for $2.00, postpaid. 
Teachers of singing are often at a loss in choosing 
books of vocalises. Sieber, Concone, Marchesi, Vaccai, 
Panofka, Bonoldi, Rossini, Righini, Ltttgen, Panseron 
and others have written fine works, but one must buy 
a complete book to get a few that are really valuable. 
Mr. H. W. Greene, of New York, has made a selection 
of the best pieces in this line which is published under 
the title “Standard Graded Course of Singing,” three 
books, each suitable for one year’s study, are already 
published; the fourth and final volume will be ready 
in a short time. The entire series gives material 
for a complete study in voice development for artistic 
purposes. We shall be pleased to send one or all 
three of the volumes now ready for examination by 
teachers or singers. The retail price is $1.00 per 
volume. 
The game “Musical Euchre” which has been on 
special offer for 30 cents will be issued this month, 
and the offer is withdrawn at the close of September. 
This is the day of musical games, and “Musical 
Euchre” is especially interesting, having an educa¬ 
tional feature connected with it which makes it of 
unusual value. Mr. Grimm has given to the musical 
public one of the most interesting, at the same time 
one of the most instructive games invented. There 
is yet time to procure the game at the advance rate. 
It is gotten out in the most approved manner, and 
will make a very handsome Christmas present or 
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souvenir, even if you have no direct use for it at the 
present time. 
We will publish this month, “Moszkowski’s Spanish 
Dances for Four Hands” in one volume. These dances 
are among the most characteristic of this well-known 
composer. They have also the advantage of being 
originally composed for four hands, which gives them 
additional value. We can send a volume at the small 
price of 35 cents, postpaid, if remittance is enclosed 
with the order. The usual way of issuing these works 
is in two volumes at $1.50 each in sheet form. At a 
glance you can see what an excellent offer this is. 
The offer will remain in force only during the present 
month, so if you wish to procure a copy of one of the 
best volumes of four hand music, the opportunity is 
now presented to you. 
We again call attention to our new “Four-Hand 
Album” which will shortly be ready for distribution. 
This collection will be of a brilliant and popular 
character, the pieces being somewhat similar in style 
to those embodied in the “Popular Parlor Album.” 
Many new compositions and special arrangements will 
be found in this book. Among the pieces included we 
may mention, “The Keepsake” and “Cleopatra,” by 
H. W. Petrie; “A May Day,” by Rathbun; “Always 
Merry,” by F. C. Robinson; “Wood Nymphs,” by G. 
D. Martin; “Two Juveniles,” by Burty; “Sizilietta,” 
by von Blon; “Embassador March,” by Klammer. 
All the pieces will average about grade three. There 
has long been a demand for a book of about this grade 
and character and we have expended our best efforts 
in the selection and the compilation of the material. 
The special introductory price will be 25 cents, post¬ 
paid, if cash accompanies the order; otherwise post¬ 
age is additional. 
We continue this month the special offer on 
“Friendship Songs,” by Tod B. Galloway. This is a 
set of seven songs to be published collectively in a 
volume similar to the well-known “Memory Songs,” 
by the same writer. The songs are expressive in char¬ 
acter, well contrasted and admirably suited to the 
voice. The accompaniments while not difficult, are 
well made and afford excellent support for the voice. 
These songs represent the composer at his very best. 
They should be equally successful with the “Memory 
Songs.” The introductory price of this volume will 
be 50 cents, postpaid, if cash accompanies the order; 
if a charge is to be made on our books, postage is 
additional. 
As USUAL, the music in this issue has been care¬ 
fully selected with a view to meeting the various 
demands. The “Andante,” from Beethoven’s sonata. 
Op. 14, No. 2, is a standard classic. This movement 
loses nothing by being played separate from the other 
movements of the sonata, in fact it rather gains; 
it is a gem. “Mystic Dream,” is a new waltz by W. L. 
Blumenschein, a very popular American composer, and 
is suitable for drawing-room purposes or for teach¬ 
ing. “Cerisette,” by Philie, is a bright little polka 
movement in the French style; although of moderate 
difficulty it has quite a brilliant effect. Suter’s, 
“Come, Join the Dance,” is a very pretty easy waltz 
movement, and will make an admirable teaching piece 
in its grade. “The YToung Guardsman March,” by 
Heinrich Engel, is a valuable teaching piece, being 
number one of a new set, opus six of this composer. 
The four hand number is a showy and well made ar¬ 
rangement of Petrie’s popular intermezzo entitled 
“Cleopatra.” Lack’s “Caprice Eleganse” is a brilliant 
drawing-room piece demanding clean finger-work and 
style in delivery. It is a splendid teaching piece. 
We aim to print in our music section songs which 
have educational as well as musical value, a point 
which those of our readers who are interested in 
vocal music will appreciate. “I Arise from Dreams 
of Thee,” by the popular composer, F. H. Brackett, 
will suit every singer who likes a flowing melody 
and a strong climax. “You Loved Me Once,” by 
Herbert Wrightson, is in the English ballad style, 
waltz rhythm with a very attractive melody. 
“Czerny’s Preliminary School of Finger Dex¬ 
terity. Op. 636,” has been added to the “Presser” 
collection. These twenty-four studies are given com¬ 
plete, printed from special plates which have been 
carefully revised and edited. This is a very useful 
and popular opus of Czerny, and teachers and pupils 
will find the work very convenient to use in this form. 
These studies have been used with great success as 
a preparation for velocity. The special advance nr’ 
for the current month will be 15 cents, postpaid^ 
cash accompanies the order. If a charge is to’u 
made on our books postage will be additional. ™ " 
“Herz’ Scales and Exercises” have also b 
added to the “Presser” collection. They will i** 
printed in the popular oblong form from newlv en 
graved plates which have been carefully prepare 
after comparison with all previous editions A nc 
and accurate translation of the original explanatore 
text has been made. The edition will be gotten oat 
in good style and should meet with instant favor 
surplanting all others. “Herz Scales” have been Don! 
ular for many years and will remain so for many 
more years to come. The special introductory price 
for the current month will be 15 cents, postpaid if 
cash accompanies the order; if a charge is to be made 
on our books, postage will be additional. 
We wish to call the attention of our readers to cer¬ 
tain of our studies designed for special purposes- in 
particular we would recommend the “Fifteen Etudes 
for the Cultivation of the Left Hand,” by E. R. 
Kroeger. These studies comprise a very artistic set 
in each one the left hand carries out some modern 
technical figure. In addition to their extraordinary 
technical value these studies have genuine musical 
worth. They are about the grade of the Books I and 
II of the Cramer-von Biilow Studies, and might be 
used in conjunction with the same to great advantage. 
“Horvath’s Melodic Octave Studies, Op. 743,” furnish 
some particularly attractive material for the develop¬ 
ment of octave work, since in addition to their tech¬ 
nical value they have considerable melodic and har¬ 
monic interest. This is rather unusual in octave 
studies, especially in this grade. They can be used 
in conjunction with studies and pieces in grades three 
and four. “Carl Doering’s Melodious and Character¬ 
istic Concert Studies,” Op. 202, consist of a number of 
studies in various styles, embodying certain modem 
technical features. These studies may be used to 
great advantage in grade V, as they offer a decided 
relief from the usual technical grind, and may be used 
to supplement other books. We would cordially com¬ 
mend the studies to the examination of all teachers. 
It is not well to fall into a rut in the use of studies, 
and the addition of new and modern material to any 
course is decidedly advantageous, since it tends to 
stimulate the interest of both teacher and pupil. We 
would be glad to send any or all of the above for 
examination. 
Most of our subscribers are no doubt familiar with 
our Descriptive Catalogue of Sheet Music. This is a 
catalogue arranged in numerical order, giving the 
name, grade and price of each composition, and in ad¬ 
dition a description of the character of the composi¬ 
tion and its best uses. 
We have distributed thousands of these catalogues, 
and have lately published a new edition, bringing our 
publications almost up to date. We are seriously 
thinking of discontinuing the use of this catalogue. 
We would, therefore, suggest to all of our patrons 
that if they have not used this catalogue, and think 
it would be of value to them, it would be well to drop 
us a postal card for one at their earliest convenience. 
To those who are already using this catalogue, and 
desire a copy of the newly revised edition, we would 
say the same, as the present edition is limited. 
This issue of The Etude reaches our subscribers 
just as the new- season is beginning, bringing back 
their pupils for further advancement as well «s 
making new connections. Thousands of teachers on 
our list insist on their pupils taking The Etude, 
not only because it furnishes recreative music o 
various styles, but because of the educational an 
attractive reading matter which each month's issue 
contains, keeping not only the pupil’s interest in 
musical matters alive, but that of every membei o 
the household into which the journal goes. 
Thousands of our subscribers, therefore, send ua 
from now on during the winter season clubs of su 
scriptions. We furnish free sample copies, and iu **" 
turn for the effort in obtaining these subscriptions 
we give commissions in cash, or which is still more 
popular, we give premiums. Our subscribers j? 
more value in musical premiums than in any 0 ie 
line, although our list is rich in articles musica 
otherwise which are of value to our people- L 
value of our premium list speaks for itself. " e P 
the most we can in every case. The value largely 
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depends on ® account .with those persons who do 
a SJ premium when they send in the aub- 
not take turn v .g when you ^ a subscription, send 
scriptions. money and we will credit your 
* t0." aCeount with one subscription. When you 
premium acco ^ you can take out the pre- 
toVe “or'““premiums you’desire, according to the 
mium ? Member of subscriptions winch you have 
aggregate nm be ^ ^ to stavt this work. The 
^ Jds the assistance of every one of its sub- 
EtCde ne^8edesire t0 make the paper more valuable 
, in widen our field of usefulness. Suggestions 
»fd t0tJ‘ nnes are cheerfully and thankfully re- 
a!l?ng, ^ U9 send vou our new premium list with 
rtrBh«tein connection with it. Tell us how 
^simples% think you can profitably use. 
uraiNG the summer months we advertised for boys 
sell single copies of The Etude to their acquamt- 
and neighbors and to everyone owning a piano. 
rnE EXUDE contains each month, besides the excellent 
reading matter on all subjects pertaining to music, 
10 to 13 pieces of the latest sheet music of all styles 
something to suit everyone. Who is there who would 
not, at the cost of only a little over 1 cent a com¬ 
position, buy a copy of The Etude, if the matter was 
Presented to them? 
A number of boys have worked during the summer 
and are still working. In the larger cities, however, 
there was the disadvantage of a great many people 
who owned pianos being out of the city. That is now 
past, and we would ask all our readers to draw this 
notice to the attention of their boy acquaintances. 
We will start any boy in business at no expense to 
him whatever. Saturdays and after school hours can 
be devoted to this work. Drop us a postal card and 
full explanation and Etudes to start with will be 
forwarded. 
We were quite surprised to see the amount of re¬ 
turns we got from girls who desired to do this work, 
and even from grown persons. \Ye will start any¬ 
one in this business. _____ ’ 
n the Size of the clubbing order. We carry 
SPE C 11 
I0TICES 
FOR SALE— A *«u.uu -““'---5 w »are feet condition. Price, $40.00. Address, G. H. W., caie 
of Tub Etude. ^_ 
-ftUMAlU) WALKER'S PROSE WORKS FOR 
Cloth, New Edition, $12.00 (under half price), n- "• 
Graves. Victoria. B. C.. Can.__ 
—; _w -rr*tt r f.ivw Tor¬ 
ture-recitals of Russian, Hungarian and Moaern 
Music this season. Violin Talks, a book for tteachers and 
students, and Tartini’s Art of Bowing have been recemu 
revised and edited. Lessons by mail °n teaehlng. 
of teaching nleeps included. Address, Converse L S > 
nparianmn-g, < ._ 
FOR SALE—MILLER UPRIGHT PIANO WITH 
organ pedals. Two Keyboard Estey Organ with 
Practice Pipe Organ with pedals, Virgil Clavier, 
Finger and Arm Machines, Two Silver Cornets and Bia 
Trombone, Music Cabinet and Writing-desk ' 
S0O0 Copies Chorus Music, at a Bargain. Address, 
''ondit B. Snyder. Hudson. X. v 
MISS HELEN ESTHER WILKINSON HAS BEEN 
spending the summer months advancing heiKnowife 
Piano Pedagogics, under Maltre Isidor FW“^1£0§5£ in the National Conservatory in Paris. It is ner 
Impart her knowledge to teachers of the pja _reat 
are unable to come into direct contact wi^tnegr^ 
master. (See advertisement on anothei page 
NIAGARA DRAWS THE CROWDS THE THRE^ 
<med destruction of the cataract seems to have the 
the popular desire to see it before it “dries up. f ■ Castle of Light,” in the cleanest, most beautifiil pa™ 
'be residential section of Niagara Palls are made e _j 
<l»y a million and a quarter shredded wh*»t WhttOJ' 
and, of course, the Company would not. 
people did not eat them It Is not known how many 
pie have passed through “the home of shredded ha3 
this year, but so great have been the crowds that it ^ 
<ome to be an interesting question as to wnitn 
greater attraction at Niagara Falls, the cataract iW ( 
the conservatory into which pours every daj a c of 
s ream of golden grain which emerges in the 
W? C0^te€lffimat0viM? through this unique 
TEACHERS—11-' \ l >l Alt!•! INI 
«f sw? «gr firs' ,;ss. 
ductory Materials.” A short course g*yon fS!Lo0i Beaver 
adopting.the method. Address, The Plano bchool 
AND fingers, hi AllB1»liii1vf #ve' finger *ex: 
.The most novel, interesting and effective ,nstantaneous 
?Ter devised for pianoforte. An ‘n^tan ^ (0 
Sess ,n schools and with private puplis- geiiroeder, 
modern technic. Price. $1.00. net. J- H. 
Publisher, 10 E. 16th St., N. Y. 
PIANO Till PUTS 
Our Graduates Earn $5 to 
$1 O Per Day the Year Round 
TUNING. ACTION REGULAT¬ 
ING, VOICING, AND FINE 
REPAIRING. Ml in one practical, 
aTyom ownhtese BYCOURKS- 
P0NDKNCE Under our m- 
soitAL attehtios system of In- 
the TUNE A- 
ra BEGIN TO 
—-- cLUstv* mventioi 
PHONE, ANYONE WHO CAN HEAR CRH learn to t 
or three months of leisurr hour study you 
EARN MONEY by tuning, regulating and n 
When you have finished our east, thorough, fascinating 
course, we will grant you a DIPLOMA accepted everywhere 
as PROOF op SEILL You will then b- in poMessUn of a Lull; 
ness that will make you INDEPENDENT AND YOUR OWN 
MASTER FOR LIKE. 
WE SlfPPLY FREE A TUNE-A-PII0NE. also a working 
model of a fall sire, moden- 
necessary TOOLS, for each 
Many professional tuners' atndy with 
..I... in their art. Scores OF MUSICIANS 
ipright"PIANO ACTION, also the 
a to perfect tbetn- 
ike the cm ' ‘ 
“I average "9 a day SutFsos 
Thomas, Aquebogue, N. Y. 
“Ieasily makean average of 
to $5 a day.”—John T. Hannah, 
Galt, Ont. 
“I made SIN) fixing two old 
lT Angeles, Cal. 
“I made 831 .SO the first two 
weeks, and $5 to 812 per dav 
thereafter.”-Caret F. 
Coffey ville, Kansas. 
“I am earning good 
since I began tailing, repairing, 
etc. Last week 1 took ih *27 in', 
and next week I am sure I can ral 
Manistee, Mich. 
"This profession, I find, ii 
At a place where there an 
work than I can easily d'spv^ „ 
*2.50 to *3 per instrument. ’-.L 1 
“ilyb st day's earnings has be 
_t. M IPpv i D. \ICKB18EX, 1 
te that.”—Rat J. Maosak, 
ne that 1* surely not overcrowded^ 
Tft us make you LIKEWISE PMSnKUUjj 
THE NILES BRYANT SCHOOL 
OF PIANO TUNING 
204 Music Halli 
BATTLE CREEK, MICH. 
Send To-day For FREE Illus¬ 
trated, Descr pilve Booklet 
Relieves Nervousness 
Horstord’s Acid Phosphate 
MM .h= «*«. 
PO P ULAR 
I A N 0 I Graded for I 
IECES 1 TE%c™lJ 
Pupils always want ‘•popo^UHdcoM. 
requlred^prade.tbe} maketbe best towell¬ 
ing pieces. WithourpuMloeiionrtea. here 
eau easily gratify this legitimate deeire. 
" Idievllde” tC) . 
GRADE 4 
“ Al Fresco ” Ulermerto (C i 
••Hoeliu"(E b 
” Ii a Coiy Coroer ” iB b • ■■■*** ■/ , 
"Ky-lsses" (Kisses) (P) .vT/ 
GRADE S 
“ Amo” Helodle in E Htnor I 
” Aroby” Characteristic telernexu -A!•*>»"* • 
Special Tbac/icr’s Discount 40', - imp 8 ofabnetp 
Complete Catalogue No. 7 of Popular Wirmark 
Specialty Graded and Compiled for Teacher*, 
request. Writo for it now. 
•CREST TRADING COMPANY’’ 
144* 146 rsyasr "IT,>l‘t * york 
THE MUSICAL STANDARD 
#1.00 A TEAR. SAMI LE <« • » ■ - s 
1 Bend 10 cent a tor sample. 
FRAIN 
PUBLISHING CO. 
20 W. 15th St. 
New York City 
Kastorn Agents for 
CLAYTON F BUMMY CO. 
CHICAGO 
New Songs by 
M. Theo Frain 
Jamie, Come M»me • .50 
The Sandman's Town .50 
The Violet Oale • • .50 
Llltcral discount to teacher. 
Violins for Artists 
ON T R I A L 
For ptftlcniars, address 
S H ELWELL, Salisbury Centre, N.  
learn piano tuning 
u you have tatont and 
‘canrnot”re«re« thie /eilghtftU 
CENTRAL SCHOOL OM*!AN0 TUNING, Shelbyvllle, Ind. 
u J.rc IN r ten Method Almost * Kindergarten 
FIRST STEPS 
IN PIANOFORTE STUDY 
Compiled by Theo. Preaaer 
PRICE. $100 
A rnneise practical, and melodious intro¬ 
duction to’the study of PIANO PLAYING 
cnMF POINTS OF INTEREST : 
^ ,o 
this work during three yeara- . , to 1>e almost a 
Graded so carefully and beginning so simply 
kindergarten ntdhd’ , mon|UsoHnstrnalon 
--^■agsisaMgSi.- „ ^ 
Jives breadth » i Utah 
drudgery* bo K call” Sublet' to Return Ut us send it to you ON SALE. 5ub)ec 
THEO. PRESSER. Publi.her 
,7,2 Chesmul street Philadelphia, p* 
<? 
O' 
>ONG5 
.acred 
Iecular 
oTH7^TUDB When sddreasing our 
tHc^DtullaR FOR 
I-KsIMALE 
-tfiass*. VOICES 
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INSTITUTE OF MUSICAL ART 
OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK 
53 Filth Avenue, New York FRANK DAMROSCH, Director 
Established and endowed for the education of serious students of music. 
Offers all advantages of a European musical education. Faculty composed of the 
most eminent teachers of Europe and America. 
Prospectus on application to the Registrar, 
MR. L. E. BERGER, 53 Fifth Avenue, New York 
Beginners’ Pieces of High and Melodic Character 
FIRST PARLOR PIECES 
FOR THE PIANO 
Price, SO Cents 
A CAREFUL selection of good, easy music of 
the first and second grades. Not a poor 
composition in the whole work; new, fresh 
music not found in other collections. A glance 
at the contents is perhaps advisable. There are 
in all 34 selections from 25 composers: Geibel, 
Gurlitt, Schmoll, Engelmann and Sartorio will 
be found represented—writers particularly 
strong in the composition of easy, melodious 
pieces with a technical purpose in view. The 
pupils’ first pieces, and yet sufficient materi .1 
for several years of study and pleasure. Pub¬ 
lished in substantial and attractive style. 
THEO. PRESSER, 1712 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa. 
Reed Organ Music for Church ana Home 
Classic atib|ffokni #ems 
IReeb ©t'Cjan 
PRICE, $1.00 
This work has been made to answer a demand for 
Retd Organ Music from Giades III to Y, of which there 
never has been a volume obtainable. 
Material will be found in this volnme for all occasions. 
Marches and Voluntaries, Religions and Secular. 
Mendelssohn, Handel, Farmer, Battman, and Leybach 
are a few of the authors of the 58 compositions to be 
found in this volume. 
njFn. ’prfssfr Publisher Philadelphia, Pa. 
THE BEST COMPOSITIONS FROM 
THE GREATEST MASTERS 
MASTER PIECES 
FOR THE PIANO 
PRICE, $i.oo 
tei'-jlHlS COLLECTION is unequaled in variety and value 
Igfl figl of material, covering, as it does, the entire ground of 
O ESI P>e classic and romantic schools in pianoforte literature. 
igtfMU Each piece Is a celebrated recital or concert number 
in general use. There are in all twenty-five pieces, 
beginning with the celebrated Fugue in D major by Bach, and 
ending with the Wagner-Brassin "Magic Fire" Music, and 
including celebrated sonata movements by Beethoven, standard 
numbers by Chopin, Schumann, Schubert, classics by Handel, 
Haydn, Mozart, Mendelssohn, together with such gems as 
Rubinstein’s “ Kammenoi Ostrow" and Gottschalk’s "Last 
Hope,” also two original compositions by Liszt. 
It is an attractive volume of sheet music size, handsomely 
printed on heavy paper, and containing 128 pages of music. 
This work was compiled and published to meet the demand 
for a volume of difficult piano music for concert use. All the 
pieces have been carefully revised and edited by various eminent 
musicians. 
THEO. PRESSER, 1712 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa. 
Melodious Anthems of Moderate A _*■» n . , At tne Smallest Price 
Length and Difficulty G/JC Anthem Ivepertoire PoTsIble 
A Collection of bright and singable Anthems of moderate difficulty for Quartet or Chorus THE work contains 64 pages of anthems by well-known, modern composers, together with a number of 
pieces especially compiled and arranged for this volume. All are melodious and interesting, well 
harmonized &nd not at a11 difficult. Among the composers represented are Adam Geibel, E. A. Barrel, 
Caleb Simper, F. W. Wodell, E. Minshall, R. S. Ambrose, H. C. MacDougall, N. H. Allen, F. H. Brack¬ 
ett J. North, Walter Spinney, and A. R. Gaul. 
’ This volume may be regarded as a continuation of the successful collection “Model Anthems,” which 
is the cheapest and most popular collection of generally useful anthems which has ever been published, 
and at the same price. 25c. postpaid per single copy; $ 1.80 per dozen. Transportation is additional 
at the dozen price, postage 3c. each. 
THEO. PRESSER. 1712 Che»tn\it St.. Philadelphia 
Jptpr ©rgaita nf ffiujhrat (Srahr 
ELECTRIC. TUBULAR PNEUMATIC 
OR- MECHANICAL ACTIONS 
WktTB FOR ESTIMATES 
Emmons Howard - - Westfield, Mass. 
NEW ANTHEMS 
PUBLISHED MONTHLY 
By eminent composers, viz.: 
Adam Geibel p. A. Schnecker 
& C.?,rl?V!pher Morks A. W. Lansing W. W. Gilchrist David D. Wood 
Addison F. Andrews W. F. Sudds 
Carl Wilhelm Kern E. L. Ashford 
Examination copies sent on application; also de¬ 
scriptive catalogue. 
THE NATIVITY—A charming Christmas Cantata 
by Adam Geibel; produced twice within one month 
at the great Auditorium at Ocean Grove, N. J. 
Price SO cents. Write for examination copy. 
^UJTIN-ORQ^N"(Q. 
HARTFORD, CO A/A/. 
^ND^ELECTRIOPIPE11ORW?r5*C 
- OQt/tfL/TY. 
GEIBEL A LEHMAN 
1226 Arch St., Phils. 17 East 16th St., New York 
I have received the “Popular Parlor Album” and am 
very well pleased with it. The selections are excell.n? 
interesting and at the same time instructive—ilo. i’ 
I have received the “Popular Parlor Album” and in, 
^e^Welct “ COntaiDS many beauUful comP08itlona 
I have received “Modern Drawing-Room Pieces” ami i 
am entirely satisfied with them.—C. Robert» U 1 
I have received the "Popular Parlor Album" and rm, 
sider it a very useful collection for teaching Durnnsuw May me L Murphy. s Purposes— 
I have received the “Popular Parlor Album” and win 
say that It is a charming collection of bright pieces that 
cannot fail to interest the student.—Emma J. Pinch 
I have received “Czerny, Op. 139,” and like lt'verv 
much. It Is an exceptionally good book for scale, 
arpeggios and rhythm.—Ethol Dudley. s’ 
I have received the “Popular Parlor Album" and find 
it is the most pleasing collection of piano music that it 
has been my pleasure to examine.—Emma T. Thackara 
I have received "Czerny’s Progressive Studies" and 
find them excellent in every way. Please send me an 
other copy and oblige, Mrs. ITin. Gaskill. 
I have received the “Popular Parlor Album" and am 
pleased with it. It is just the thing for a pupil at a 
certain stage.—L. May West. 
I have received the “Twenty-eight Melodious Studies 
for Four Hands,” by Diabelii, and am very much pleased 
with the collection. Can recommend its use with young 
players, for pleasure and profit.—Mrs. Warren b\ Goff. 
I have received the “iModern Drawing-Room Pieces" 
and have examined it thoroughly, and find it a book of 
high order.—Edith I. Blaisdell. 
I have received the "Modern Drawing-Room Pieces.” 
Think ft is a fine collection of pieces which will be much 
appreciated by the pupils.—Lillie Henderson. 
I have received the “Popular Parlor Album.” It is 
bright and sparkling from start to finish. A great relief 
to teachers, in that It gives the pupil what he desires 
without yielding to trashy two-steps. With the use of 
this, heavier music can be worked in with more success. 
—Janie Simmons. 
I have teceived the "Czerny, Op. 69." I wish to ex¬ 
press my entire satisfaction with the above work, it is 
exactly what we need.—Grace A. Stebbins. 
I have received the “Popular Parlor Album.” The book 
is excellent for a second grade pupil; the pieces are both 
pleasing and instructive.—Geil White McMonies. 
I have received the "Twenty-Five Studies, Bertini, Op. 
29,” and “100 Studies, Czerny, Op. 139,” and must say 1 
have found nothing heretofore so well graded and care¬ 
fully edited. They are unsurpassed for young students.— 
Mrs. N. O. Brown. 
I have received the “Popular Parlor Album for the 
Piano.” ibis work contains not only a splendid set of 
medium grade selections for teaching purposes but Is 
also a good sfqft (reading album. All the pupils to whom 
I have given It are enthusiastic over it.—Mrs. Clara Spohr 
Kiefer. 
I have received the “Melody Pictures," by Schmell, and 
Diabelli’s. “Op. 149,” and am extremely pleased with both. 
The studies in both works are highly melodious and ad¬ 
mirably adapted to teaching. I shall order more copies 
of each.—Ethel Daily. 
I have received the “Popular Parlor Album” and find 
It contains material which will encourage and entertain 
as well as Instruct the pupil.—Anely 1. Davis. 
I have received the "Melody Pictures for Study and 
Recreation,” by Anton Schmoll. After careful examina¬ 
tion and use I can heartily recommend them. They are 
a pleasure and fill a want of work and pleasure combined. 
—Mrs. M. A. Bennett. 
I feel as if I must say a word or two in favor of The 
Etude. I have taken it for one year, and it lias nilea 
every promise made in the sample copies I received, t 
more too, in fact. I could not be without It 
The Etude is a beautiful magazine, both the reading 
nnd music being of the best. I have taken it for seven 
years, and intend t~ *-•" 
Allow me to express my opinion regarding the merits 
of The Etude. It Is a certainty that each succeeding 
issue Is more interesting than its predecessor.^ It ennmes 
—Ray Ben- 
UChl A Uiiyc wai l, .v
i take it as long as I live.—Mrs. 
SPHllKBll 
_WlHi I t i t t 
s i ssor. ani
to keep up with the times; it Is decidedly the best 
practical magazine published, and should be in me 
hands of every musician. I hall its coming with great 
delight.—B. I. Cook. 
I am always ready to speak a good word for youi ex¬ 
cellent magazine that has been coming into my band 
since 1889.—LuHc R. Pitts. . 
The “Music Prize Cards" received. Please send one 
dozen and one-hnif more.—S. S. de X. Dome. . 
I find Landon's "Reed Organ Method to be the mo 
satisfactory of all instruction books.—Elsie M.Huu. 
"Czerny's 100 Progressive Studies" I find to De > 
satisfactory.—Carrie L. Williams. . i 
I appreciate Tiie Etude more and more. I think, ms 
grow older with It. There is always something new* 
helpful in its pages. Please consider me one of yonr 
friends. I recommend it to all my friends and acquai 
ances.—W. E. Martin. , —.is 
I have taken The Etude nearly five years ande_ 
not possibly do without it and keep up with the tim 
Leroy Shepherd. , „ .w 
I received “First Steps In Pianoforte Study *®®*. ror 
ago, and find it a most excellent instruction boos 
young beginners.—Matilda Shellhase. tls. 
My dealings with your house have proven more 
factory than those with any other house.—it'd 
I wls?" to thank you Vfor your unfailing courtesies and 
prompt responses.—Mrs. N. C. Brown. ,.t my 
I am much pleased with your prompt filling 
orders for books.—Nellie G. Donley. . no gDd 
I received the copy of "Master Pieces for plan 
find it very satisfactory.—Louise Campbell. . j 
I have taken The Etude just one year now, ana * her 
If I could not do without it. Will try to form ano 
club.—E. L. Treble. , „„jinon. 1 
The “On Sale" musjc arrived in 8«°d l1l?ndlt'd you 
very much appreciate your plan and smu , rAn:i. 
orders very soon for more music.—Mrs. Calista J- 
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flats *12. CASH* AMONGST oar cu 
credit by choice 
to par.£»2b-. Ai 
tell — ' 
lny stuiido'd 14 kt‘*obd goM $j2.56. o a i » n c 
’"S'lMy P yoa’4 llk« to Vo good, .entby rest 
.'°Ur rlt" 
““"H'Kmd'nl to pr1?r’lrem |*12h50 ' to'*743^ H ^toreitcd in Watchcn, uk lor Special 
Catalog. Both tree. 
jfiUtLJSJtSC. 
213 (088) State Street, CHICAGO 
P.JZldlSM Responsibility. USOfiOOM 
RECITAL PROGRAMS. 
Pupils of Mrs. C. H. Brinkman. 
Pupils of Uisi 
— nd a. 
Bell. 
Egic U. Duff. 
id One Nigh I (lug for Hon lCvemng ll.-i !...« . 1 .otigtn i . .. 
Festival March (4 hds.), Blaeslug; Song t 
Star, Wagner: Sliver Spring. Heins; r lower rmw 
Schumann ; Romance. Rubinstein ; 1-a Madonna. Sweet ; 
Feast of the Rose (0 ltd*.). Tbuilller; Song at Evening. 
Lange: The Troubadour. Relneeke; Song of April. Lack ; 
Grande Value Caprice. Engelmann . Pas de Ampborea. 
Chaminade: Valse Brllliante. Chopin; Gypsy Rondo 
fi bda.i. Haydn. jomcca Brillante, Bohm; Military March (Shite i e-L,' ’" 
bert; When the Heart is Young ivocah Buck- Slumber pupils of Edna M. While. 
A?,nfVr ^fbumann; Beautiful Spring Reverie, Goerdeler • Star of the Sea. Kennedy: l.n Gracleuae. Op 20* i* 
Au Matin, Godard; Spring Song. Mendelssohn; Faust'. hda.1, Bohm; Iirownles j nil I In* March. Fiekthonse; 
Leybach-Gounod; Taranteli 
Pupils of Mary Scott. 
Song Without Words, Hoelzel; Polonaise Iteceree- JJ1 
a«^"Oude'Chauiinnde; Chanson Slave. Scbiilhoff: Aii - 
Matin, Godard , The Mill, Jensen ; Invention in F. Bach • 
Le Petit Rien, Cramer; Mazurkas. Op. 7, Nos. 1 and 2 
Chopin; I olka de la Heine, Raff; Waltz, Op. 101. No. 11. 
Gurlitt: Slumber Song, Gurlitt; Scherzo, Kullak: Mu 
sical Clock. Heins; Haiderfislein. Lange; Valse Ara 
besque. Lack; Papiilon, Grieg; Romance (violin I, Wien 
iawski; Mazurka de Bravoure (violin), Musin; Mur 
muring Zephyrs, Jensen; Air de Ballet. Chaminade; To 
a Water Lily, Macdoweli; Largo (violin). Bach; Suite Mv Kitten (2 pi 
Op. 71 (violin), Moszkowski. Promenade. Rlu 
Pupils of Mrs. it’. K. Cone, 
n,,Gr-nv’ Bohm; Little Spanish Melody. Op. o03. No. 2, Behr; Cujus Animam (Stabat Materi. 
Kuhe; For Love’s Sweet Sake. Geibel; Valse Napolltalne. . mm*. Op. 32, RInguet; Drinking Song Waltz, Donizetti: The Bupits of Mis. s. t. ( ullins. 
Two Angels, Blumenthal; Les Svlphes (4 hds ) Bach Fast Mail Galop (0 lids. I. 
mann; Don Juan Minuet, Mozart; If I were a Bird? hds.), Holst; Sizilietta (4 lids t. i "U 
ii-1,. Bohemian Melody, ~ ' f- a. t is, 
zeli; 
. B i ’ Jubilee
Edelwelm Glide, Vandertieck : Forgotten (voeau, ewe--. 
IJltle Fairy Galop. Streaming . Early M"rn M«r<-h. Ma. k . 
Mountain Belle Schottisrhe. Klnkel; Robin’s laillahy. 
rogmann; Dinging for Home. Jungmann . 1 nder the 
•Indena. Op. 48 (4 bds I. Hiller; Military .VtaotlIncite, 
tto we II; Silver N'ympha, Heine; L’KIlalre il A more 14 
hda.1. Donizetti; Scarf Dance. Cbamtnade; talus 
Biuette. Rogers; Melody In F (violin), Rubinstein; The 
Alpine Horn (vocal). Mallbran. 
Junior Pupils of Sisters of Mercy. 
Andante and Finale, Sonatina, l^nge; Valae Gracleuae. 
Morrill; Saltarelle, laconic; Austrian Song. Pacber; 
y anos, 8 191*.), Ulaaner; Rose Fav. lleln*. r e a e. higuet ; Cradle Song I vocal'.Trumbull. 
Doll * Lullaby. Margateln; Dance of the Marionette*. 
Arnold: Barbara. Pridham: Dance of itxr Ouamn. Hy; 
vath : Among tbe Gypsies, Janke ; In the Swing, Wo.ff, 
- f ' Durand. 
Durand : Sweet Clover 14 
Henselt; ohe ian elody, Op. 503, No. 19. Behr 
Counterparts Song, Balt l Paris I Pastorale i. Bach 
mann; Gondoliera, Moszkowski; Charge of Hussars. Op. 
140. No. 3 (4 hds.), Spindler. 
Pupils of Mrs. N. C. Schloltman. 
Mountain Glee, Op. 147 (4 hds.), Krug: Glistening 
Lights, Lee; Pink Domino Waltz, Kenard: Patch Work 
Polka, Walters; Little Sweethearts, Waltz, Engelmann; 
Carnation March, Holst; Beauties of Paradise (4 hds.), 
Streabbog; Forest Sprites. Williams: Pond Lily, Cloy: 
The Spanish Gypsy, Mazurka. Engel: The Chatter. Galop, 
Engelmann; Jolly Sister's Galop (4 hds. I. Zitoff-Wiison : 
Birds of Springtime, Waltz. Reardon ; Old Oaken Bucket, 
Transcription, Kialimark-Turner; The Forest Echo, 
’tuigg; Violets. Intermezzo, Hamer; Nearer to Thee. 
Tanscription, Mason-Turner : Under the B' 
ner; Blooming Meadow Polka (4 hds.I, 
Marche des Pompiers “ M|' ‘ 
rom "Sylvia" PHPHRVmHPMlbw; .. . Moszkowski; Theme with Variation* from Symphony > 
20 (4 hds.i. Haydn;  -1 “—Uj 
Sketches. Bcchterj Wi^ ;, w,. 
Ludovtr; Under 
*. N’evln; Fifth 
Hudson. Wilson; 
The Sleeping Princes. 
„ ..nd Sun.li I tie. Zeller : 
, . 'orn Flower*. Coot*: I 
.. Shepherd Boy Song, Blake; Menu*!. 
Paderewski; Fleur* d'6ranger, Op. Ml. I.ndov c 
the Double Eagle. Wagner: --'- 
Nocturne, _Leybach ; Moonlight 
Pupils of Edgar C. Th< 
Spinning Song. Bllmenrel 
Zimmerman: Mazovla, Iark 
Arnl>e*que. I^ek; .’ 
Warhs; La Fill* d 
Haymaker* (4 hds i. 
Frlibllng, Grieg; Capricant*. 
, Watson; Evenli „ __ _____ _i n S 
Op. 9, Fechner: Banner March. Oti. 1. Ortlepp; 
nt Prayer. Louka; Pure As Snow, tip. 31. I-ange; 
1 Vienna Waltzes, Weaver; Jolly Brother* Galop 
Is.). Budik-I’ascher; Heavens Messenger Valse. 
I; Forget-Me-Not, Idyl. Op. 724. Engelmann: 
naves of the Ocean. Waltz. Blake; Falling leaves. 
Reverie: Fillmore; Prayer and Passion Waltzes. Grimm : 
April Showers, Mazurka Mack ; Tbe Coming of ' >e B«n<l. 
Op 707, Engelmann; Love s Longing. Op. 18. Queckcn- 
berg; Qui Vive (4 hds.), Ganz. 
Pupils of the Oregon Conservatory of Musie. 
Priest’s March, from "Athalia" (4 hd*.i. MenJelssohn . 
Scherzino. Moszkowski: Turkish March (4 luls. I. Bee 
thoven: Scherzo, Schubert; HexenUnz. Op. 1 
MacdoweliDuet. bZ minor. Op. .»7 (x\o\ n). I 
Beriot: March of the 1 r°Phet8 (S •'UII' 
«5f*intillft Od 30 No. 0. Moszkowski ; Spanish Dance. <»p. 
12 No. 1 (6 hds.). Moszkowski: Concerto. G minor Op. 
25 (violin). Mendelssohn: Iinpromplu, <>p. ■' ' 4- 
Schubert: Margherita (vocal). Meyer-Belmund. 1 
and Peasant (4 hds.i. Snppe. 
Pupils of Mrs. U. B. White. 
sSV Kuh.au: 
Parker; Jolly Huntsman, 
go-round. Neck*; Canon for 
. c-i/»" Uelgen, Dance 
»lt; Schnel 
Rohde 
CLIPPIN G FI LE 1 
or Envelope 
Scrap BooU 
Handy for filingClip- 
pings, Receipts, and 101 
Has 20 heavy Manilla 
F.nvelopes, ruled and 
indexed. Bound in Red 
(P 1.00 »t jonr Stationer. 
<5 1 orient prepaid by us. 
THE WEIS MFO. CO. 
MUaGrange St.,Toledo, 0. 
UPWE S PHOTO PASTE 
For photo c 
Rondo from Sonatina. Op. 
I Know a Bank (vocal). Parker: 
Mb. Walter 8m, o 
of piano recital* to hi 
first one will take pli 
Alice MeClung will ma 
EnwxKti Baxtwc I‘k 
tour through to the 
ginning at Springfield, 
2nd Mathew.’ "81«nd.rd tirade ^ 
am Epwabii MCLLtOA*. organl.t and plaolat 
■ C’2flV«>**l*mdl»aWl.><N*v Mr.""'MUiMtgMti ho* 
her' of*Important position* with New York 
„ ......... *rf’Mfli"|(kl*‘*-f 
slogue 'of biw Uoa ‘*,13;,,.V"JriG 
European flrma^ ffbartel of .'ring*, onbe. 
bya 
iber <«h. ... i- 
deillcateil a llano College, Septs 
h U Win: 
H JARS AND TUBES 
‘ . Drie* quickly - i 
*L Unwt bottie*nowMld fo™5c! (by 
10c) In bulk lor large users, carton work,. 
UPAGE’S MUCILAGE 
NODDING VIOLETS, 
s- Sample copy 20c, in stamps or coin. 
ERNEST H. COSBY 
*403 Grove Avenue, Richmond, Va. 
MUsiCAL INSTRUMEHTSf H P f 
_ o* BAND&0RCHESTRA n|UlU; 
^pepper a^BLoruSrsg philada.pa. 
In the Shade of the Old Apple Tree. Yankee 
Gm March (Holzman’s latest). Every Lut e Bit 
Helps. Chama,al.Uerniezzo,2step.’,BigHn- 
Won’t You Fondle Me? Tammany 2 step..neat 
en’s Artillery March by H. Lincoln. Keep a 
Little Cozy Comer in Your Heart (or Me. Sweet Adeline. Bunker Hill.. And alllhe other Ucest 
Hits of the day. All full-size sheet music, sanre 
as you buy for 50 cts. at any M usic Store, the only 
difference'is the Price. Catalogues Free 
I E.MyrexMusicCo.,NBW york 
Poor fuel makes n poor f 
•ttrscss-ww-s4 srjhM j- 
. oi mv m-ei]*, I suffered grievously for a long li 
1mm .tomsrh trouWe*,’' writes a lady front a 
t —M — “ >'* “ 
(be sort of food that 
thing that 1 eottld eal 
Every attempt Rave 
nlbmltly lieeime n living skeleton and m time «»» 
*° kr!! ilT? «•«* uerattsded to tn Grape- 
t for me. Hardly any- 
l wood suy <»n my stomach. 
. heart-bum nnd filled my 
tt thinner 
i vl t : 
Nuts food, and it had «ueh ^feet tran t 
Pupils of Lew Chase. g—,,. Scherzlno from 
Styriennef 'Vollenhaupt: Moment j V AznB* 
.Tensen ; Minuetto to j giumber Song. Hrbumann • 
Saint-Saens; Fugue in p Concert In D flat, t^" 
Richard Strauss nNlflfr >.,n Giovanni w 
^ng ,at 1 have ^ ? 
-rnrvr'".  
Baladlne ' ^ 'damts. 4whl*j^ring Wlnd^ "snl1nrtlo*r"P ' 
Charge'of 'the <Bn*8,r* <2 4 
Pupils Of Femte lChittenden : 
The Dandelion, .. •lisu'mmk^ Sonjt^^ Can,|V*l 
Midget (4 hds-w^^ 
please mention 
with » 
' lno *o mlicit pain di*ap|s-are<L My 
wTight ^adually increas.nl from 98 ^ my 
figtire rounded out. my strength eame >»ek. and 1 
« Vs-* S. Grape-Nut* food did it. Nani g 
Battle Creek. Midi. 
A ten day*’ trial w 
food. „ 
“There’* a reason. 
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424 THE ETUDE 
The First Principles of Pianoforte Playing 
Being an Extract from 
D?reSns for L?arners°*» IndC“ AdWceSTTeMher*.1” 
By TOBIAS MATTHAY fML { 
I2mcioth, 75 Cts. 
. . . This is a valuable text book and its suggestions to teachers, pupils and students are of 
much moment.—Musical Courier. 
... A scientific yet practical and easily comprehended discussion of the conditions attendant 
upon playing the pianoforte.Admirably adapted for the enquiring, earnest teacher, and 
especially for the student who may be compelled to do without a teacher.— Etude, Philadelphia. 
The Act of Touch in All Its Diversity 
By TOBIAS MATTHAY 
With 22 illustrations, j af/v 
Crown, 8vo, #)1.UU 
It is no secret that our author ... is already one of the most successful pianoforte 
teachers, not only of this country (England), but of the world generally. . . . A WONDER¬ 
FUL book . . . one which every pianoforte teacher ought to “read, mark and inwardly 
digest.” The plan of the book is very simple.— London Musical Courier. 
A prospectus of these books will be sent to any address by the publishers. 
LONGMANS, GREEN 4 CO., XWSE New York 
The Cooke-Keller Combination Music Staff Ruler 
ZABEL BROTHERS 
Music Printers 
AND ENGRAVERS 
JSfo. to South Ricks Street, Philadelphia 
( Market above Fifteenth ) 
CORRECTION OF MUSIC MSS. 
G A SPECIALTY 
ALBERT W. BORST 
1712-14 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 
B REATH CONTROL FOR SINGERS 
The Eaton Breathing Tube 
not only gives unlimited breath 
control for singers and speak¬ 
ers, but is a certain cure 
for weak lungs 
and throat 
troubles. 
descriptive circu 
to the 
NEW YORK HEALTH 
SUPPLIES CO. 
489 Fifth Ave., New York City 
ment of an art like music, there is great 
clear idea as to the scope of the work. V 
ON THE TEACHING AND STUDY OP Tire 
HISTORY OF MUSIC. ** 
How can I make my teaching of the history of 
isic effective? the teacher will ask. How can 1 
' lasting value from my study of the history of 
isic? the student will inquire. And the answer is 
i same in both cases. Know what you want and 
:n work for it. If the teacher has, as his ideal 
iring a class recite, asking questions on the text’ 
hearing the answers, preparing questions for exam¬ 
ination, reading papers, etc., he certainly has room 
to improve. If the student thinks that he is study¬ 
ing history when he is word sure and date sure at 
the recitation hour he is proceeding about his study 
of the history of music in a very unscientific maii- 
He may learn, through the teacher’s quizzing 
he may fix in his mind, certain facts, and he may- 
retain for a long time much of this, but he will not 
have gained true value from his work. 
The value of history study comes into fact only 
when we learn the lessons it may teach us. We are 
making history today just as the men of past cen¬ 
turies made it in their day. We learn for the pres- 
t the past may 
of the develop- 
e t need for a 
u> 
know how music developed as well as to know when 
certain steps in advance were taken and what men 
and women were helpers in the forward movement. 
Therefore, in a study of the history of music we 
should study the music of each period. If fragments 
ire available, limit your study to the fragments, 
but learn the principles of construction and the pos¬ 
sibilities of expression which they show. This sug¬ 
gestion is valuable because we will find that the 
record of the development of an art like music is 
the seeking of men to express themselves and the 
shaping of the necessary means to contain that ex¬ 
pression, otherwise form and methods of composition. 
The composers of early days did not work wholly 
at haphazard. One may find certain defined methods, 
simple though they are. Here is a line of study for 
both teacher and pupil and an interesting line, too. 
Historians and essayists frequently refer to the 
composite character of the American people; we have 
national race and type. We are often called 
Anglo-Saxon, yet every observer knows how little of 
the Anglo-Saxon there is in our race. Every section 
of Europe is contributing its blood and ideas to 
forming the future American race. And so it is 
with music, our modern music. It is not the product 
of one race, of the Italian, the German, the French, 
the Russian, no matter which nation may hold the 
centre of the stage at some certain period. Our 
music is cosmopolitan and belongs to us all. to 
methods are open to us all, its beauties may be 
enjoyed by us all, and all of us may contribute to 
its future. If it be cosmopolitan, then it also should 
be a composite, and so it is. 
If we study the early history of music, musical 
beginnings, as we may say, we will see two distinct 
streams of racial activity acting and re-acting on 
each other. What were the primitive notions o 
music we cannot say. We may infer. But we can 
form conclusinns ns to what standing the Aryans 
gave to music, what instruments they used and 
what line of development seemed to l>e indicated. 
The records unearthed in the ruined Babylonian cities 
aid us in this. But while these Aryans were shaping 
music in their way, certain Semitic peoples were a so 
developing a music and a musical art. Of all J;h 
countries Egypt was the greatest and strongest. T ere 
s constant interchange, commercial and war 1^ 
between the two empires and a mingling of 1 ** 
resulted; to be emphasized more strongly by 
fusing of the musical customs of both races m 
Hebrews who were enslaved by the two races, 
e come to another nation of Aryan stock, the r 
EVERY PAIR (NEVER SLIPS 
nor TEARS^ riTUTES IncREaIe°DEALERS' PROFI 
INSIST ON HAVING THE GENUINE 
m f liner cushion Jf UOot BUTTON 
gUPPORTER 
GEORGE FROST CO.. Makers, Boston, Mass., U. S. A. 
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war and art spread Greek ideas 
whose 1Europe and Asia, even dominating 
through m“C° >rs. the Romans. And then, later 
their o* C0"?U . o{ the Hebrews into all parts of 
^thescattenngn ^ gemitic was taken up by 
the world a“d ag;hile the barbarians of Europe were 
,heAry(tir energy to the softer musical spirit of the 
adding their energy ^ ^ year8 iater the Moors in 
Latin wee- J usic the poetie. sensuous char 
Spato fgjJmite. And in later years, through the 
,CtSr ttionM movement, music is being power- 
itussian natuoM' ^ itself a composite 
W tTnd Turanian temperament. The teacher 
of Ar?aYrnt cannot fail to be interested in noting 
the advent ofn suggested. The centuries 
we dominoed by solidarity in 
preceding and in art. The State, the city, 
rtrioJ culfwas all and for all; individualism 
thlm Ss v trodden under foot. In art conven- 
r l rcLned Witness the representations on 
rSand tobvloniun temples and palaces. When 
Si te the time of the early Christian Church we 
* le that the individual becomes of more impor- 
lie frowned upon in one period by the learnedl mu¬ 
sician in another made the basis of art music Other 
contrasts could be noted, but sufficient has been of¬ 
fered to suggest the desirability of studying history 
Jit . dear view of these sharp differences and Ilf to study the steps which brought them about 
As a final thought, the following is offered. In 
the early days there were no printing presses to dis¬ 
tribute the great works in music. The teacher 
the man of power ; he had to communicate vxva voce 
with his pupils. Hence the relation of teacher and 
pupil is one of much importance in the history o 
music. Each succeeding generation witnessed som 
pupil's steps in advance of his teachers potion 
Progress is cumulative. Each man does his p 
and upon the work of one another builds. The 
student will seek to learn each master’s contribution 
and the teacher shall help. 
There is fascination in the study of history if one 
takes it up in a fascinated manner. There is nothing 
but a chronicle of dry, isolated facts if on.® a^. 
proaches the subject without imagination and vn ou 
effort to recreate the life and work of a past age. 
THE STUDY OF THE HISTORY OF MUSIC. With 
an annotated guide to music literature. y 
Edward Dickinson. Charles Scribner s Sons. 
$2.50, net. 
THE ETUDE 
CHATS ON VIOLINS. By Olca Racsteb. J. B. 
Lippincott Co. $1.25, net. 
A popular work on a most interesting subject, 
covering the origin and development of the king of 
instruments, with sketches of the work of the cele¬ 
brated makers. The practical hints upon the care of 
the violin and upon violin playing are quite helpful. 
The book will make a useful addition to the violinist’s 
technical library. 
SELECTED VIOLIN SOLOS AND HOW TO PLAY 
THEM. By Basil Althaus. Imported by Charles 
Scribner’s Sons. $1.00. 
This book will he welcomed by teachers ami stu¬ 
dents of violin playing, since it supplies material for 
the study in interpretation of the leading works in the 
literature of the violin. It will be to violinists what 
Prentice’s “Musician” is to pianists. It is open to 
one objection from the standpoint of the American 
musician, namely, that being prepared for the use of 
English teachers and students, some useful composi¬ 
tions by American composers are omitted. We trust 
that in a future edition the American representatives 
of the English publisher will secure the addition of 
an appendix containing notes on American composi- a 
tions. The pieces are graded from A to I, for «• I 
ample; elementary, easy (first position), easy (hr» I 
and third position), moderately difficult moi emu* I 
ing third position), etc., up to works for virtuosi. 
THE STORY OF THE HARP. By W. H. Grattan I 
Flood. Imported by Charles Scribner’s Sons. 
$1.25, net. , ._„ 
It is true that the number of harp players is small, | 
but nearly every musician is more or less 
in this subject, and even- student of the h'*tory of 
music should make himself familiar 
and development of this instrument, one ettbe e*rte 
in use and par excellence the instrument of the poets 
and singers of ancient and medievaltim^ The 
work is divided into historical, virtuosi, use 
harp in the orchestra, etc. We recommend the book 
to clubs making a study of musical *. 
used in connection with a rectal by a harpw^anm 
teresting program can be arranged , For the 
venience of our readers add that ^ 
works are now published m 'thi» ». „ 
Series”: “The Story o Oratorio^ • ^ 
gan,” “Chamber Music. ' “ . winUr. 
gan Music” will be ready some time during 
THE VALKYRIES^ A romance founded on^VagneFs | 
opera, by E- F. ^- ^ ^ ifgend in the 
fom of a sto^ which is woven, aTound^be 
—to^the HbreUo 
strongly and adequately Pr*sc , first of a series 
The publishers announce this as 
to include other grand opera . 
the ARCIHTECTCRAL EEVIEB'te^ l*; 
published by the Bates & -The Designing <>f 
Lined an attentkm of such of our 
Sere "Ire intorestci j in 
For each of us there is only ^uni the years, 
cradle to grave only one m ^ ^ of d,v. song 
But, you protest ha c of wi„ter and are not 
of night, song of spring- K u one song in 
*v.«ae vitallv different? Some men 
others go through life 
_ , vWO having the s 
itocs not the d 
line and is not the rhaps. 
ne .ul’rst It is merely a si 
kieh the words t**1 
WING 
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iMARK 
THIS!’! 
In miking out your marketing list, be I 
sure you include a good cereal food—and 
when you buy a cereal food be sure you 
get the pvhole wheat in digestible form— 
Shredded 
Whole 
Wheat 
Biscuit 
King of the world’s cereal foods, It l 
contains all the nutritive elements of the I 
whole wheat grain, steam-cooked and I 
drawn into fine porous shreds. These 
delicate shreds are retained and assimi- I 
lated when the stomach rejects all other I 
foods. *1 Shredded Wheat is not a "pre- 
digested” food—it is a read y-to-digest I 
food. It is the best food for growing I 
children because it contains all the ele- I 
ments for the building of the perfect hu- I 
man body. <1 Shredded Whole Wheat 
is made in two forms—Biscuit and 
Trlscuit. The Biscuit is delicious for 
breakfast with hot or cold milk or cream 
or for any meal in combination with 
fruits or vegetables. 9 Trlscuit is the 
Shredded Whole Wheat cracker which 
takes the place of white flour bread: de¬ 
licious as a toast with butter or with | 
cheese or preserves. 
“It’s All irx the Shreds” 
THE NATURAL FOOD 
COMPANY 
Niagara Falls, N. Y. 
bring with him to the 
it. three valuable violins. 
The latter was presented 
chateau of Trevano, August 7th, for the poor of Brun- 
nen. Mr. Lombard's own orchestra played an interesting 
program. 
A French paper. La Petite Repttbliqne, asserts that 
the words of the English national air “God Save the 
King” are a literal translation of a hymn written in 
honor of Lonis XIV, which read “Grand Dieu, sauvez 
le Bol! ” The composer of the tune was Couperin. 
The production of “Parsifal" a 
met with so much success that i 
work will be given annually. 
Kubelik, the violinist, will 
United States, on his next vis] 
two Guarneri's and one Strad. 
to the artist by the Emperor 
one of the Guarneri's is a gift : 
was purchased by the violinisi 
¥14.000 is placed on the Strad 
at $10,000 each. 
scientific journal draws atten- 
fact that the hands of great pianists have dif¬ 
fered very much. Rubinstein's hands were broad and the 
fingers short, thick, and clumsy. Liszt had elegant 
hands. Those of Paderewski are as beautifully formed 
as a woman's. Emil Sauer's are finely formed, the fingers 
being long and of uniform thickness. Perhaps the most 
extraordinary hands on record were those of the Abbe 
Vogler, the teacher of Weber and Meyerbeer, who could 
stretch two octaves. Among modern pianists the nearest 
approach to this extraordinary span is to be found in 
Siloti, who can stretch an octave and a half, or. to be 
more accurate, from C to G sharp. This in a great mea¬ 
sure explains the fact of his enormous technic, and the 
facility with which he can interpret works which to manv 
otber artists of the front rank are absolute impossibilities. 
A German magazine gives an account (without quoting 
its authority) of a well-preserved inscription found in the 
ruins of Eretria, in the island of Euboea, on the west 
coast of Attica, which gives a glimpse of how thev cele¬ 
brated musical festivals fn Ancient Greece. The town of 
Eretria resolved to institute a new festival, to be conse¬ 
crated to the goddess J ' ' 
cession and a solemn t.. 
ceremonies of offering and consecration it was decided 
that a competition of singers and musicians should take 
place, and among the details preserved in the inscription 
are the particulars of the prizes distributed among the 
winners. The performer who won (he first prize for 
playing on the cithara was awarded 200 drachmas (about 
$30) : the winner of the second prize received 150 
drachmas, and the third, 100 drachmas. The best flute- 
player obtained 50 drachmas, the second 30. and the third 
20. All those taking part in the competition were 
awarded one drachma from the municipal treasury. 
Tn® eleventh season of the Pittsburgh Orchestra. Emil 
Paur, conductor, begins (his fall, the first concert Novem¬ 
ber 2nd. The orchestra will consist of 65 men this sea¬ 
son. Some of the soloists engaged are: Harold Bauer. 
Aloys Burgstaller. Rudolf Ganz, Jean Gerardy. Henri 
Marteau, Emma Eames, Mrs. II. II. A. Beach. In addi- 
*' the great classic composers' works by the follow- 
Ax International Congress for Gregorian Music was 
h“ld in August at Strasshurg. Germany. Over 700 dele¬ 
gates were present—priests, organists and choir masters 
from all parts of Europe. 
In an interview on the subject : “Should Children Re¬ 
ceive.Musical Instruction?'’ Joachim expressed himself in 
favor of piano as the most important instrument, adding 
•’but singing is indispensable." 
An instance of Schumann's absence c, , 
by the Is?lpzlg Welt unit Hava: Mme. Schumann ...... 
invited some friends one evening. Her husband, who had 
been deeply engaged during the whole day at composition, 
sat in a corner of the room and took but little part in 
the conversation. After some time he rose, and going up 
to his wife, quietly said : “Is it not soon time for us to 
go home? I am so awfully tired." “But. dearest,” re¬ 
turned Mme. Schumann, "we are at home." "Oh yes, 
so we are,” said the composer, and immediately went to 
his bedroom. 
Humperdinck's new opera “The Wonder of Cologne" 
is not to have its first performance this season, as pre¬ 
viously announced. 
At the last meeting of the New York State Music 
Teachers' Association it was decided to hold the 1906 
meeting at Geneva. The expenses, from $1200 to $1600. 
were guaranteed by a citizen of the city. 
Mb. He „. 
he honored this seat 
formed in Paris by 
K. Hadley, the American composer, will ■ in having some of his works per- 
e two leading orchestras of that 
died ii 1895. 
t theatre According to n Fre in the various Europet 
394; Italy. 389; Ger 
105; Austria, 188: 1 _ _ 
and Norway, 46: Holland, 42: Switzerland. 35 
Portugal, 18; Denmark. 13; Turkey, 9; Greece 8 
Koumanta, 7 ; Servia, 6. 
h paper, the number i 
countries is as folioWL . _ 
my, 264 ; England, 205; Spain. 
Belgium. 59: Sweden 
a cycle of his operas it 
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressirq 
AN immense hall is to be built in Frankfort 
for a contest ot singing societies in 1907 ih.„erma,i)r. 
capacity is to be 25,000 and the cost of the lmirnf11*1”* 
estimated at $750,000. tne bu»ding 1 $ 
Willem Mengelberg, of Amsterdam, conductor famous Concertgebouw Orchestra of that dtv L ,llw 
Schneider, of the Philharmonic Orchestra of 11. , etr 
Germany, have been engaged to conduct durimr ,h7“ur& 
series of concerts by the Philharmonic Orchesif-oth« 
York City. others _ engaged are KrIU 
. - t Mozart celebration at Salzburg is „„ 
place in January. The opera to be given is “Don jJS* 
• decorations, cos'tum 
be used. Tot 
Emperor. 
conductor of the Bach FesHvah'lw^a^pt^T1^*”,.^ 
of Professor of Music in the University of Callfornta 
commences Ins new work this fall. We congratulate 
University on getting so splendidly eqSTLo 
clan, and hope bis new field of labof will efte f„u K' 
to his abilities. Meanwhile, the East will miss the r?T 
Festival in the old Moravian Church at Bethlehem 
The winner of the Rubinstein Prize, which was com 
peted for in Paris m August was Mr. Wilhelm Backhaus 
of Manchester. England. There were 37 competitor The prize is valued at $1000. competitor*. 
weeks in each year. 
Mr. Henry \\. Sayage, who gave “Parsifal” in Eng 
lish last year, is preparing to add to the repertoire of his 
company for the production of grand opera in English. 
“The \ alkyrles. This is to be followed later hv 
“Hhinegold." “Siegfried," and "Gotterdiimmenme." 
Other operas in the repertoire for this year are- 
“Lohengrin," “Tannhiiuser." “Rigoletto," "Alda," “La 
BohOme." and “Faust." 
Tamagxo, the once famous operatic tenor, had a severe 
stroke of apoplexy in August. 
Some interesting conditions are attached to two 
scholarships founded at the Guildhall School of Music. 
I.ondon : Candidates must be British born, if male, under 
21 years of age: if female, under 18; male candidates 
must have been choristers at St. Paul's Cathedral or 
Westminster Abbey; a good general education ii 
sar.v: ability to read music r* "!-K* — •” 
qualification. 
t sight I 1 important 
The compositions played by c ... .......... .. .npetltors for tl- 
stein Prize were: Iho second and third movements of the 
G major Concerto by Rubinstein: a prelude and fugu» 
in four parts by Bach: an andante or adagio by Mozart 
or Haydn : a sonata by Beethoven, (selected from Op. 
78, 81, 90. 101. 106. 109. 110. Ill): a mazurka, a 
nocturne and a Imllade by Chopin ; a movement from the 
"Eantaslestiieke" or "Krelsleriana" by Schumann; an 
etude by Liszt. : >tj . 
■ban contemporary says that Edvard Gvleg'a 
Scotch. The composer's great-grand 
father moved from Scotland to Norway over a hundred 
years ago; the spelling o” 
ancestors 
s present form. 
e was changed ft 
f the 
•ait M. Snoeek. of Belgium, is offered for sale, 
work of fifty years in gathering and is valued at n 
than $100,000. 
A COURSE of study in the history of music, conducted 
at the 1-eipzig Conservatory, has been extended to iu 
elude work in literature and esthetics. The Inatt-uments 
in the Witt Museum are used in the study of that nrancu 
of history. 
AT THE PARSONAGE 
Coffee Runs Riot No Longer. 
“Wife and I had a serious time of it while we were 
coffee drinkers. ,, 
“She had gastritis, headaches, belching and woui i 
have periods of sickness while I secured a daily ca 
ache that became chronic. ... , 
“We naturally sought relief by drugs and withou 
avail, for it is now plain enough that no drug ^ 
cure the diseases another drug, coflee sets ®P P® 
ularly, so long as the drug which causes the tro 
is continued. , . .«• 
“Finally we thought we would try leavinf 
coffee and using Postum. I noticed that my 
aches disappeared like magic and my old r® y 
nervousness left. One day wife said, ‘Do you 
my gastritis has gone ? * for 
“One can hardly realize what Postum has do 
“Then we began to talk to others. Wife’s 
and mother were both coffee drinkers and si 
Their headaches left entirely a short time a ^ 
changed the old coffee for Postum. 1 j^g wV 
inquire among my parishioners and found » .'n 
astonishment that numbers of them use os 
place of coffee. Many of the ministers w . 
visited our parsonage have Iwcome enthusias 1 
pions of Postum.” Name — p'“tum Co” B 
Creek, Midi. 
There’s a Reason. 
Read the little book, 
each pkg. 
e given by Postum Co., 1 
, Road to Wellville” >" 
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HUMORESQUES. 
[. HAUSRATH. 
Aunt Sal. on Music. 
Some music’s saccharinely sweet, 
rm willing to admit; 
B„t some’s a wanton noisy feat 
That gives me most a fit. Fi instance, there’s my neighbor Jones 
Who’s bought a violin— 
You never heard such torturing tones— 
It simply is a sin. 
rm fond of music, Hiram knows— 
Planners, and the voice: 
But scratching strings with rosined bows 
Is Mt what 1 call choice. 
Wife (at concert) : “Why do these pianists wear 
thBustandS0(i1n0nbaldlieaded-reflectiveness) : “Hin, I 
tort blame them for wearing it as long as they can.” 
She (at the concert ) t “What do you think of that 
composition? ” 
He: “Well, I’d like it better if the rests were more 
numerous and closer woven.” 
Child: “0 mamma, look at that man wrapped 
inside of his horn! What is it called? ” 
Mamma: “I think it’s a cornucopia.” 
When is a trumpet like a rose? 
When it’s blown. 
When does a drummer get ahead of his instrument ? 
When he beats it. 
Cholly: “Great commotion in Musicville today.” 
Molly: “What happened? ” 
Cholly: “Two sharps got into a flat.” 
At the Concert.—Mrs. De Lingue (at the con¬ 
clusion of an unwonted display of loquacity): “How 
I do love music! ” 
Man in next rear seat: “Madame, we have listened 
to your verbal obligato through two successive move¬ 
ments of this number and we would prefer to hear the 
remainder as a piano solo senza obligato.” 
The comet player’s hopes are often blasted. 
Landlord: “That trombone player who lived in my 
flat met with a violent death the other day.” 
Friend: “You appear to be quite elated over it. 
How did it happen ? ” 
Landlord: “Yes, he was playing with his head out 
of the fourth-story window, and after several loud 
explosions issued from his weapon and descended to 
street below, he was carried away with the atmos¬ 
pherical assault, and—” 
Friend: “Oh, I see, he followed the air.” 
Landlord: “Exactly, and expired with his lease.” 
Friend: “Moral: Trombone players should not 
play in flats." 
Uncle Hiram’s Advice to that Piano-playin’ 
Feller. 
First see that your stool is set right, and then set 
fight on it. 
In making jumps to different parts of the piano, 
the stool under you. 
Always ask your audience what to play; they know 
""at they like, and will applaud a favorite number 
even when at its worst. 
Don’t work off any concert-hall tricks such as 
nnngling your locks with the keys. Be an upright 
Uf'Shts are all the rage, anyway. 
j*>n’t snort like a horse; snorting is vulgar, 
beep your feet under the piano as far as possible; 
Jot under the stool, as though you were riding a balky 
The faster 
These 
play, the better will you be liked, 
are strenuous times. 
1 ,sure to play the same tune with both hands. 1 
1 a feller once play “Killarney” and the 
and c together’ an<1 ^ sounded like an Irishman 
a German getting patriotic at once, 
it at ?f peoP,e Hke the piano—far away; some like 
tastesC0SC rangC‘ Play lol,d and ®°ft t0 SUit aU 
farmers like music more than some music-fellers 
0 Perform. Put that in vour ink bottle when 
You write music, and give us some natural 
eo^“ers are the best informed people—in the 
hast ,,' °u can’t serve up any of your theoretical 
0 them; they won’t swallow it. 
like to p 
"ext you 
sounds. 
A Personal Announcement 
By Madame Lillian Nordica BO AMERICAN VOCAL STUDENTS, TEACHERS AND COMPOSERS; 
Because of my desire to encourage American musical composition, and to do the 
little 1 can to make Amerion composers and American compositions better 
known, I wish to offer to all writers of songs living in America three prizes for the best- 
constructed and most melodious songs—that is: 
$500 for the First Prize 
$300 for the Second Prize 
$200 for the Third Prize 
And in order that these offers may be participated in by the lar^t n™te l wish to 
impose as few restrictions as possible upon the character of the songs. y 
C1RST: The song should be lor■a single^5 taiwff «*irf ^ 
1 reasonable range of voice—only it mus , . vou know when we remember 
.. 
immortal song, yet of fewer bars than the limit named. 
a sss«** ■> —** * 
I shall please the P°P“lar Xi sMce ime Popular American vocal taste is higher than 
cannot repeat too often. .. . , 
I threw these awards epentoany student. t'hh'spJdii Purpose. 
bop. Otis »" ‘0n’rO’”5’ 
A Supplementary Note 
second: No raanus-np 
_ 1 M.iih Aarlt manuscript. 
velope or package 
SECOND: O r 
folded once. raust be inclosed with each manuscript THIRD: Full return postage -n ^ ^ sent togetlier ln «, 
PoimTH: Manosem*5 ^e.mlnh t,„, e-P«««.: 
separated ,ame Nordica must not be asked to answer qu 
. and congous deariy. 
the ETUDE 
ANNOUNCEMENT^! 
Mr. Fillmore has succeeded to fulfill the requirements of 
the Piano-Teaching Profession by revising the 
Fieemore's Modern 
Graded Course 
Especially Vol. I, combining the best points of a “Method" with those 
of a “Graded Courseand therefore giving it the First Place among 
Modern Works of Piano Instruction. For a limited time we offer the 
first four Grades at the Special P~'ce of 25c each. Regular Price $1.00 
The following are a few of the many flattering criticisms received re¬ 
garding this work: 
and am very mnch pleased with the work in 
every respect, so much in fact, r " 
The Leschetizky Method 
THE MODERN PIANIST This system has made mo" great artists thaa 
PADEREWSKI 
ESSIPOFF 
HAMBOURG 
GABRILOWITSCH 
BLOOMFIELD-ZBISLER PRENTNER 
SLIVINSKI 
SIEVBKIHG 
By MARIE PRENTNER 
A Graduate of, and the ablest Assistant tor many years to 
THEO. LESCHETIZKY 
Issued with his unqualified endorsement. 
Illustrated with twenty plates, drawn from 
nature by celebrated European artists 
English and German Text throughout. Price, $1.1 
The Leschetizky system of Piano Technique and Execution, of which this 
work is an authentic and lucid exposition, was founded by Beethoven, fathered by 
:erny, and enlarged and perfected by the keen personality of Leschetizky. 1 
This great pedagogue believes only in personal instruction, and it has, therefore 
devolved upon his assistants to give to the world in general the great underlying 
principles of a system, of which there are but few of the great artists now before 
the public who are not his pupils. 
This system forms a complete, comprehensive and extremely practical treatise 
of piano technic from the foundation onward, equally adapted to the youngest pupil 
as well as the finished artist. It is about as near a perfect course of piano technics, 
as can be made. While thoroughly technical, the artistic is never lost sight of. 
It is intended for those who are earnest and ambitious, for young teachers and pro¬ 
gressive amateurs. It recognizes the weakness of the hands, and sets its task to 
overcome all the natural disadvantages of the fingers and muscles. 
We want all the piano teachers of the country to examine this work. It will 
be well for even those who are wedded to some other system of technic to examine 
of the Leschetizky work. It has features that are valuable even if it is 
an in parallel columns; the work appears simultane¬ 
ously in America, Germany, Austria, and England; 
it is being translated into the Polish, French and 
Russian languages; we point with no little pride to 
the fact that the original edition of such an import¬ 
ant work as this should appear from an American 
publishing house. 
The examination of this work will leave an impres¬ 
sion that will affect all future ideas of piano-playing 
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